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DETAILS PAGE 2 Crown corporation over to 
new Conservative govern, the private sector in its 
entirety. 
Broadbent vowed his party 
would do everything in its 
power to prevent the altering 
remaining twothirds. His of federal ownership of 
comments represented a Petro-Canade. 
backing away from a "The Tooles are not going 
previous hardline to turn the to get away with it," he told a 
merit would retain ownership 
of about one-third of the 
shares of the company while 
giving away or selling the 
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batteries, etc. Call as - We are 
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RUPERT STEEL & 
SALVAGE LTD. 
rally of about 1,000 party 
u~lPooters at an eveulng 
y in Vancouver. 
Trudeau restated his com. 
mltment to making western 
Canadians more at home 
within the Liberal party. He 
said in Winnipeg the cam- 
paign would be built around 
a team approach in an effort 
Westend 
Food Mart 
Open 
6:30am - 11 pm 
7 days a week 
635-5274 635-7228 
"We Satisfy Tummy & Tank 
365 DAYS A YEAR" 
Pharmacist Patty Sande helps Santa select a winner contained in what may very well be one of the world's 
from a total of 2,000 entries in the Northern Drugs largest Christmas stockings, was won by Irene 
giant stocking contest. The $150 worth .of goodies Sharples of 4828 Davis in Terrace. 
PETR OCAN SHARES 
Clark offers BCRIC of a deal 
By MICHAEL BERNARD 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Prime Minister Clark's 
election promise to give 
away shares of Petro- 
Canada seems designed to 
appeal to the stock market 
baron that Bill Bennett found 
in British Columbians. 
The B.C. premier mined 
that seam of latent 
capitalism prior to his 
government's re-election 
earlier this year and struck 
milli~ to give away and sell graphics alongside Dew. 
two-thirds of Petro-Can's Jones averages, 
~.3 billion in assets, Beer parlors became 
The giveaway made trading floors as patrons 
people aware of the eor. dickered to convert BCRIC 
poratiea nd BCRIC's debut shares Into booze. 
on the Vancouver Stock 
Exchange in Aunt  made it However, interest reached 
a household word. a peak when the corporation 
-annmmeed it was interested 
Newspapers put l~RIC's in buying up Pacific 
closing price da i lym the Petroleum's $1.2 billion 
front page, radio stations assets, The stock hit a high of 
reported trading figures ~ S9.18, a tidy profit for those 
hourly and television who heught the maximum 
closed unchanged at $6.95 on 
Thursday, 
Rising interest rates have 
prevented many investors 
from buying the stock on 
Nat ives  oppose  
A lean pro jec t  
paydtrt when he gave every. 
qualified resident of the 
province five free shares in 
the British. Columbia 
Resources Investment Corp. 
The added appeal of some- 
thing for nothing -- even 
though the former Crown 
corporation belonged to 
British Columbians anyway 
-- made the giveaway an 
enormous uccess. 
Many observers oredl(ed 
the tactic for Bennett's 
narrow election victory over 
the New Democrats, wheae 
previous government had 
or ig ina l ly  assembled  
BCRIC's (pronounced 
BRICK) $151 million in 
assets. 
Its holdings included two 
sawmills, an 81-per.cent 
interest In Canadian 
Cellulose Ltd., 10 per cent of 
West Coast Transmission 
Ltd. and oil and gas rights on 
2.3 million acres in northern 
B.C. 
While the politicians 
haggled over philosophy and 
fine print, 1,8 million 
stations ran closing pricns lnj 6,000 shares at ~. The stock 
Door opened to death 
margin and many who did 
when it was first listed have 
sold which brought he stock 
down to the $6 range at one 
point. 
Despite the drop, stock 
analysts say BCRIC's future 
By KEITH WATT 
Special to the Herald. 
SMITHERS -- A 
spokesman for the 
Gitksan-Carrier Tribal 
Council says Alcan 
"should not expand its 
Kemano generat ing  
facilities until the Tribal 
council's land claim is 
settled. 
Nell Sterr i tt ,  l and  
claims co-ordinator for 
the Hazelton-based tribal 
group, said: "That type 
of project cannot go until 
the role of native people 
in resource development 
is clarified, and until the 
land claim issue has been 
resolved." 
About 4,500 Gitksan and 
Carrier Indians in seven 
villages two years ago 
filed..a land claim. ¢0 
22,000 square miles in an 
area extending from 
Cedarvale to Burns Lake 
and from Tweedsmuir 
Park to Spatsizi Park. 
Sterritt said the tribal 
council will meet early in 
January to consider the 
whole issue. " I t ' s  of 
direct concern to us 
because the entire 
project is within the 
boundaries of the tribal 
council." 
He said the proposed 
expansion concerns not 
only native food fisher- 
men, but also native 
people fishing com- 
mercially on the coast, 
because of possible ef- 
fects on salmon stocks. 
"But over and above 
that, it's just another 
example of the wealth 
and riches belonging to 
the native people being 
is bright, supported by the siphoned off to other 
corporation's last quarterly parts of Canada and the 
report of $247.5 million in world," be said. 
onro~s or 59 cents a shar,~. Ken Russell, a com- 
mercial fisherman and 
chief councillor at Kit~ 
seguek la ,  echoed 
Sterr i t t 's  comments:  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- It numagers, owners and ether 
was an open invitation to employees on fire 
death when a high-rise procedures. The Jury ako 
apartment taumt fled from recommended training 
his burning suite without procedures and bulletins 
closing the door, an inqumt d ~  with elevators he 
was told Thursday. brought up to date. 
"If the door had been Graham Wed after he and 
eleaed, the fire would have two other firefighters took 
been contained in the suite," the elevator directly to the 
fire investigator Lt. Joleph fire on the flfthfloor, Bell 
Pears testified, 
died in the stairwell when he 
attempted toreach the roof 
from his eighth floor 
apartment, 
Pears said the fire was 
started by a cigarette ember 
in a chesterfield, Evidence 
showed the apartment door 
was open, he said, and in- 
tense heat and gases were 
produced. 
I 
"I've been a commercial 
fisherman on the coast 
for twenty years, and 
many times the fisheries 
officers have told me to 
tie up my boat and stop 
fishing to save the 
salmon. Then Kemano IT 
comes along and destroys 
the salmon. What's the 
sense?" 
Instead, a wave of smoke 
and heat greeted fire 
department Capt. John 
Graham, 52, when he and 
two other fire fighters 
stepped out of the elevat,w on 
the fire floor. 
The coroner's Jury said the 
intensity of~ heat and gases 
would likely have been lm 
in the .hallway where 
Graham died if the door had 
HOSPITAL HERE 
HAS A NE IV HEAD 
The hospital board for Mills Memorial 
Hospital in Terrace has appointed a new ad- 
ministrator to replace John Allen, who resigned 
earlier this year. 
Robert Finlayson, 43, of Dryden Ontario will 
take over as administrator on Feb. 1. Wayne 
Opposition to Alcan's 
proposal is mounting 
among other groups in 
the Buildey Valley, and 
business and government 
spokesmen are reacting 
with caution to the an- 
nouncement. 
Two groups-- the Save 
the Bulldey in Smitbers 
and the Father Morice 
Outdoor Recreat ion  
Society in Houston--have 
formed in the past  six 
months for the sole 
purpose of opposing the 
project. 
Save the Bulkley will 
begin a campaign to get 
Alcan and various 
government agencies to 
release more information 
on the development and 
its potential impact. 
Pub l ic  in fo rmat ion  
sessions will continue, 
using slide shows and 
information packages 
already assembled by the 
group, and some mem- 
bers are looking at 
potential legal remedies, 
such as challenging the 
1950 agrrement that gave 
Alcan all the water rights 
to the Nechako and 
Nanlka Rivers, or the 
Industrial Development 
Act of 1949, a provincial 
statute designed to lure 
la rge  fabr icators ,  
specifically aluminum 
F ish  sPawn k i l l ed  
A reduced flow into the supplies power for Alcan's 
Nechako PAver this month Kitimat smelter. Increased 
has resulted in some damage demands on the reservoir by 
to salmon spawning rounds Alcan, ,due to the low 
a federal fisheries officer in precipitation, may be the 
Kamloops aid today, cause of the-drol~ off in the 
"C~'Goodni~n, the district water leveI.~ ....... 
supervisor for federal 
fisheries in Kamloops said 
the flow into the river has 
dropped by half accooding to 
reports from fisheries of- 
ricers in Prince George. He 
said it is a result of 
decreased precipitation this 
year and a droppoff in water 
flow from the Nechako water 
reserve. 
The Nechako Reservoir 
supplies water to the 
Kemano project, which 
Goodman said the chinook 
salmon redda are being 
damaged in part by the 
exposure to the cold and the 
lack of water coverage. He 
did not say what per cent of 
the redde would he killed as a 
result, but said there is no 
question there has been 
some damage which could 
effect commercial, native 
and recreational fishing in 
coastal and interior areas. 
ALCAN DAM 
SAID FA UL T Y 
VANCOUVER (CP) - -  ,~ dam built by the 
Aluminum Co. of Canada at Ootsa Lake in west 
central British Columbia cracked because the 
concrete mix used in its construction 
deteriorated, says a welder who worked on the 
dam. 
Phil Jones also said that the dam gates had 
improper welds and in 1977 an addition to the 
dam was built with an improperly installed fail- 
safe mechanism. 
Hugh Hunt, B.C. water rights chief com- 
missioner, said Thursday that when the dam was 
built in the 1950s, engineers did not understand 
that certain concrete mixes could be eroded by 
alkaline water. 
The dam was repaired in 1977 at a cost of $3.4 
million. 
Les Holroyd, Alcan public relations officer, 
confirmed that a winch controlling the log stop 
guide at the. dam was. bolted down with 
inadequate bolts which pulled out during testing. 
Holroyd said the bolts have been replaced with 
new and larger ones which will not pull out. 
Jones said he wants to publicize the dam's 
problems because he believes it raises serious 
qtmstions about Alcan's ability to build and 
supervise the expansion of its Kemano 
hydroelectric project near Kitimat on the north 
B.C. coast. 
"There's an old wrecked gate there, the welds 
were shoddy and the gate had been dropped 16 
inches - -  what goes on?" Jones said. "And 
Alcan's going to build a big new one." 
Alcan recently announced plans to treble 
hydroelectric output from the Kemano site, a 
project which will require additional damming. 
residents tormed financial 
institutions to apply for 12 
million free shares and 96 
million more at S6 a piece. 
The giveaway and sale 
swelled BCRIC's assets to 
$800 million and its 
borrowing power to an en- 
viable $2 billion. 
The bankers were happy 
too. Their distribution role 
brought them ~ million for 
handling applications and 
share distributions paid for 
by the corporation and the 
provincial government. 
There have been estimates 
it would cost at least ~0 
been closed to the apartment 
of Michael Younie where the 
fire started Nov, 10, in the 
city's West End. 
The Jury found that 
Graham and a tenant, 
William Bell, 78, died of 
smoke inhalation and 
classed the deaths as un. 
natural and by mlsad- 
venture. 
The jury recommended 
the VanoouveL' fire depart. 
sent supply a printed in. 
formation sheet on fire 
~ ocedurea to apartment tiding managers, Owners 
or tenants. It alan called for a 
training vrogram for 
Epp, the chairman of the hospital board, said in 
a telephone interview today, Finlayson's ap- 
pointment was confirmed at the last hospital 
board meeting this past Wednesday. 
"We have been lacking manpower," Epp said, 
in reference to the double duty being performed 
by acting administrator and supervisor of 
nursing Shirley Bentley. "Mr. Finlayson has an 
extensive background in hospital ad- 
ministration." 
Epp said thei'e were a number of candidates 
before selecting Finlayson. The new ad- 
ministrator is married with a family of five. 
Former adminstrator John Allen resigned in 
early October, citing health reasons. 
Northland layoffs hurt staff 
A spokesman for 25 Kitimat workers laid off as a 
result of Canadian Pacific decision to end its leasing of 
the Northland transport service criticized the com- 
pany Wednesday for the poor timing of the an- 
nouncement. 
Mark Pearson, the president of local 6611 of the 
United Steelworkers of America said the an- 
nouncement leaves the workers with little time to find 
new jobs at the worst time of the year. CP said the 
Northland service will end due to mounting financial 
losses at the end of Januar:,. A total of 85 employees 
are effected, though 20 will be retained in other 
capacities by the company. 
Pearson said Kitimat Mayor George Them has 
contacted the government on their behalf and 
telegrams have been sent to Premier Bill Bennett and 
Lincoln Alexander, the federal minister of labour. 
He said arrangements concerning severence pay 
and relocation of the 25 workers will be determined 
sometime in January. 
"Most employers give the Christmas turkey," hc 
commented. "CP Rail has given the Christmas goose 
without the golden egg. 
to increase party strength in 
the four western provinces 
where only three Liberals 
were elected May 22. 
The politicians were to 
make their way back to 
Ottawa later today for the 
Christmas break before 
resuming campaigning in 
the new year. 
Westend 
Chevron Service 
Chevron 
m._~ Open 
24 Hours V 
companies, into the 
province. 
Smithers lawyer and 
group member Jim Sayre 
told the Dec. 12 meeting 
that "the provincial 
government can't make 
agreements  wh ich  
override federal laws, 
~uch as the Fisheries Act 
or the Indian Act. The 
development could be 
stopped by court in- 
junction until, say, land 
claims are settled." 
Mike Bell, secretary of 
the Houston group, said 
the society's concerris are 
that the company has 
made the decision to 
procee'd without full 
impact studies, that 
public "gatherings" to 
company proposes for 
• January - in a f fec ted  
communit ies will not 
have full information on 
the project to which 
residents can respond, 
that job figures supplied 
by Alcan do not take into 
account jobs lost in the 
tourism and fishing in- 
dustries, and that tax- 
payers' money is being 
wasted on improvement 
programes, such  as 
salmonld enhancement, 
the benefits of which will 
be wiped by Kemano 
expansion. 
"Those of us who live 
and work in the northwest 
need to know if we are 
being asked to make 
economic sacrifices so 
company shareholders 
living elsewhere can 
enjoy a better'standard of 
living," Bell said. 
Skeptics to tile 
project's benefits were 
not confined to en- 
vironmental groups. 
Smithers alderman Bill 
McAloney questioned the 
effect of reduced Bulkley 
River flows on the town's 
water and sewer 
systems. "Just because 
the water supply is from 
wells, it doesn't mean 
that it wouldn't affect us. 
Who knows where that 
water comes from? he 
said. 
Smithers Chamber of 
Commerce president Ted 
Taylor said he wanted 
more information before 
passing judgement o!~ the 
proposal. "1 want to know 
what it's going to do for 
us and what it's going to 
do to us," he said. 
Even the tiny Palling 
Women's Institute near 
Houston passed a 
resolution condemning 
the proposed expansion. 
his comment but several of 
quehecors to vote against his former ministers called llaves in a new federalism. 
the spring referendum, said the wooding a Joke and a Clark unveiled in Van- 
the federal government .fraud. cover his government's 
would not negotiate with the Ed Broadbent, leader Of decision to retain effective 
Parti Quehecols over' the the New Democratic Party, control of PetroCansda, the 
terms of a politically sever- said the wording gives government oil company, 
eign Quebec. Quebecers only two options, and even to expand its 
Liberal Leader Pierre the status quo or in- mandate. 
Trudeau was restrained in dePendence. He said he he- The prime minister said a 
Federal party leaders '  Minister Joe Clark, urging 
unanimously condemned the 
wording of the. Quebec 
referendum on sovereignty. 
association Thursday as.the 
first week of campaigning 
for the Feb. 18 election drew 
to a else. 
The party leaders were in 
Western Canada as Prime 
All three" leaders condemn the wording 
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Quebecers offer sovereignty vote [ .Ews • ] 
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spring's referendum will But the referendum currency," Quebecers will mandate to negotiate the for a mandate to achieve Levceque told reporters talks with the rest of Canada LONDON (AP) _ Nkomo and Robert Mugabe, give Quebecers a chance to question, unveiled Thursday have a second refei'endum to
authorize their provincial by Premier Rene Levesque decide whether they want 
government to negotiate in the national assembly, the new deal. 
with Canada to make Quebeo siipped in an extra punch few The information is in- 
a sovereign state having observers expected, eluded In an 88-word 
"exclusive power to make its After tall~ on sovereignty preamble that ends in the 
laws, administer its ~xes and an economic association question: "On these terms, 
Clark  was  p lann ing  
constitution reform 
OTTAWA (CP) -- Prime 
Minister Joe Clark was 
secretly taking steps toward 
putting together a con- 
stltullonal reform package 
this fall at the same tirae he 
was telling irate Llberak in 
the Commons there were 
more important issues 
facing Canada. 
News of his initiatives sur- 
faced this week in Montreal 
when Clark promised to have 
a propoeal for revislon of the 
constitution by next fall if re- 
elected on Feb. 18. 
The prime minister said 
preliminary work on such a 
proposal was alreay, in 
progress under the 
leadership ofSenator Arthur 
Tremblay, a former Quebec 
deputy minister of in. 
tergovernmentai affairs. 
Tromblay said Thursday 
that Clark asked him at the 
end of October to take on the 
job. But he refused to say 
who else was involved in 
drawing up the package. 
The senator was equally 
vague on his terms of refer. 
cover the whole gamut of 
constitutional issues. 
"We are working on all as- 
pects of the question," he 
said in a telephone interview 
from his home in Quebec 
city. 
Trornblay was interviewed 
just hours after Quebec Pre- 
mier Rene Leveeque 
released the wording of the 
planning referendum on 
saverclgnty-assaciatiou. 
During the last session of 
Parliament, the Liberal 
opposition vigorously at- 
tucked Clark for not 
responding strongly enough 
to the separatist threat in 
Quebec, 
Clark rejected their 
repeated emands to con- 
vane a federalprovincial 
constitutional conference, 
revive Liberal legislation 
allowing the federal govern. 
ment to conduct a counter- 
referendum and instruct 
federal ministers from 
Quebec to Join the umbrella 
committee of profederallat 
forces in the referendum 
ence. He said Clark had campaign. 
given him a target date of Clark responded con- 
next fall for the package to sistently that the forceful 
Riverside Auto .Wrecking. 
-Licensed mechanics available 
to install parts 
-Used parts & accessories 
-Used cars & trucks 
-Motors & transmissions at 
reduced prices 
drive toward Constitutional 
reform of the previous 
Liberal drove Quebeoers 
toward separatism. 
He said he was taking con- 
crete steps rather than 
sprouting propaganda to 
convince Quebeccrs to reject 
saverelgntyassoclation a d 
stay with Canada under a 
new Conservativeinspired 
federalism. 
These included the 
decision to give provinces 
Jurisdiction over offshore 
resources and giving them 
control of lotteries. The 
former case would require 
constitutional amendments. 
During the May 22 election 
campaign, Clark balked at 
providing aconcrete plan for' 
revamping the constitution. 
He said ideas for change 
would have to follow federal. 
provincial consultation and 
promised to hold a first 
ministers' conference on the 
subject soon after the 
election. 
He said a Progressive Con. 
servative government would 
concentrate on less difficult 
constitutional questions 
before it attempted to deal 
with such things as bring the 
constitution to Canada from 
Westminster. 
Clark, however, in- 
definitely postponed plans 
for the constitutional con- 
ference after he was electS. 
Faced with a gloomy eco. 
namic future, the govern- 
ment concentrated on 
energy and economic 
policies. 
Tremblay said he now is 
gathering all the material 
that has accumulated during 
the last decade when the 
debate on constitutional 
proposed agreement bet- saverelgnty-assoelailon 
wcen Quebec and Canada?" through nogatlaUous, could take as long as two 
But the idea of a second In the revised party ,years after the .spring vote. 
referendum is coutrary to program, approved last The second referendum 
the Parti Quebeools white June, the possibility of a would not be held before the 
paper on sovereignty- second consultation is next provincial election, due 
.ssociation released last mentioned, but only as a lest 
REFERENDUM 
CONDEMNED 
The wording of the question is "replete with 
Quebec independence ambiguities. 
referendum next spring 
was widely condemned 
across the country 
Thursday as unac- 
eeptoble. 
Prime Minister Joe 
Clark, campaigning In 
Vancouver, rejected the 
wording announced 
earlier in the day by 
Quebec Premier Rene 
Levesque and vowed a 
Progressive Conservative 
government would not 
negotiate sovereignty- 
association. 
Clark said sovereignty- 
association is "in- 
'compatible with the idea 
of a federation and there. 
fore absolutely unac- 
ceptuble to the federal 
government. 
Liberal Leader Pierre 
%'rudeau, highly popular 
in Quebec, told reporters 
in Winnipeg he fears for 
"the rending" ofthe social 
fabric of Quebec" he- 
cause the Quebec 
government now says it 
would hold a second 
referendum before 
leading the province out 
of Confederation. 
The reaction from 
provincial leaders was 
similar. 
A lber ta  In -  
tergovernmentel Affairs 
Minister Dick Johnston 
said the wording is 
"really what we thought 
it would be" but said the 
province remains op- 
posed to sovereignty- 
association, 
Roy Romanow, inter- 
governmental ffairs in 
Saskatchewan, said the 
wording "prolongs .the 
uncertainty and con-  
fus ion"  and falsely 
assumes the rest of 
Canada would agree to 
Quebec's terms. 
.Ontario P remier  
William Davis said the 
ll sastion is vague and his ntergovernmental af- 
fairs minister, Tom 
Wells, reiterated his 
governmen~ 's vow not to 
negotiate sovereignty.as. 
ssciation. 
There was no im- 
mediate comment from 
Premier Richard Hatfleld 
of New Brumwick but 
provincial Liberal Leader 
Joseph Da ig le ,  an 
Acadian, said he had been 
"I always said a 
referendum isdivisive by 
its very nature," Trudeau expecting "a pretty 
said. "It pits neighbor definitive question" and 
against neighbor, father thinks the wording isn't 
against son." "clear enough, direct 
NDP Leader Ed enough." 
Broadbent, a lso in Nova Scotia Premier 
Winnipeg, said the ques- John Buchanan said the 
tienoffersquebecersonly question is written "to 
two options: in- cloud its real meaning 
dependence or the status and the provision for a 
quo. He said he believes second, more far- 
in renewed federalism, reaching referendum is 
Jean Chretien, former also degigned to confuse 
Liberal finance minister the Quebec people." 
-BCAA affiliate and a Quebeoer, called 
"~" ~="' I a Joke." Premier Brian Pcekford 
~ | ~  ~'~ ' " ' "~ i~ ' ;~.~ '~:=~-=~=: . "  reform re~-~ed its - -~  the wording "a fraud and In New foundland, 
%/,l[t,saw~/ol~Erob!em~,~.j. ,Scie.~ee. Minist¢~.~.~,sai,~ .. the  werdiog 
~, H~Ward Graffte , one" Of complicates ramer~than "~ l~ ' ,~a id :  LSt~°of~hgs%i i~/ i~  " I '  ' " Y"  "~ " " . .  : 
been said over those 10 [ only three Conservative clarifies the wnom 
years. We don't want o miss [ Quebec MPs, said the situation. 
any good ideas." | 
............................................. Chrysler 
What's worse than getting a hand 
an accident  or sickness 
on, vacat ion? 
Being without MSA to take care of the bills! 
Break a leg at Mount Baker or catch a bug in Hawaii an.d your 
hospital expenses alone could run up to $400 a day. The problem is 
that your Provincial Government Health Insurance Plan pays only a 
portion of the cost. 
That's why MSA Travel Protection, tot less than a dollar a day, makes 
sense. 
MSA Hospital and Medical Protection pays the extra expenses when 
you need care away, from B.C.; medical, surgical and hospital 
expenses, air ambulance, emergency oral surgery, prescription drugs 
and more. 
Before you travel, ask your Travel Agent about MSA's Hospital - -  
Medical, Baggage, Travel Accident and 
Trip Cancellation travel 
MSA Trcrve.l Protechon /,¢iIr111"71t7 / /  
Take us w,th you 
when ,ou 
Ask-your travel Agem.  
Administered by the Medical Services Association. 
next year or by 1961 at the 
latest, 
Quebeoera would be asked 
to ratify the results of 
negotiations with the rest of 
Canada for sovereignty- 
association if they were 
POifsitive. 
they failed, the P.Q 
government would see- 
approval "for what is 
commonly called, a 
unilateral decision," he said, 
reSumably speaking of 
daring independence. 
In a 16-minute address to 
the national assembly, the 
Rhodesia's contending 
leaders signed a fragile 
peace settlement oday 
promising independent black 
rule for Britain's last 
African colony after 14 years 
of rebellion. 
A British spokesman said 
the signing went off' 'without 
a hitch." 
With Foreign Secretary 
Lord Cerrington presiding, 
the ceremony brought 
togatLer Abel Muzorowa, a
black bishopturned- 
politician, and Joshua 
cocommanders of the 
Patriotic Front guerrilla 
armies. 
The documents they 
signed bind them to accept a
package of agreements 
providing for an  early 
ceaseflre, a series of 
carefully defined tran. 
sitional arrangements 
preceding country-wide 
elections by late ~'ebruary, a
' new constitution and then 
establishment of an inde.. 
pendent Zimbabwe ruled by 
the black majority for the 
first time. 
remler said he is not 
ing a "blank cheque" 
for change, and the second 
referendum would give 
Quebecers a chance to 
decide on "any change in 
political status." 
Levesque said that in 
seeking more and more 
powers, Quebec has been 
running at crosa-purpuses 
with the rest of Canada. The 
federal governmant,'in turn, 
"has hardened its resistance 
to change," 
What is needed isa "more 
balanced partnership," 
between Quebec and 
Canada. The prespeot of 
"renewed federalism" held 
out by the opposition Lib- 
erats will end in disap- 
pointment because it is 
nothing more than "fear of 
change." 
"What we're trying to do is 
get out of a bind," he enid in 
English. "I think the rest ef 
Canada has suffered from 
the continuoun pressure 
coming out of Quebec. 
"It has more and more 
shaken the federal structure 
of Canada which everyone 
says -- I think everybody 
agreed on that -- is ch. 
selete." 
Asked what kind of margin 
he wanted in the first 
referendum, Levesque said 
all his government eeds lsa 
simple majority. "A 
majority is a majority." 
Letter-bomb found in time 
LONDON (AP) -- A letter 
bomb addressed to Em- 
playment Minister James 
Prior was found by a sorter 
in a post office today in 
eastern England, police said. 
The parcel hsd a Belgian 
postmark, like previous ex- 
plosives mailed to leading 
businessmen this week. 
The latest bomb was ad- 
dressed to Prior's home in 
Bencles, Suffolk County. The 
building was cleared as 
army bomb disposal experts 
were called in. 
Prior was the first 
politician and the seventh 
target of a !citer bomb in the 
current wave. 
Although two letters ex- 
ploded in sorting offices, the 
others were spotted and 
defused. 
Scotland Yard said the de. 
vices contained enou~ en- 
plosives to kill and that the 
campaign bears ,  the 
hallmark of the Irish 
Hepublican Army. 
Rape victim compensated? 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- A 
young female hitchhiker 
from Delta, B.C., who sub 
fered numerous bodily in- 
Juries and mental anxiety 
after she was beaten and 
raped by a man who gave 
her a ride has been awarded 
$3,270 under the Criminal 
Injuries Compensation Act. 
Forty .e ight  awards 
totalling $175,894 were made 
in November including an 
award of S325 a meath to the 
widow and two children of a 
37.ysar-old Burnaby, B.C., 
man ~vho was fatally stabbed 
by a male assailant. 
Under the act, ad- 
ministered by the Worker's 
Compensation Board, 
anyone who is a victim of 
crime in B.C. may apply for 
compensation. 
Shotgun student nabbed 
BELLINGHAM, Wash. David Duncan, 30. 
(AP)  - -  A Westerl~ There were no injuries and 
Washington University little damage reported, 
student who fired a shotgun Mangan said. 
from his apartment for more He said Duncan, a Viet- 
than three hours Thursday ham veteran, told officers he 
afternoon wasarrestedafter' wanted to shoot Iranian 
officers fired tear gas can. students. 
nlatero into his room, police Duncan was booked for 
said. investigation of ae-aulting 
The man was identified by police officers. Mangan said 
Beilingham Police Chief he expected arraignment 
But LiberalLeader Claude .Terry Mangan as Robert Monday. 
Ryan called the question a 
"fraud" ajnd said it was "n,~ o 1 . . 1 "  . 
clear and precise."' ,~' " "  venreyernot seen  as  IOIOt 
'pletely unacceptable to us;" (CP) -- Gov.-Gen. Ed "You obviously don't con- 
Re added that it is 
ridiculous for the PQ to ask 
for negotiations three 
months before its term of 
government ends. The PQ 
was elected Nov. 15, 1976. 
Quebec governments may 
stay in office for five years 
but Ryan noted that 
traditionally there have been 
elections about every four 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The ~yeare, 
federal government is At a news conference the 
moving closer to a favorable Liberal leader conceded 
decision on financial help for English Canada might ake a 
Chrysler Corp.'s Canadian no vote in the refere~um to
subsidiary in the wake of mean Quebecers do not want 
agreement Thursday in the change, thwarting his plans 
United States on details of an for renewed federalism. 
' "Thai'gone of the risks in. 
aid package for the parent volved in the operation," he 
firm. said. "We're prepared torun 
that risk." 
Ryan said he believes the 
rest of the country will not 
think the Quebec problem 
has been solved if the 
referendum isbeaten and he 
warned reporters to he wary 
of declarations bypoliticians 
outside Quebec suggesting 
they oppose Ryan's plans. 
Rodrigue Baron, leader of 
the Union Natlonale party, 
said he still believes in 
federalism, but thinks it 
must be overhauled, 
Schreyer stepped into his 
past Thursday when he paid 
• a special visit to the school 
where he was first a pupil 
and then a teacher. 
His return marked the 
renaming of the school in his 
honor, the first in Canada to 
carry the name of the 
current GovemorGeneral. 
"Every prophet is con- 
siderod an idiot in his own 
home town," said Schreyer, 
quoting a Slavic proverb at 
OPEC still 
.CARACAS (AP) -- 
Ministers of the 
Organization of Petroleum 
Exporting Countries left 
Caracas still arguing over 
the prices they were unable 
to agree on, raising the 
prospect of continued tur. 
moil in world ~1 markets if
petroleum demand doesn't 
start to slow down. 
The dispute raging within 
the 13-member cartel, which 
produces almost two-thirds 
of the non-Communist 
world's oil supply, centred 
on a bottom price for ell and 
the Issue of how much each 
He said he couldn't go 
along with the question, as it 
is worded, but he held out the 
possibility his party would 
say yes if "a collective 
sider me an idiot .... nor 
prophet either." 
His eyes filled with tears 
as he spoke to 900 students 
and 100 guests who crowded 
two auditoriums togreet him 
and his wife Lily. He later 
unveiled a showcase con- 
taining tributes and pictures 
of himself, some of them 
dating from, his d~ as a 
high school student in Beau- 
seJour, about 35 kilometros 
northeast of Winnipeg. 
bickering 
producer can tack on to the 
base. 
"Some countries are doing 
their best to keep prices 
down but we are not in a 
position to give oil free of 
charge," said All Akbar 
Molnfar, Iran's ell minister 
and, along with Ezzedin All 
Mabruk of Libya, a leader of 
the cartel'o price militants. 
But Venezuelan Oil 
Minister Humberto Calderon 
Berti still held out same hope 
that a settlement can be 
reached when the cartel has 
its next meeting sometime 
during the first quarter of 
1980. 
FLQ member eturns 
The Progressive Con- 
servative government long 
has maintained it could take 
no action until it saw what 
the Carter administration 
was prepared to do. 
However, representatives 
of the U.S, House of 
Representatives and Senate 
agreed Thursday night on a 
compromise between their 
differing versions of a bill to 
provide $1.5 billion in loan 
guarantees to the firm, 
which is faced with Int- 
minant bankruptcy. 
They note that an aid 
agreement for Chrysler 
could give Ottawa greater 
leverage with the other two 
major automakers project" was offered. 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
Allain Allard, a onetime 
member of the Front de 
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Liberation du Quebec, will 
return to Montreal on 
Saturday after spending 
almost II years of exile in 
Cuba, police said today. 
Allard, thought o be the 
last FLQ exile on the 
Caribbean island, was ex. 
~cted to be arrested shortly 
after his arrival in Montreal 
on charges arising from 
terrorist bombings in 1968- 
69, sources aid. 
He will be returning from 
Havana with his Cuban wife 
and child, one source said. 
He had been negotiating 
return through a Montreal 
lawyer for the last several 
months. 
FLQ exile Jean.Pierre 
Charette came back ~last 
January, pleaded guilty 
three terrorist bombings and 
was sentenced to six months 
in jail. He was released on 
parole last June ned has 
since written a book about 
his experiences in Cuba. 
It was expected Allard 
would face similar charges 
and would be released on 
bail during the Chistmas 
holidays while awaiting 
further proceedings. 
The formal charges 
against Allard were drawn 
up this week and have only 
been outetonding for several 
"lays. 
I J 
Dog beaten, mutilated I 
ByED YUDIN According to Pelletier, Monday af'tei;noon, under 
Herald Staff Writer it appears the dog's body a neighbour's porch. The 
A Siberian Husky 
belonging to a Thornhill 
family was badly beaten 
and  muti lated by an 
unknown assa i lant  
earlier this week, 
John Pelletier of 3978 
Mountainview said in a 
te lephone •interview 
Wednesday that one of 
the dog's eyes was totally 
destroyed in the attack, 
forcing the veterinarian 
to operate and remove 
the eye. 
Hospital 
asks for 
was battered all over,, 
probably with a hammer 
or similar object. The 
HCMP have been con- 
tooted, but so far  it ap- 
pears there are no leads. 
This is not the first 
attack of its kind in the 
Terrace district. Two 
white Samoyed dogs 
belonging to a local 
resident were found shot 
through the bead last 
month. 
The 16-month-old og 
called Niko, had been left 
out on the family porch 
last Saturday night. Niko 
was missing until found 
dol~: was taken for 
meciical treatment, and is 
now .resting comfortably. 
Pelletier who says his 
younger brother is the 
dog's master, was at a 
loss to explain the reason 
for the attack.' 
"There was no reason 
to 'beat up the dog," he 
saldi "It 's cruel, you 
wonder if this guy has 
children, what he does to 
the children." 
Though the dog's life 
has been saved, pei letier 
said he looks terrible. 
,Niko is jus t  like a 
fainily member,  i t 's  
really sad," he said. 
new air 'I system • ROBBERS 
ROUNDED UP 
The Mills Memorial 
Hospital Board has asked the 
provincial government for 
funding .to install an air 
conditioning system. 
• 'Wayne Epp, chairman of 
the hospital board, said 
today the heat during the 
Summer builds up to ex- 
treme proportions in certain 
areas of the hospital making 
it very uncomfortable for the 
staff. 
According to Epp, there 
was an original allocation of 
$120,000 for such a system 
when the hospital expansion 
program took place five 
years ago. It was deleted ue 
to budget cutbacks. 
However, now the problem 
has reached such proper- 
tions that it can't be ignored. 
"They (the workers) can't 
continue to function in such 
areas as radiology and 
dietary," he said, noting the' 
heat gets much worse in 
areas where machines .are 
operating. ..... ~ 
The system. "if installed 
would also be of benefit for 
the ward patients. 
"We're locking at both 
areas," Epp confirmed 
adding the board is hoping 
approval is forthcoming 
quick enough to install the 
system for this summer. 
The decision was made by 
the board in their regular 
closed-door monthly meeting 
Wednes~y,,., 
John Franklin Brown, was sentenced Thur- 
sday to 30 months in jail for the Oct. 20 robbery of 
the Overwaitea store m Kitimat. 
He was also sentenced to12 months concurrent 
on a charge of theft over $200 for stealing the car 
used in the robbery. 
He was arrested Oct. 22 in Masset by the 
RCMP. 
Brown, 36, of Windsor, Ont., pleaded guilty to 
the charges. 
• Three juvenile males were sentenced toterms 
in Willingdon School in Burnaby in connection 
with 17 offences in the Kitimat area. 
Offences included breaking and entering, theft 
and possession of ' stolen property. 
Sentenced Thursday in lKitimat Provincial 
Court were a 15-year-old, given 18 months; a 16- 
year-old, given one year; and a 13.year-old, sent 
to the institution until Feb. 7, 1980, when he will 
be returned to court for further disposition. 
Kitimat RCMP are ~continuing the in- 
vestigation in relation to a large number of 
similar offences. 
Carriers note: 
No paper 
Tuesday, 
Wednesday. 
WEATHER 
North and West Vancouver 
Islands Cloudy today with 
showers, occasionally mixed 
with snow over the northern 
tip of Vancouver Island. 
Highs 6 to 8, lows tonight 
zero to 3. Mostly cloudy 
Saturday with rain and gusty 
winds beginning in the 
evening. Highs near 6 to 8. 
• Northern Mainland, Queen 
Charlottes: Mostly cloudy 
today with occasional 
showers of rain or snow. 
Highs near 6 except near 3 
over the mainland interior. 
Lows tonight near 2 except 
near -3 over the mainland 
interior. 
Thompson, Okanagun: 
Cloudy today with a few 
showers. Highs 5 to 7, lows 
tonight-I to -3. Cloudy 
Saturday with sunny 
periods, Highs near 8. 
Colombia, Kootenay: 
Cloudy today with occasional 
showers of rain or snow. 
Highs near 4, lows tonight 
near -3. Mostly cloudy 
Saturday with isolated 
showers of rain or snow. 
Highs near 3. 
Chflcotin, Cariboo, Central 
Interior: Mostly cloudy 
today with a few showers or 
rain or snow. Highs near 4, 
lows tonight from -3 to -5. 
Mostly cloudy Saturday with 
highs near 3. 
Forecasts for Yukon and 
Northwestern B,C, issued by 
Environment Canada t 5:30 
am PSI' for today and Satur- 
day. 
Synopsis: The traditional 
Lighting 
contract 
awarded 
Residents and staff who 
make use of the parking lot 
at Mills Memorial during the' 
evening won't be in the dark 
any longer. 
The hospital board has 
awarded a $13,500 contract to 
Coulter Electric for the 
installation of lights in the 
hospital ground parking 
area. In making the an- 
nouncement, Wayne Epp, 
the chairman of the hospital 
board, noted there has been 
concerns expressed to the 
board about the lack of 
lighting for sometime. 
first day of winter has 
brought unseasonable 
weather across ths southern 
Yukon where rain and 
above. f reez ing tem- 
peratures were reported. 
However, conditions were 
very winter-like acrou most 
of the central and northern 
territory where snow and 
nigh windcnills are being 
created by a Pacific storm 
proceeding towards the 
Mackenzie Valley. Arctic air 
is expected to slip south- 
wards behind the storm 
bringing colder tempera- 
tures throughout the 
southern regions for the 
weekend. 
Forecasts: 
Northern Yukon: Wind- 
chill advisory continued. 
Snow with frequent low 
visibilities in blowing snow 
today. Very high windchilk. 
Moderate to strong north 
winds with gust to 70kph 
through some valleys inthe 
Ogilvie Mountains. Tem- 
peratures near 25. 
Decreasing winds Saturday 
with occasional clear 
periods. TemperaturesZ5 te- 
30. 
Kluane, Stewart River, 
Klondike, Beaver Creek: 
Periods of snow today with 
moderate north winds in 
some valleys. Temperatures 
of 20 to25 except nearl0 in the 
Stewart River region 
dropping to near20 by this 
evening. Occasional clear 
periods tonight and Satur- 
day. Lows tonight25 to30 
remaining in the25 to30 
range Saturday. 
Pelly: Occasional snow- 
flurries today with moderate 
northwest winds in some val- 
leys. Temperatures zero tog 
this morning dropping to 
near -12 by evening. Cloudy 
with occasional clear periods 
tonight and Saturday. Low 
tonight near -25 and steady 
on Saturday. 
Liard, Cassiar Mountains, 
Wnitehorse, southern lakes: 
Snowflurries with occasional 
clear intervals today. Brisk 
south or southwest winds 
diminishing in Yukon osc- 
tions this morning. Tem- 
peratures near zero today 
except decreasing toabout4 
in the Cassiar Mountains and 
Wnitehorse-southern lakes 
regions by this afternoon. 
Occasional clear perios 
tonight and mostly clear 
.Saturday. 
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Now that toy stores and departments have turned 
into brightly decorated toylands and department s ore 
Santos are open for business, Christmas hoppers are 
starting to make their selections for the children on 
their gift lists. But nowadays, this is not always as 
easy a task as it might seem, for the Canadian toy 
industry is huge, with more than 15,000 different oys 
already on the market and more and more being in- 
troduced every year. So with such a choice con- 
fronting us, and realizing the importance of toys to a 
child's healthy development, how do we choose a toy 
that is suitable and safe for a particular child? And 
how do we ensure that we are getting ood value for 
the money that we spend on toys? 
The Canadian Toy Testing Council has some 
suggestions. The Council is a non-profit organization 
that use.tests toys with children, and reports their' 
findings each year in the Toy Report, with the purpose 
of acquainting consumers with good toys that are 
available on the Canadian market, and encouraging 
manufacturers byreporting test results to them, along 
with constructive comments. 
Here is what they suggest you to keep in mind when 
buying toys: 
1) Consider the child's age and ability, and provide 
toys that will assist in development, but not be so 
complicated as to frustrate. 
2) Consider durability and ruggedness. Will the toy 
stand up to normal use and possible abuse? 
Remember that while older children are more skilled 
at handling smaller, more fragile things, toys for 
younger children must be especially sturdy. 
Washability, too, is an important feature, since young 
children tend to put most objects they handle into their 
mouth. 
3) A child's imagination should be stimulated by 
toys. ~tt~j~L~fidO~ed~with a'Child's imagination 
can b~ut i l0~.p layt i f ing  that a child can 
make fit into any number of situations, and may find 
amusing for hours. But a highly sophisticated or 
complex toy that a child just winds up or inserts 
batteries, making it perform on its own, puts 
developing skills and imaginations out of use, and 
offers little contribution to a child's growth. 
4) A toy's design should be appealing and realistic, 
for it is from toys that children learn much about 
cotour and about how things fit together, and develop 
an appreciation of artistic harmony. 
5) Toys should funetion properly. Children expect 
toys to work as they're supposed to, and if a toy is 
supposed to make a noise or fit together in some way, 
then the child may become frustrated if it doesn't. 
Poor design, improper materials used, poor in- 
structions, or insufficient parts and materials are 
some reasons why toys may not function as they 
should, and turn the object into more of an ornament' 
than a plaything. 
6) Consider a toy's "play value". This means not 
only the hours of play that children derive from a toy, 
but also the extent to which it adds to their total 
growth. More play value can be achieved if new toys 
are related in function to toys already owned,since 
they can supplement each other, and thus be used in a 
variety of ways. For example, small cars and trucks 
can be used by the imaginative child in conjunction 
with building blocks, or trains, or in sand play. 
7) It is extremely important that the toys given a 
child are safe toys: Examine all toys for possible 
faults that may cause injury. Remember that infants 
like to put small objects into their mouths and may 
ingest or choke on small typs or toys which have small 
separable components. Care should be taken that 
certain classes of toys that are suitable for older 
children should be kept away from younger children it 
it would expose them to undue risk. 
8) Shop around for toys. Remember that since 
retailers et their own prices, prices vary from store 
to store. Also, check on the store's return policy before 
you buy. Does it provide refund, replacement or 
repair? A little pre-purchase homework can often 
save time and money later. 
To obtain a copy of "The Toy Report", send $2.50 
plus postage to: The Canadian Toy Testing Council, 
Box 6014, Station J, Ottawa, Ont. K2A IT1 
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"i'm really proud of youl This time tomorrow, you'll 
hive been on )tour diet a whola week," 
examines the creative process behind technological 
inventions.. 
By LYNN WHITE, JR. 
How the minds of inventors work is a puzzling 
problem. Why people invent what they do, when they 
do, remains a mystery. 
Indeed, there may be no such single thing as "the 
innovative process." A study of a number of different 
inventions hows that a variety of factors enters into 
technological creativity. Most inventions, however, 
result from systematic attempts to solve specific 
problems. 
Take the horseshoe. The world should be full of 
monuments to the unknown genius who first nailed 
iron shoes to the feet of a horse. 
For nearly 3,000 years after its domestication, the 
horse was used in warfare and sport, but only for 
fairly light hauling --  for example, of chariots. One 
difficulty arose because the yoke.harness was tran- 
sferred from oxen, to which it was well adapted, to 
horses, on which it was very inefficient for reasons of 
anatomy. • 
At last, about A.D.'gO0, a new harness, consisting of 
a rigid horse collar connected to the wagon by traces, 
appeared in Europe, perhaps having come from 
Central Asia. Without adding cost, it increased the 
pulling capacity of a team of horses by four or five 
times. 
But another problem had to be solved before the ndw 
harness could become really effective. In moist 
regions like northern Europe, the hoofs of horses are 
much more fragile than those of oxen. They break 
easily and wear down quickly with hard usage. 
Our inventor, doubtless a blacksmith who lived in 
northern Europe during the late ninth century, was 
probably familiar with the iron sandals that ancient 
veterinarians wired to broken hoofs to help their 
healing. But he also knew that these often worked" 
loose and chafed the horse's feet. 
" H'e had a sudden, breakthrough idea: to reduce wear 
and breakage, he would "nail" iron shoes to the hoofs I 
It was a bold, even foolhardy, notion. Horses were 
valuable, and to lame one deliberately would cet~tninly 
have been a crime in his society. But he hammered on 
those shoes and they worked. 
About A.D. 900 nailed horseshoes began to spread 
swiftly on the plains from the Atlantic into central 
Siberia. The importance of horses in the medieval and 
early modern development of agriculture, transport, 
and early industrialization is indicated by the fact that 
even today, when horses are used mainly for sport, the 
standard measure for the work-capacity ofany engine 
--electrical, internal combustion, or other -- is called 
"horse-power." 
Our debt to that~nonymous blacksmith is immense/ 
Clearly, he had thought his problem through before he 
drove_ those nails. 
THE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE 
There are times, however, when too much 
awareness ofpast experience can handicap inventorS. 
The development of the internal combustion engine --  
which evolved from the cannon - -  offers an.example. 
The formula for gunpowder reached Europe from 
China by 1260. But in both East and West, gunpowder 
was used not in guns but simply in rockets, "Roman" 
candies and firecrackers, although often for military 
ends. The cannon was invented in Europe, more than 
half'a century later. It appears at Florence in 1326, 
and we have a picture of one in England in 1327. The 
first known Chinese cannon is dated 1332: the idea was 
probably taken to China by an Italian merchant, for 
many of 'them were trading there at that time. 
The cannon is a one-cylinder internal combustion 
engine. Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519) was the first 
engineer to glimpse its non-military potential: he tried 
to substitute a piston for the bail, but failed, Several 
inventors in the 17th and lath centuries followed 
Leonardo's intuition, but without success. The trouble 
was that all of them were too keenly aware of. the 
cannon as the source of their ideas, so they kept trying 
to use gunpowder as their fuel. 
Not until the 19th century did engineers conclude 
that powder was too elumsy to run a continuously 
operating engine. They then turned for their power to 
the lighter distillates of petroleum - -  like kerosene or 
asohne --  that first had been produced by medieval 
yzantine and Islamic alchemists for chemical 
warfare. 
In inventing, knowing too much may be as great an 
obstacle as knowing too little because it may hinder 
spontaneity. 
THE CRANKSHAFT 
Concern for human safety has often been a motive 
for invention -- as in the case of the crankshaft. 
Many of our internal combustion engines today' 
depend on crankshafts for conversion' and ti'an- 
mission of motion. Indeed, modern machine design is 
• inconceivable without he crankshaft. It was invented 
shortly before 1335 by Guido da Vigevann, a famous 
medic who was then in Paris as personal physi,clan to 
the queen of France. 
Guido was interested in reducing casualties among 
soldiers pushing siege towers toward enemy walls. If 
the men could move a tower from inside it rather than 
from the outside, they would be better protected from 
enemy fire. So he drew two diagrams of rolling 
towers, each equipped with a double or compound 
crank in the center of each of its two axles. He was so 
pleased with this notion that he also sketched a sub- 
marine propelled by paddle.wheels turned from inside 
by man-operated crankshafts. 
In London there is the sketchbook of an anonymous 
engineer, probably of Siena in Tuscany, that dates 
from the late 14706 and early 14806. At one point, he 
seems to be worrying about a friend imprisoned in a 
tower. Is there any way for the captive to jump and 
still survive? Wesee a drawing of a man dropping 
from a considerable height, his fail braked by two 
large,.fluttering cloth streamers attached to his belt. 
In his mouth is a sponge to protect his jaws from the 
shock of landing. He looks terrified - -  and should be. 
The next pages of the. manuscript are filled with 
military engines and the like. But our engineer- 
sketcher is worr;ed about that man jumping. The 
streamers won't decelerate his fall enough. Something' 
more effective is needed. So, after 21 pages, our 
jumper eappears. The sponge is now strapped around 
his head so that if he cries out in fright he will not lose 
it. The streamers have been replaced by a conical 
parachute, the world's first. 
A very few years later, Leonardo da Vinci sketched 
a pyramidal parachute. About 1615 a Hungarian 
bishop published a book on new engineering devices 
that contained the first printed picture of a parachute. 
Thereafter every European engineer knew the 
theoretical possibility of parachutes; but there were 
no actual situations in which one was needed. 
Only after the Montgoifier brothers of France 
started ballooning in 1783 did the parachute find a, 
function --  to allow descent from a gas-filled balloon. 
I 
• . . , .  
[ Th"e f~-s t '~~(~v i th  one was made that xame year. Our anonymous Sienese engineer had creat~l. 
the idea of a device that remained ormant, althougl~ 
known, for 300 years before it was used. 
In our own time, in every major army, parachute 
troops are the spearhead ofswift infantry attack, and 
without parachutes the manned exploration of space 
mightwell have proved infeasible. 
In pure science, great discovery, especially if it has 
technological overtones, occasionally comes by ac- 
cident or happy chance to researchers. Famous 
examples are Hans Christian Oersted's observation i
1819 of the relation between magnetism and elec- 
tricity, William H. Perkin's discovery of aniline dyes 
in 1856, and Alexander Fleming's of penicillin in 1928. 
In engineering, such luck is curiously rare. In- 
ranters seem to have to work for everything they 
invent. 
For them, fairy godmothers are in short sunnlv. 
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Regarded as simply peachy keen. 
• Few things used to drive those once short-fused 
Tories as crackers as the Liberal language program. 
Oh sure, they supported the philosophy of'two of- 
ficial alnguages-what else could they do with Quebe ~ 
controlling 75 parliamentary seats and those Acadian 
votes in New Brunswick and French support in 
Northern and Eastern Ontario there for the bidding- 
but they didn't like the way the Liberals were handling 
it. 
All wrong, said the Tories. 
Especially those bilingual bonuses, with 47,500 
supposedly bilingual public servants drawing an 
annual extra $800. 
Turned out that a few thousand of them were 
unilingual--spoke English only--but they were in of. 
ficially designated bilingual jobs, so they got the $800 
regardless. * 
It was costing an annual $36 million. 
The whole madcap exercise was scheduled to 
continue into 1983 when the Liberal government last 
year braced itself and said enough was enough and the 
giveaway was over. 
French public servants in Montreal threatened to 
speak French only, and so the Liberals weakened and 
extended the dying program to the end of the year. 
Dying? 
Of all unlikely people, the Tortes have given.it 
another $83 million transfusion of your tax money, 
declaring it alive and well and accepted as party 
policy. 
They're "discussing the situation" with the public 
service unions "to see how they feel," and hope for 
some compromise by which the cost could be reduced, 
but the principal preserved. 
With an election facing them next are the Liberals 
likely to drive a hard bargain? 
You guessed it. 
Meanwhile--and here the Tortes used to howl--aging 
public servants are continuing at government 
language school. 
Among the distinguished students was Rod Clack, 
i high-salaried Assistant General Manager or. the 
National Capital Commission, who was sent to School 
in May-after the Tortes had won-.and jew just months 
and $11,500 in tuition later is being loaned to the 
Australian public service. 
But this is where you came in years ago and ,lothing 
.seems to have changed, 
LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Sir: ' 
The Children's Christmas 
was a super success with 150 
children and about 20 
parents enjoying Free 
Christmas festivities at the 
Arena's Banquet Room. 
Children gleefully made 
decorations for the tree and 
some to take home for their 
own trees. 
We sould like to think 
Skeona Mall and Laurie 
Mallet, the mall manager,t 
for making sure Santa at- 
tended and for the Candy 
Canes. Also Sight and Sound 
for providing an organ and 
Dear Sir: 
This is 'in reply to Ms. 
Aeante's letter of Dec. 11th. 
I write letters and columns 
for the following reasons: 
Personal satisfaction. 
To develop interest in 
diverse subjects and en- 
courage though and 
discussion. 
To sell newspapers. 
To present a certain point 
of view; the philosophy of 
freedom and individualism. 
To counter the present 
flood of •collectivist 
propaganda. 
To have my words and 
thoughts understood. 
Obviously I am being read. 
Almost daily I am made 
aware of both praise and 
condemnation for my work. 
Welcome to the club, Ms. 
Assntet t 
Ms. Aeante thinks that I 
speak for the extreme right. 
Not so. Right and left, 
politically, are simply two 
Doug Romano for providing 
the beautiful Christmas 
nmsic. Caledonia's com- 
munity recreation 12 class 
generously provided man- 
power for the mammoth 
event. Most of all though, we 
would like to thank Dear old 
Santa for talking with all 
those children! 
It's support from people 
and groups like this that help 
make Recreation better for 
as all in Terrace• This will be 
ml annual event from now 
on, along with the October 
Pumpkin Party. 
Mary-Margaret Smith-Sneed 
sides of the same debased 
socialist coin; a coin which l
refuse to accept. 
Reference to female 
writers is nothing but a red- 
herring, MS. Asante. A 
writer's sex is totally 
irrelevant. I am concerned 
with ideas, only. In this 
connection, Miss Rand is the 
wor ld ' s  fo remost  
philosopher. 
And please Ms. Asante, do 
not equate Christ and 
Christianity with pretest and 
socialism. I may not be a 
very devout Christian, but I 
shudder at such sacrilege. 
It was good of you to write, 
even if you couldn't think of 
anything nice to say. I any 
case, my objectives are 
being fulfilled. Keep 
reading. 
A Merry Christmas to you 
and your kind, Ms. Asante; 
and may the New Year bring 
understanding. 
Yours truly 
Thomas Atrlll 
~'h. ~ . a 
( 
• . : ,  . i,:~ ~ 
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Carla Barker hangs her handmade card tm the tree in Bey Epp 's kindergarten class 
at'Kiti K'shan Primary School in Terrace ~.o,o ~ o~ M,~.,o. 
I '1 LIBRARY BROWSING ED CURELL and MARIA YOUNG 
As 1979 winds quickly to an end, the staff of the ~ 
Terrace Public Library would like to thank all of our j..!~ ..~i~:!ii~!!~!!!i 
wouldPatr°nslikef°r totheir takeSUpp°rtthis opportunitythr°ugh°UttothewishYearyouandallwea a .... :) ::~!::ii::ii:~i!::!:~.:i~ii:.ii::!l~ i:.!i!~ 
very Merry Christmas and best wishes for the New ~i r Year. ~ ~ . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .~! ~:::: 
We will of course, be closed on Christmas Day and • ~: :S:.: ?ii!!~i::!i., 
Boxing Day, and as Monday is our normal closing day, i::+ .: : il;i;~i!::~i~;:ii i~ :i{i  ~i 
the library will not open for three days• Wi~ will reopen :*~ : :~ i:/:~::iiii{~:!iii~:ii}!{ili::ii.:: 
on Thursday, December 27. ~ii~" :i!::++~ : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;~::~i~L ~;  ;:~i~.:~:.! 
New books this week include: : :~:;/. :':::~ . . . . . . . .  
The 1980 Fodor's guide to Europe, Hawaii, Mexico, / i : :  > ~: 
the Caribbean, South America and South-EastAsia. i~;~i~!::: .:: : i:: :! 
Balls! by Richard Rohmer. Rohmer's latest novel 
focuses on the U.S. energy crisis during the severe 
winter of 1984-85. 
A Private Battle by Cornelius and Kathy Ryan. The 
author of The Longest Day who died of cancer in 1974 
kept a secret account of his battle with the disease 
discovered after his death. His wife has joined hei'. 
account with his to produce a draniatic and moving 
book. 
Madison Squa're Garden: 100 Years of History by 
Joseph Durso is a nostalgic and profusely issustrated 
look at one of America's greatest landmarks. 
Hawks, Falcons & Falconry by Frank L. Beebe is a 
Oll o . a m o  o o aon on .  
and the sport of falconry . . . . .  • :.~ 
Atlas of British Columbia by A.L. Farley, Though a ii:i: i:i:.~:~i~i 
reference book, this is the first updated atlas of the :ii: ~i,:.~:~ ii:::~ ....
province since 1956. Farley has produced an effective, =!:i=:i:~!i~:.:i I! t 
straight forward portrayal of the significant aspects of :~iiii~iiiii:i~ 
volume, covering the main themes of people, en- ;; i!i::!:~ii~: ::::
vironment and resource use. 
We have six National Film Board films that will be .............. :;  
available for free loan until the new year when we . :- ' • 
• ' ; ' : : :  i " ' : :  
must return them to the N.F.B. These are all films for i :!:!~! ........ ~,~i~:i~:: 
children and should provide some enjoyment for the ~:~ 
youngsters during the holiday season. ~iiiiiiiiii:i ilii :iiiiii: ~i::: ::77: . . . . . . . .  : i ~  
s.J,tt~. "...i ".,,c 
goat help 
getaway? 
I 'o l ICU Ul LJllii b l l lU l |  t :o ln-  
munity near Cleveland say a 
rebent burglary at a pet shop 
was an easy ease to solve: 
just find a man, a woman 
and a goat. 
The three were seen last 
NOTICE 
.',uzette .~ Pet Boutique, 
where someone had smashed 
a large display window and 
had made off with a $'i5 goat. 
Police have charged the 
couple, a 24-year-old man 
and his 20-year.old wife 
Office Hours 
During the Christmas - New Year holiday season, the 
offices of the District of Terrace will, in addition to the 
normal weekend closing dates, be ~:losed on the following 
days. 
Tuesday, December 25, 1979 
Wednesday, December 26, 1979 
Tuesday, January 1, 1980 
There will not be garbage pick up on those days 
Garbage collection for those days will be as follows: 
Will Be Picked Up 
December 24, 1979 
December 27, 1979 
January 2, 1980 
Begular Pick Up 
December 25, 1979 
December 26, 1979 
January 1, 1980 
i :7 , ;  
Public Works Emergency Telephone No.: 638-8188 
District of Terrace 
:2 ; : : : : : "  : "  
ilili~ 
,./ t l,r,, 3 
Help Fight ~i ~ 
RESPIRATORY 
DISEASE 
LAST t-g:T 
St iL t  
at 
High Country 
Crafts, Gifts &.Woodwork 
20%0. 
• "As you like it" 
metal plant & candleholders 
=All Macrame Cord 
plus many other ~ - -  
little gift ideas ISHOPPING bAYS 
All West Centre 1"~?  
638-1645 
4711-F Keith Ave. . 
Last year, 
Brian Ames and friends 
flew 2400 missions. 
' Brian Ames is a pilot with the B.C. Governlnent 
Air Ambulance Service. 
It's his job to fly patients from remote areas in 
B.C. where there aren't proper hospital tacilities 
to centres where there are. 
At a moment's notice. 
It's not always an easy job. But it is rewarding. 
And that's why Brian Ames stays with it. 
Brian is only one of the more than 43,000 
members of the B.C. Govel'nmei]t Elnployees' Union t 
) • Sometimes it's simply a minor industrial accident, working tbr you all over the I rovince. 
Sometimes it's a matter of life and death. ,.~t¢~,,,., At all kinds of jobs. 
Where every minute counts. ~Qc~ Under all kinds of working conditions. 
That's why a team of All people whose skill, 
trainedpersormel-ti'om pri s, c r ime B .  C= Government  exl~erienceand dedication 
doctors and nurses to the have made our provincial 
en]ployees ,'unong file inost etllclent essential  g round crews are on call llr.mployees' Onion 
around the clock-ready to fly __ anywhere', ill North Anlerica today, 
into where they might be needed. We're workin 9for you. ^ .d  that's otnething tobe proud ot: 
c,,:,cle t~, ti~,, .Hv :~; tL  , - t ' [d~'/ .  Ltocen lb ,~,"  '-'1. 1979 
~ . r ~ ~ e , ~ . ~ _ ~ .  - -  • ~ , g l~e~f f .~ .~g~- ;~#~. .~-_d~ ' t, • . ~ • 
n 
MORTGAGE MONEY 
UNLOCK THE EQUITY  IN YOUR HOUSE 
WITH A 1st, 2nd OR 3rd MORTGAGE 
FAVOURABLE RATES 
CACREALTYLTD.  ~24AGREIG 
AVENUE 
PHONE635-6108 TERRACE 
BOBHAYTER,~ANAGER 
The Legend of 
The Christmas Angel 
There is a beautiful eg- 
end about hmv Mary, the 
mother of Jesus, chooses 
children each Christmas to 
sing carols for the Holy 
Babe. 
Do-It- Yourself Project: 
Decorator Floor Tiles 
Now Easy to Maintain 
Householders noW" can equipment together before 
enjoy the soft-sheen, natur- you begin. 
al look of decorator floor How much tile do you 
illlm il ilU I I l l l i l lU l l l  i n l n l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l ~  scrubtile withoutit r waxeVerit, having to 
i WIGHTllAN & SMITH GAF'sNo-WaxDecora- ~ ~ = ~ l l l l l l l l ~ [  i tar floor tile combines dura- ~ ble good looks with easy 
maintenance. 
. . . . . . . . .  • The new tile. features a
urcthane finish that protects 
its surface so dirt can't get 
through. Dirt can't get a 
foothold, the floor cleans so 
with just a damp mopping 
:: ~ ~  ~ ~ : aud the soft, nat ra l sheen. ,  longer, : : lasts and lasts. Scuffs can't 
penetrate, either, so your 
= floors look better, 
-~ The tiles come in several 
mm mm attractive patterns, imulat- 
ing wood, brick or ceramic 
~,  B_ tiles. All are available With 
~ ~A~ • : Sure-Stick,theself-adhesive 
backing for quick, easy in- en,,,u, pa,,,a .a,at,on 
: ~ Simply peel off the paper 
[] to place. Without adhesives, 
• .In there's no messy cleanup, 
need? 
Gafstar floor tiles are 
12xl2--one square foot. 
Multiply the width of the 
room by the length and add 
10 percent extra to allow for 
fitting and possible later 
repair. 
Concrete floors should be 
smooth and dry, with holes 
and cracks filled with latex 
underlayment. If the floors 
were painted with rubber 
latex paint, you can lay the 
tiles over it, but with oil base 
paint, it must be completely 
removed before installing 
new tile. 
Wood floors should bc 
firm and smooth and have 
at least 18 "-deep, cross- 
ventilated air space beneath 
them. Badly worn boards 
should be replaced arid 
loose boards renalled. Parti- 
cle, chipboard and flake 
board are not recommended 
I I , ~ [] and you can walk on your as underlayments for Gaf- • ' [ ]  
,, A.E. Le Page Limited Coast ~ Coast Real Estate Serwce [ ]  new hoar the same day you star floor tile. 
• [] install it. How to 
= , iV  , ,~ , l r ,  m . -~  = ,g  E V E N I N G S '  : Tips on Measure 
"~ oL  i~  l~  .,., ~ A[ .~ "~ ~ I l l  " " " rn l th  [ ]  Installing Bob R iprneesmr  Har ry  ~ , . .  .. m .. wneasure me room car- 
[] ~ ~  ~ 1  635-2832 635-2826 [] Here are some do-it- rcctly. First, remove any 
B_ , , . . , ,  . .  • , , . . . . . . . . .=  J im Duf fy  Laur ie  Forbes_= yourself tips: quarter round molding or EASY TO LIVE WITH -- An outstanding pattern selected for GAF's new No,-Wax Decorator line of floo[ tiles is 
[] qU l l  I J IKI=L~¢ Ar t .  635-66U 635-7448 I I  Before you start, make cove base around the thishands0me, parquetry look called "Briarwood "Simulatingthe.warmlnanooeaulyolrealwooo~!,oo..rlng, 
'=B ,m, mnnaAP IB I~ Stan Parker  Gordon  Olson B surethat your floor is clean, room.  Because adjacent thi,stile,,des, ign, isn°.wavailabl_ejwi!han_ew~!toSnese~furet.h.a,n~l:~n, s';~e:ec e.~e~°mwei~;~n~h~unrt~ c 
" lu l r= IBBMB 635-4031 635-4035 m .I . . . .  a . . . . .  , . . . .  - W"" . . . .  r " '"~ . . . . .  : .h .  titiK aonestve oacKing, so nanuy TOr me u - -y ~¢ . .ua , ~, 
le I IE I I In  !I _-- ,.,.:, . . . .  P-.,i,,--s w,.parcu. ,, . . . . . . . . . .  .v . . . .  s - ,  wood-nraininn elfect are Ash and Walnut 1" 
IIIBllllllllll••llllllllllllllllllllllllllllU|||HlmBB|[]ll|llllmBBI Get all your materials and angles, best results will be o o , 
- - ~  obtained by installing the sure that the first tile is with each quarter of room plateorinanoven. Makeall 
tile starting from the center square with the chalk lines, until all full tiles arc in- cuts on tile before removing 
of the floor. Find the center Butt each tile squarely up to stalled, the backing paper and el. 
by measuring the length of the adjoining tile. making • , ways cut with paper side up. 
: bach sid¢ wall and drivin a sure the comers'meet exact- Fitting the border .tiles ~,, ,., ' .  :...J,~:', ~. _. i 
. . . . . . . .  " g . . . . . . . . . . .  ; . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  " ~ " - ;  " =.*  ' .~ '~,~"  r ,~= :~IP  I f l lS f l l .~ l  l ' l oor  i 
nail into the floor at center, ly. Do not try to ~hde a tile isn t hard because.Gab'star ~ .,~.:, ;~ ~,,, ,,~ ,:~ , 
Connect center points on into position and do not floor tile cuts easily with After border tiles have 
I . two opposite side walls by press down until the tile is shears or utility knife. Make been cut and placed, replace 
[ m m m maw m =..  BB--- -  m-- ~' ,  .---- ,,,,, ,= m ~- , , , ,  , m ~ I tightly stretching a chalked placed correctly. Lay tile paper patterns for cutting the quarter-round molding, 
I lm l l l l l l '  I l l i l~ l l lG  I I IG l l  T I  I Tn  I string between these two along the line until no more and positioning around sit back to admire your 
lH I l l l l~  I l l l~B l lU  I;; nK ; ;N i - l l  L IU , ,  I points and snapping it full tiles will fit. Go back pipes. If cutting intricate handiwork and enjoy, the 
I . . . .  I a~ainst he floor The lines and lay additional rows of shapes, it may be necessary beauty of a floor that s easy 
I A~IA  P~RI [  ~Ml~ ~_~mJ l~71 I must be at right angles to full tiles untii one quarter of to heat he tiles until pliable, to care for and lovely to 
i -1 , , , , , v  nBuun nw- -u  uvv  " l '~ l l  I assure an even pattern room is finished. Repeat Warm slightly over a hot Lookat, too.l" 
Just listed: Three bedroom [ LIVE IN ONE AND RENT "l Over 2,000 sq. ft, com. I This house is ready for you ! Te~mP;o~:r~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  use  makin the addition 
mart ia l  buildin to move ri P Seek anu~e omce in me nouse, wnat Is p , g I homeon Haugland Avenue• I THE OTHERI Situated on I g in / ght inl Ex. I . .-~ t- - ~•  ^r . .  ~.,: . .  • ! 't or conversion u= ,a. ~.t.,~ | This home is in Im. [ Kalum Lake Drive, this I Thornhill. Present rental / tremely well kept house | Keeping the tile and the Shall Find Space. puss[us• 
| macu la te  cond i t ion ,  i property offers a two I income exceeds $1,500 per / and yard in the uplends I room at 70 degrees for 48 ~,,o, ~ ~h; la , , ,  on Look t'or ends or corners room unnecessary. Asl itt le 
| Basement has finished I bedroom house which has I month•Out ot town.owner /e ree .  House has four | hours beforehand wil l  as- ~ , "° : '  " ;^ ~,'~i,'o",',,~'.~o,.%s of  rooms that get little use. as 35 to 40 square feet m an 
bathroom and worksho r anxious m sell and has beoroomsu stairs, areaon l . . . .  ~^v ~u '` ,e ' ' "  ~'" ' ' " °~"~ ~ "~ . . . . . . . . .  [ P, I ecently been remodelled, | . . . .  / p • . . . . . . . . .  ;,,=, ion  . . . . . . . . . .  t.onsiaer minor structural existing room can make an 
reouc i( main fl ,,,.,.,,....,., al lat to ia in me amc or oase / two part ia l ly  f ln ished l  and a ¢ozy two room cabin I ea as mg price to / oor has large family I - ~- ":'~','. -" P Y " ~h..oo~ ~. , ,h . .a ,~,~. . . .  ;a-- lof f ice for instance ' Kcmove me DecKing paper . . . . .  =, . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , ' 1 bedrooms. Good potential | Storage shed and garage | $135,o00. Contact Horst / style kitchen, living room I . . . . . . .  ' ment, so, too, do adults . . . . .  ¢~..,  . . . . . .  .4 . :,u 
, for a basement suite. All I elso included in the asking I Ondlinski for viewing and / with fireplace and dining I just belore putting each tile look for roomin  the home ~umc u,:. a ~.Jua~L ~,u, w~,  llROI~GiiT FRII IT 
1 this and an assumablel price of $30,000. Murlelhas | details• ' J area with sliding glass | in place. Do not remove that can be turned into use- meaoamonoxsnelvesanua c?lhnmfMdtwa, intnndur~l 
rt W ' doors to sundeck ore WOrK surlace, the ClOSet can - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  | mo gage. Call Pat for | more information. MLS. | • have a 50 building lot I . For I backing paper f rom m f..l , , , , t ,  ,,, h,,~k,, ~,"~S to the New World In 149 ~ 
l more details. I If ou 'en 'o  a lar e I on water and sewer. Asking / furlher information, call | than one tile at a time. ' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  becomeamini-office, whonChrbtopher Columbu, 
| COMFORTABLE AND I ____Y. . . . .  I Y . . . . .  ~_ I price only $11,000. Call / Judy. . | . . . .  Short ofadding a room to Designers point out that brought a load of oranges 
proper ly  lma cgum ue  vur  n e n / AFFORDABLE•  At -  I _, ._. ,  .. I Christelor Horst Godllnski [ Live invourown homeand I Starl laying the tiles i th the house or remodeling a very l i tt le space is otte Mo,a on Ida second voyaae 
• ' yOU.  77 XlY4, ;nroe - .. -.o , o [ tract,re three bedroom I ~d . . . .  hnUS= has • I . . . .  I for this.one. J support your mortgage I center of the room, making bedroom to become an enough to serve the pro- from Spain. 
| untry home on 1 acre. I Iivln- end a r - - - -u l  room I Lovely three bedroom I payments with revenue | ,.4 
l Landscaped with a good I - ~v n -'ith ~ana P~'--nklln I home on Westview. Well I from this triplex in . good l 
a d . . . . . . .  i g r an. I . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I maintained, wall to wa I I area in Thornhill. For more I ] ~  " • i ' ~ ~, ~ slave io he lp  Warm muse [, . . . . . . .  I Three bedroom house on[ long winter evenings I carpot, th roughout .  I ,nformatJonca,laoy. I ~ LI ,~j ,~ ..... . .~ . .  ";,/~?71;,:] 
| twoacresofland. Potentlall Listed at S4S,O00. For in~ I Recreational room with ] % acre lot on Mcl~lek I ~ _~.  ~m~:  :1 ~[ 
/ to have your own hobby[ formation, call Judy. I !ireplace. a?d..V= bath in / Avenue, avallable for your | J~  ~,~ . . . . . . .  ' .~ '~ ~ :~ .I W 
l farm, small barn ls already I • ' I nesemem. ASKIng $72,500. / building needs. (Zoned I ~ t~,~: '~"C: :~~ ~ ~  ~ ~11 
| built. Call Judy for more l  .~aciousspiitlevellocated I Cell Christel or Horst ~ RT). Lot is cleared and 1 1iv a _ ,.AMP, ~, ,~ i - i -~ ,  ~ ~  .i 
, information. | close fo seheols in Hor. C'H~Kllinski for 1 .  ready for develo ment I ~ p . ~ ~  "~. .~.~.~_~ : ~ ~ ~  ~ 
J way 16 West EinM .n i t ,  I years old and featuros a I divided into sect ons, total I formeflen. 
I p,.s two bedroom l total o! 4 bedrooms, 2. I floor area 8600 sq. ft• I~0  acres with subdivision l ~ l l  ~; 
[ managers suite. One acre I 9 ms' .n:. re~..~om e n~u I Located on i.26 acres with I potential on Greham and I !~ ~ " tt ~ ~  
I of light industrial land I large tamlly kivcnen. Av. I Highway 16eccess. Fenced I Kennedy. This nro.,o .-h, is I M/ ~-  , . . . . . . .  ~ .~.~u,~.~ 
~- u- . ,~  Jonn  ~,ur rm F, amy/ycno  I giving ample room for l tredlvetireplace in living I compound and loading I e0 percent cleared. For I ~ 
I expansion• Full detai ls|  room. Asking $72,500. Call I ramp. For full details call I morelnformation, callJoy. I J ~  ' . ~ 
ave able to serlousl ChrlstelorHorst Gedllnski | Murlel. ~ Three bedroom f .. t I v  --:.--. .................. , ,~  - - i  
• for more details. MLS. , uu :'~ nqu ries Call Mur el I • . I I Just rlgM for a young I hasemont home on IV= I : 
[ QUALITY HOME priced I Cozy home on acreage. | fami ly.  Clean three I acres in Gossen Creek [ ~ 
I for quick sale. Assumable I Inquire about this two I bedroom home, located I subdivision. Only five | ~ 
| 10V= percent mortgage. | bedroom home on lVa ecres i just a few minutes from I years old. Property is | ~ ~1~ 
[ Thissix bedroom homehas I close to town. Has several I town. Large closed.in I fenced and includes a | ~ 411 
I two beautiful fireplaces, I outhuildlngsondafew,fruit I porch. 140 gallon hot water I 20'x60' horse barn with flve I ~ ~[  
I sundeck andgarage. Minor | trees. Excellent soil for I tank assures hot water any I stalls end tackleroom. I ~ ? (  
i alteration could provide | gardening. Asking price is | time you need It. Asking I Asking $59,500. MLS. call I ~ 
, revenue from legal suite. | only $34,000. call Christel I S40,000. Call Pet for your I Horst or Christel Gedlinski I ! , ~  AI~ 
, Call Joy. I or Horst Godlinski. | viewing, for more information. I ~ f  _ 
J , [ '| ' J ' ' | ~ Bob Sherlden Bert LJungh Rusty Llungh Dick Evans oanny Sheridan v~ 
. ,  ' ks t l f i shes  = 
~ ~ . / I  OF LAWNS-  i I E 
BUT NOT FOR LONG! PATQUINN I I 
c ~s.,~,,, . ~, .2 ,~.  I I [  / f "  . . . . . . . . .  ~ "1 \ ~/ ' f .g~.¢ /~. . . _ . . . . .  : .mi 
I : I ' 7  C f ' "  .1 . ........ 
| ~URIEL NEALE HORST GODLINSKI FRANKSKID~ORE JOY DOVER EPHSON | 
| 6"452944 635 5397 635-569] 635-7070 638.1652 | 
4640 Lakelse Avenue 636-6142 
! J , 
' ~ 17' ,. ,:" 
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real 
job ! 
these days 
By Graham Stewart 
CHICAGO (Reutarl - -  The 
Job has strict ground rules-- 
memorlze the numee o! nine 
reindeer, foraet the 
traditional "He He Hol" and 
don't make passes at 
mothers. 
That's what it takes to be 
Santa Claus these days. 
"Of com'~ you have to like 
kids tOO," eaya Santa Claus 
coach Wayne Gilbert. 
Gilbert wee runnin8 
throuah the dos and don'te 
' "  "i 
. . " ;  
for a class of Santa Clauses 
destined for Chic,as stores 
this Christmas. 
"Don'~ bellow out a hearty 
'He He He!' because that's 
the quickest way make a 
em~dl kid cry," he says. 
"And don't under ;any 
circumstances tell the kid he 
has a 8reat-lookln8 mum. 
"Don't make any paesea 
whatsoever. Remember, 
when you're on location 
there must'be no fooling 
arotm~,"  
. AmonN Gilbert's other 
basic don't|: Don't eat prl ic 
and don't urn up muellin8 of 
lI~G'~'l~ert"^ " takes his business 
seriously. After all, hia 
employment aaeney,  
Western Temporary Ser- 
vices, expects to hire ou~ 
some 4,500 Santa Claueea for 
stores and Chrimnas parties 
in the United St=tea durinN 
the next few weeks. 
The ase~cy is the bluest 
provider of Santa Clauses in 
/he country, he says. 
And Santa Claus Jobs are 
eo much in demand that only 
one In 30 applicants gets 
taken on. The candldates 
range ~om t8 to over 80, 
from college =udmta to 
pensioners. 
(;~dte a few applicant= are 
middle-aBed people who love 
children 10ut never had any of 
their own, 
"We satisfy their parental 
dssirea by 81vin8 them in- 
start, families and pll the 
8randehildren they could 
pouibly want for five Or nix 
weeks." 
Gil~rt, 43, who treed to be 
a training co-ordh~tor for 
the Red Crou, uya many 
would-be Santa Clauses don't 
realize how touah the Job le. 
Some drop out alon8 the 
way. 
"You have to be smart 
enouSh to learn the names of 
all nine of his reindeer-- 
Rudolph, Donner, Blitzen 
and the rest. 
"Ima01ne how ahatterin8 
it wouldbe to a youn8 boy if 
he asked Santa what his 
reindeer were called, and 
Santa couldn't answer. 
"You also have to he fit 
enoush to lift boys weiGhinG 
90 or 90 pounds up on your 
knee. 
"And that can be hard 
work indeed when you 
realize you could be esein6 
70, 80, even 100 kids an hour 
in a bill storeJ' 
Gilbert, who dad,nee to 
say how much Santa Clauses 
will earn, insLr~ta them to 
udkto each chUd Lor 30to 6O 
seconds. 
"Never promise kids any- 
thing. If you ]promise them 
somothin8 for ChHstmus and 
they don't 6et it, you don't 
want hem comin~ back and 
kickln~ in the store win- 
deW." 
"We tell them to say 
8enerally compllmmtary 
thinas llke 'You're 6st, in8 
prettier every year, SUSy' 
7: 
1/20FF 1/2OFF " 
SUPER SAVINGS ~ GREAT VALUE GIANT HOLIDAY GIVE YOURSELF !i ~ 
ONSELECTION , i~! ON CHRISTMAS .. SAVINGSON- ............. ~-AGIFTWITH-.=~...=~ 
OF CHRISTMAS ~/~ 4 OR6 ROLL : USEFUL BOXED ~/FLOWER TABLE ..... !/ 
BOXED CARDS i HOLIDAY WRAP ~ WRITING PAPER ~ DECORATIONS I 
K mart Regular List Price ;: K mart Regular List Price : K mart Regular Kmart Regular List Price 
from 3.25 to 4.00 from 3.50 to 4.50 ' List Price 1.27 / from 4.67 to 9.47 !ii:ii 
BepreparedfortheChristmas ~ Greatforwrappinglastminute : Box of eighteen 5~/e x 7%" .: Sit down for Christmas dinner 
rush nextyear, gifts or stock-up for next year, sheets and twelve matching thisyearatafestiveandpretty J 
• envelopes, table, 
K mart Special Price K mart Special Price K mart Special Price K mart Special Price ~iil;i~ 
50O o 50% 50O1oO,, 50%0,, o,, o,, EACH EACH EACH EACH !~/,i 
PACK PACK ....... BOX i ' 
THESE VALUE PACKED 
'T ~: 14 OZ, BOX CUE SUSIE 
OF TURTLES ~ DOLEWITH 
[ CHOCOLATES ROOTED HAIR 
" ~ I - '~"h  The Creamy light Approx. 10" tall doll 
~ chocolate tastes so dressed in assorted q/ good, this is one gift outfits. Movable arms you can't give away. and. legs. Sleeping 
, eyes'K mart Alter 
SELECTION OF 
VAlUE-PRICED 
DECORATIONS 
K mart Regular List Price 
from 99¢ to 1.99 
Last minute trimming is easy 
with great buys in store stock 
decorations. 
K mart Special Price 
50 % 0. EACH 
OR SET 
BEVERAGE TUMBLERS 
~ooz bever~oe,umb~e*sor ~oz ' ~ :i~i ~ 
"old fashioned" tumblers. : 
9 Oz. Old Fashioned 
K mart Regular L, st Price 95c 
10 DE. Beverage 
K mart Reqular List Price 1.05 
SpeciaI.Kmartprlce 2 { 1 "  .... 
'HOMESPUN' SINGLE PLY !:,! 
FLORAL NAPKIH PACK .~ ...... 
Stock-up now while the prices 
are right for this pack of 140. 
K mart Regular List Price 1.23 ~ 
Kmart 83 c Special 
Price PACK Pack of 1400F i~ 
'CONVENIENT I 
ROYAL CHINET PLATES i 
,Twenty 83/4- plasticized fiber plates i~i~: . .I 
n each package. .... i ii:iiiii , martRe ,,,erL stP,=--4 
'+ ' "  ~c ~peclal 
Price ck of 20 
AFFORDABLE BLUE 
MOUNTAIN POTTERY 
Sale Prlee 2.99 Lovely Blue Mountain pottery is a 
K mart Sale Price K mart Sale Price great.looking and thoughtful last mi- ~67 190 ~ nute gift. Buy several and keep some 
for yourself, Brightens up any room in 
, i ;  = ~ ~ ~  the house. And they're priced right. 
~U BOX . Each . . . .  ~I'~] ~ ~ i  ~ . . , . . . . .  K mart Regular List P iC f rom 4.50 to 24.95 
.~ ~.~.~.; peclal Price, Fr 
216 
MIXED 
NUTS HANDY C.G.E.' FOCAL FOCAL FOCAL • = ', SESAM ,~ , 
C.G.E/ MAGIC 126120 110/20 & 135/36 :, lY,1 ~ ~. . . . . .  ~, ,', NUTS FLASH CUBES COLOUR 126120 COLOUR i mrr. - . ~,.~,.. - ~_~_~ OUTSTANDING VALUES 
BAR 10 TYPE X SLIDE FILM PRINT FILM F ILM ~ ~  IN EVEREADY ~ ALKALINE 
Per Polaroirt I-or perfect Processing Co,our prints. Colour prints ~ ~  Kmart BATTERIES 
camera, photos, included. 
K mart Sale Price K marl Sale Price K mart Sale Price K mart Sale Price K mart Sale Price CRUNCHY 3500 LOWNEY" MIXED 
3 ~9 21,', 3',,',, 1" 21~ .s,., - - ,  Each k Each h NUT NUTS TAVERN Stock-up on batteries MIX Delicious NUTS now whde the savings Your 
add up ' AA" size. "C  
selection. 350g can size. "D'  size and 9 volt Cho ice  C.G.E."' FOCAL FOCAL FOCAL FOCAL 32sq hn, It mad Reoula, 
HANDY 135120 135136 136124 SUPER 0 Lit|P,Ice2.01 batteries Keep plenty J =ld l~ 
FLIP SLIDE SLIDE COLOUR MOVIE It ma,t Sate P,zco K mad Special r,lce It man Sate P,,ce on hand for emerges- 1 i~  
FLASH FILM FILM PRINTFILM FILM ~'~1 9c7  18, 7 1 c e, 
Kodaklnstamat¢ Processing Processing Great photos 40A, , . , . ,  47 ~ Kmattnegular H and Tele Instama- included, included. ~mg included Zach.:~i;! i Lisl Price, from 
tic cameras ~.  
K martSate Pdse Kmad Sale Pri©e K md Sale Pd©e K mart Sale Pr,¢o K mart Sate PrCe ~!~,% . . . .  , ~ i  2.9710 4.13 
Each . . . . .  ~::::.~:~:,.~,:~.=>. :~. .,~ : .~.~.. . .~;.~>~...~~ Each 
ENA MALL OPEN ,,,,,, , , , , , . , , , , , , , , . . , , , , , . ,  *,,., . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . .  . . . .  flt)t IVllll~)lt fi,f 14,~,h,'41 ~J* f¢',l 'f~j! * ,','= ';'=, ~ k n twdlt%5 I ,R,4fl(:h=.k(~f~ ==dP~ ~==**ne a ~'n= t~tt rib L4l=%|flf tll,¢ft*'f~tt*lll,ll'~Pl~J|lP )tJlltL,|%t4~dtftlP%,'li*|)flztzWht41(l~i"~V'~drlb IP(~fwlllfi(=l(vOU=l ~ '  
- -  VVt:ILJ . . . . . .  O~,V ~ r~ . "ft~'~ .. . . . . . . . . . . .  t)} ....... I,f . . . . . . . .  f . . . . . .  J ,,,~l{ . . . . . . . . . .  | , ,  t) ~t,h ¥,%f, ~ . . . . . . . . . .  .% I ,.% ",~. 
;4761 AK  E ,o,:30,, = ~, , ,~, , , ,  ........... , *  KmartCana~at.,m,te~ 
t 
l, t 
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SPORTS with Don Schaffer 
Eagles trying to stay warm 
PHILADELPHIA (AP) --  
Playing the opening round of 
the National Football 
Conference playoffs at home 
has not turned out to be quite 
the advantage Philadelphia 
Eagles thought it would be. 
As workers cleared four 
inches of snow from the 
frozen artificial turf at 
Veteran's Stadium on 
Thursday, the Eagles pulled 
on longJohes for their first 
outdoor drill of the week. 
The Eagles, 11-5, are home 
to Chicago Bears, 10-6, 
Sunday, and the snow and 
delay of Chicago game films 
did not do much for coach 
field after kicking a few 
icicles. 
"We'll have to make some 
adjustments," said running 
back Wilbert Montgomery. 
"It's the only way to get a 
chance to play in some nice 
weathe..'." 
If the Eagles defeat the 
Bears in the wild-card 
matchup, they travel to 
Tampa Bay for the next 
round against the NFC 
Central champion Buc- 
oaneers. 
"It's going to be a new ex- 
perience for all our guys," 
Montgomery said of the cold. 
perience Just playing them." 
The Eagles haven't played 
the Bears since 1975, haven't 
beaten them since 1961 and 
have only two wins and a tie 
in the 21-game series against 
Chicago stretching hack to 
1933. 
I 
For the Eagles, it will he 
their first post-scason game 
in Philadelphia since they 
won the championship in 
1960. 
Emotion was a big factor 
for Chicago in reaching the 
playoffs. With the Eagles 
expecting to play the loser of 
the divisional showdown 
the regular season with a 42. 
6 win over St. Louis. 
The Redskins fell 35-34 to 
the Cowboys and were shut 
out of the playoffs because 
the Bears had made up a 33. 
point differential in their 
rout of St. Louis. 
"I think this team has 
played emotional football 
most of the year," said 
Chicago coach Nelll Arm. 
trOng. "But you don't win 
emotion; you're prodded 
y it. You have to'win on 
your abilities. 
"One thing we must do 
I 
28 STRAIGHT 
Flyers tie a record... 
By NEIL STEVENS each scored two goals as asked. "I don't think we Slmmer's goal leaves him 
The Csnsdlan Press 
The Boston Garden is re. 
gurded by visiting teams as 
oae of the moat difficult 
National Hockey League 
rinks in which to escape with 
a point and that's where 
Philadelphia Flyers will find 
themselves Saturday af- 
ternoon as they attempt o 
set a league record by play- 
ing their 29th consecutive 
game without a leas. 
The Flyers tied the record 
of 28, set by the 1977.78 
Montreal Canadiens, with 
Thursday night's 1-I draw 
aga ins t  P i t t sburgh  
Penguins, 
And ff the Flyers needed a
reminder of how formidable 
their task will be Saturday, 
the Brains warmed up the 
Garden crowd Thursday 
night with a 10-0 romp over 
Toronto Maple Leafs. 
In one other game, Buffalo 
Sabres defeated Lee Angeles 
Kings 5-3 in a game which 
saw Los Angeles left winger 
Charile Simmer score a goal 
Boston went on its biggest 
scoring binge of the season. 
Rick Smith, A1 sccord, JOOn 
Wensink and BOO Miller 
were the other Boston 
scorers as the Brulns fired 41 
shots at Mike Palmateor, 
The Leafs managed 18 at 
Gerry Cheerers. 
Toronto coach Floyd Smith 
was in a sullen mood after 
the game. 
"What can you say?" he 
made two good passes all 
night. Everything we did 
was completely wrong. It 
wasn't Paimateer'e fault." 
Sabres S Kinp 3 
Danny 'Gore and Rio 
Selling scored two goals each 
and Derek Smith one for 
Buffalo. Besides Slmmer's 
milestone goal, Los Angeles 
had goals from Randy. 
Manery and Marcel Dionne, 
his 26th. 
behind four players who 
have longer consec'utive- 
game scoring feats in the 
league record book. The 
record is 16 games, set by 
Harry (Punch) Broadbent of 
Ottawa Senators during the 
1921-22 season. 
The first-period goal was 
Simmer's 30th of the year, a 
league high. 
...Simmer breaks one 
BUFFALO, N.Y. (CP) --  
To say that Charlie Simmer 
came out of nowhere to 
become' a star in the 
National Hockey League this 
season would be a gross un- 
derstatement. 
Simmer, 25, who could not 
crack the Los Angeles Kings' 
lineup at training camp last 
season, has made the grade 
in a big way -- he's the first 
National Hockey League 
player to score 30 goals this 
rebound in the first period of 
the Kings' 5-8 loss to Buffalo 
Sabres. 
Prior to the game, Simmer 
had been tied at 10 con. 
seeative games with Andy 
Bathgate (New York 
Rangers 1962-63), Bobby 
'hitter, You don't talk about 
it." 
The goal came with 12:21 
elapsed in the opening period 
and tied the score 1-1. 
Simmer, a e-foot-3 left 
winger, took a puss from 
Dave Taylor and shot from 
Hull (Chicago Black Hawks about 10 feet. Buffalo goalie 
1968:69) and Mike Bossy Bob Sauve caught he puck 
(New York Islanders 19/8- . in his glove but it bounced 
79) .  hack out toward Simmer, 
"I think it's a great honor, who knocked home the 
rebound. when we go into Philadelphia Dick Vermeirs humor. "Chicago's played many between the Cowboys and is to try to forget 'all the 
"It'll have to do," the times in this kind of weather. Washington Redskins last emotions of (last)Sunday's 
Eagles' coach said of the "It's going to be a new ex- Sund~y th. R~nr= ol~ed out game." 
Terrace Hotel has big third period 
to blast past Westend Chevron 9-6 
Terrace Hotel outganned give Westend a 3-I first- night, and Saturday night 'Both games are at the 
Westend Chevron 9-0 in period lead. 
Ter race  Commerc ia l  Smaha and Dillabough 
Hockey League play each got another in the 
Thursday night, second to give Westend a 5-I 
Down 5-2 going into the lead before Cary Humphrey 
third period, Terrace ex- scored to reduce the margin 
ploded for seven goals and to three. 
stole the win from Westend. The roof fell in on Westend 
Ran Smaha and Steve inthefinalperiod,.though, as 
Dillabough split the Westend Hill, Steve Beck, Humphrey, 
scoring with three each, Beck again, Ran 
while Murray Hill got three Brnggeman, Norm Lavallec 
for Terrace. and Hill again scored for 
Dillahough got the first Terrace Hotel before Smaba 
Westend goal early in the got his team's last goal with 
first period to give his team a only a minute and 20 seconds 
1-0 lead, but it stood up for left to play. 
only two minutes as Hill's This weekend's action 
first tied the game. features games between the 
Dillabough got another and Terrace Chrysler Juveniles 
Smaha got one as well before and the Kitimat Commercial 
theend of the first period to League All-stars Friday 
Free really cleans up 
Guard Lloyd Free scored 
32 points and centre Swen 
Nater had 24 points and 17 
rebounds Thursday night, 
leading San Diego Clippers 
to a 128.118 win over New 
York Knicks in a National 
Basketball Association game 
delayed 50 minutes because 
of a pie-throwing promotion 
the San Diego television 
sports personality. 
The cream pies made a 
mess of the playing surface 
underneath one of the 
baskets and New York coach 
Red Holzman filed an official 
protest because of the 
conditions, 
In other games, 
at hairline. . Milwaukee Bucks defeated 
The promotion was called Kansas City Kings 120.109 
"Throw a pie at Ted Leit- and Atlanta Hawks downed 
ner," and the delay was Detroit Pistons 122-103. 
caused by the lengthy At San Diego, the Clippers 
cleanup needed after a group 1ed62-50 before the pies were 
of local sports celebrities wheeled out at the end of the 
and 50 spectators chosen 
from the stands threw pies at 
PNWHL 
scores  
Two Pacific Northwest 
Hockey League games were 
first half. 
The Kntcks led 102-101 with 
eight minutes to go but Nater 
scored to put the Clippers 
ahead to stay and Freeman 
Williams helped San Diego 
keep its advantage. 
Kitimat makes the trip again Terrace arena and begin at 
to play the Terrace All-stars. 8:30 p.m. 
Ski school to 
go right ahead 
The free-style skiing She said that there is still 
clinics and competition space for additional 
scheduled for Dec. 28,29 and registration if there are still 
30 will go ahead as planned, interested people. 
despite rumors that it would Registration takes place at 
be cancelled due to in- the arena office until Dec. 27 
sufficient registration, at 4:30 p.m. or at the Kit- 
Mary-Margaret Smith- sumkainm Ski Hill lodge 
Sneed, program director until the morning of the 
with Terrace and District clinic, Friday Dec. 28, until 
parks and recreation I0 a.m. " 
department, said Thur.~day 
that the program would For further information 
indeed go ahead, as the call Bill Pritchard at 638- 
department has received 1254, or the recreation 
sufficient registration to put department office at 638- 
on the program. 1174. 
Ev's, Seasons 
whip competition 
Ev's Clippers and All 
Seasons both won games by 
large margins Thursday 
night at Skeena Junior 
Secondary School in Terrace 
Men 's  Basketba l l  
Association action. 
Four Clippers scored 20 
points or more as Ev's 
trounced the Skeena Hotel 
Orphans lt6-75 in the early 
game. 
Dave Crawley and 
Richard Klein each got 28 
points, Dale Prest scored 25 
and Marcus Klein scored 20 
as the Clippers took their 41- 
point win. Albert Olson 
replied with 25 points for the 
Orphans, and Jim Checkley 
got 20, but to no avail. 
In the All Seasons-Kluss 
and Sons contest, Doug 
MeKay scored 27 points with 
Bruse Johnstone and Mike 
Ireland each getting 20 
points for All Seasons as they 
took a 93-73 win. 
Dave Metzmeier got 14 
while Willie Chemko and 
Tom Bogue each got 12 for 
Kluss. 
for the Uth game in a row. 
It's the first time in nearly 60 
years a player has scored in 
that many games in suc- 
cession. 
Following the Flyers-Pen- 
guins game in the Spectrum, 
the Penqulus insisted Phila. 
. delphla's goal was illegal. 
SCORE LATE 
Behn Wilson, the victim of 
vociferous booing for his 
lack of scoring, was credited 
with the tying goal from in 
front of the net with 4:08 left 
in the game. 
Pittsburgh coach Johnny 
Wilson said the Flyers' goal, 
which came on a power play, 
was kicked in, not hit with a 
stick. 
"He (Wilson) kicked it in," 
said Wilson. "The referee 
(Dave Newell) was standing 
there watching him 
(Wilson)." 
Wilson, who had scored 
one goal this season entering 
the game, contested Wilson's 
kicking charge. 
"I pushed it in with my 
stick," said the Flyers' 
,defenceman. 
Philadelphia coach Pat 
Quinn said tying the record 
was not important. 
"I'm happy about it," he 
said, "But the only thing that 
is important is to win at the 
end of the season." 
The Flyers' streak ap. 
peared about o go down the 
drain Until Dennis Ver- 
vergaert  shot the puck 
across the crease to Wilson 
who caught goaltender Greg 
Millen hugging the short 
side. 
Pittsburgh led 1-0 on a 55- 
foot goal by Ran Stackhouse 
at 11:35 of the first period. 
The Flyers won their first 
start this season, loot Oct. 13 
in Atlanta and have won 20 
and tied eight of their last 28 
games. The Penguins have 
• not won in Philadelphia since 
Jan. 20, 1974, 
Brains 1O Leafs 0 
Dick Redmond, Jean 
Ratelle and Peter MeNab 
played Thursday night, with 
Houston beating Granlsle 
and Burns Lake tying 
Smithers. 
In Houston, Brian Masser, 
Hugh Bell and tan Hamblin 
each got two goals to pace 
the Luckies to a 9-4 win. 
Burns Lake and Smitbers 
fought through an overtime 
period but couldn't decide 
the game and had to settle 
for a 7-7 tie. 
Only one game will be 
played during the final 
weekend before Christmas in 
the PNWHL when Burns 
Lake travels to Granisle to 
play the Lakers. 
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Remember  
your fr iends 
at Chr i s tmas .  
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%: 
season and his latest goal, knowing the people who have 
Thursday night, extended a done it, the people who have 
consecutive-game scoring come close and the people 
streak to 11. who haven't done it," said 
It's been nearly 60 years Simmer, in his first full 
since any NHL shooter has season in the NHL. "You 
flashed the red light behind don't get these chances too 
the opposition's net that often. I did this once before, 
The capacity crowd of 
16,433 cheered the goal, to 
the surprise of Sauve. 
"I didn't know it was a 
record," the Buffalo goalie 
said. "I was wondering why 
they were applauding." 
many games in a row. The 
record is 16 by Harry/  
(Punch) Broadbent of O't. 
taws Senators in the 1921-22 
season. Joe Malone of Mon. 
treal Canadiens went 14 
games in 1917-18, Newsy 
Lalonde scored in 13 con- 
secutive games in 1920-21, Cy 
Denneny of Ottawa Senators 
had a 12.game streak in 1917- 
18 and Babe Dye scored in 11 
games in a row in 1920-21 and 
again in 1921-22. 
Simmer converted his own 
but the .league doesn't Simmer, whohas 13 goals 
recognize it." in the 11 games of the streak, 
Simmerscored at least one had scored only 32 goals in 
goal in the last five games of parts of five previous 
last season and the first six seasons in the NHL. He 
ofthinneason, but for record teams with right winger 
purposes theNHL does not Taylor and centre Marcel 
carry over streaks from one Dionne on the highest-scar- 
season to the next. ing line in the league. 
He now stands third 
"The guys' didn't talk among NHL scoring leaders, 
much about Simmer setting adding 26 assists to his 
the reeord before the game," lea'gue-high 30 goals for 56 
said Los Angeles coach BoO points. Dinnne has 05 points 
Berry, "It was something and Guy Lafleur of Montreal 
like a pitcher pitching a no- Canadiens 56, 
WIIEH Hg HAKE A IOP ilOG IIHI,., 
YOU COME 
OUT ON 
TOP! 
i 
1974 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE 
1979 ZEPHYR 4 DOOR S.W, 
V8 auto, PS, PB, 11,000 kilos, 
$3495 
$6995 
1977 FORD F150 
Super Cab, VB, 4 speed, Power Steering, etc. 
|1  
1978 FORD BRONCO 
V8 radio, 4 speed 
i i i 
1974 FORD BRONCO 
V8 automatic tran. 
$5895 
$9995 
$1995 
1977 FORD MAVERICK 
4 door, V8 auto, radio $3995 
1979 MERCURY MARQUIS 
Brougham St. Wagon. Air: stereo, loaded. ¢11 tnn  , IUU 
LAsslc $3995 
Terrace Totem Ford 
Sales Ltd., 
4631 Keith 635-4984 
gaoler No. SS48A 
~R~[' i  MAT hero ' / , ,  
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Device def, ,ats thieves 
EDMONTON (CP) -- Patented tmdez the name t with alarm systems. 
Selecting his target in the Autogard, the device cuts off is one of the best features of Ultrateeh Systems Ltd. of 
crowded parking loL a thief the .eleetri~l supply to the his device, the inventor said. 
breakelnto a pprked car and engtne within about 20 Unlike the various 18nJtlon Edmonton plans to 
slipe behind the wheel ,  seeond~ofahot-wireetart.A locks, thee is nothing to manufacture the device at a 
Within minutes, he hot- switch, concealed in a pick, and no wires to cut, as co= of t20 to $50. 
wires the vehicle, gets it location convenient to the 
going, backs oUt of the owner, turns the antithefl 
parking lot and is set to take system on and off. 
off. It's true that having one's 
But seddmlythecarstalls car abandoned in an in. 
and, try ashe mlght, nothing convenient spot may result 
will get it going again, in an accident or the car 
Such thwarted auto thefte beins towed away, Imtthlsin 
are the purpose of an anti- preferable to having the car 
theft device invented by stolen. 
Edmonton mechanic Joe The psychological effect of 
Goegebuer. having the ear stldl at an 
~ ~,~,,~,~..%o~, 624-2621 or 624:3359 
b DRIVE  IN  h t  bye  W. at  6 th  5 l  ' 
A wine 
for all reasons- 
taste, tradition, O01Vi 
[ this Christmas Loam to 
BCTV commenced broadcasting via Anik B satellite assistant o the vice.president of engineering, Ray 
on Friday, Dee. 14. on hand for the initial satellite Peters, President of BCTV, and Ernie Rose, the II KI ISUMWIM SCHOOL OF SK I ING 
transmission were fl;om left to right: Tak Negoro. engineering vice-president. 1 ~ Special Chr istmas 
Satelli  experiment j f ~ ~  sklweeks 
" " ' ~ / l¢ ,~/  Dec,. 27-31 ~ 
• '~ " . ~ Junior Program IS now underway here[ - -  6-16 years  o f  age / /  I ,~" ,~ '~ - -  5 consecut ive  
~ / ~  days of lessons 
BCTV has begun providing better TV broadcasting is an ex- lauchnched from Cape I [ ~ /~ '~/~- -a l l  ability levels 
telecasting all its service to the rural citing new field and as Canaveral in Dec. 1978. | [ ~ l f /~ .  / / AduJt Short  
programming via the regions of B.C. the rapidly as this science is Anik B is currently being I / / ] i~ /~ I ~ / / Ski Package  
Anik B ~ l l i te .  '~ Yukon, and the. Nor- growing we anticipate used in an experimental | 
• t~ne tezecasting ~is thwest Territories," said even greater possiblities long distance education | / '~. ~ [ / f /  / -- Start on short 
unaerway on a test b~is J.R.Peters, the president for communications in program at the Nor- | ~/ ' ~  f [ easy to turn skis 
until September 1980. I of British Columbia the years ahead thwest  Communi ty  /~LL  i 5 consecut ive  
We are fulfilling a Te levzszon .  The  Amk B zs a com- College. ' | . . . . .  ,, • ' ' ' ~ days of lessons 
long-time dream of technology of satellite munications satell ite . . . . .  | Learn to ski before the New Year 
~_ ' _ asme from expanomg • 
RkT  .! / 1 1 services to more remote • at our Special Christmas Rates I~lll~_T~i3' n lllPl~Q PL::~dI"O I I ° ld l~ l~dr l  areas, the satellite l 
KITSUMKALUM SCHOOL OF SKIING • ~ vv  j~l~i,4k-m- , a l L l~  0 ,K ~L~%J ,ILJ,%,~I,41,SL4, broadcasting will help the ! 
1 1 -= ' " ' • 1 BCTV to discover ways to | 
| f l~ f1~LT ' l ] ' l t~ I f l~  ' I~ IV~'d ' I L  I~ I~! l~E 'Vd~I"  improve its signal to | ~35-4300 ~3~-~ 
J L U U A % I I I ~  I I lCU  J~UUI~q: : : ; I~  areas already receiving | SPECIAL RATES 
, v ~ servme. I 
for the coming fiscal year. piementing it," MeNiven , . 
"I'm looking forward to said. "Terrace looks like it 
getting the budget done so has a lot to offer, and we are 
that we can start .im- happy to be here. 
RESTAURANT 
-FULL FAOILITIES- 
NOW OPEN! 
gtm Hunters ]De 
Bavar,an Inn 
with these luncheon specialties 
TENDERLOIN STEAK t'ltl~'gil IrA| I~||g~flflRL4LZ 
SANDWICH ~ i'~'~" ,".,'~ ~" ~.": .".v- " ..... 
N~ ~ Sn't" LI~ 
TAHITIAN CRAB SANDWICI! FRENCH ONION 
.~ved w,~F~a~/r,e~ SOUP AU GRATIN 
Ser~,~ w~th ot I~f  ./rye bread, 
QUICHE LORRAINE GOULASII SOUP 
$¢rvrd.wi~h tosu'd solad ond housedrcs~in#. Served with hot tow/o/r)r bread, 
Steamy, spicy muga full 
to thaw your  bones 
from the chill 
of ~inter 
Don't miss 
our complimentary 
Bore D'Oeuvres 
from 5 p.m. - 6:30 p.m. 
Don't forget 
NEW YEARS CELEBRATIONS 
for reservations 
& information: 635-91 61 
Bavarian/nn 
4332 Lakelse Ave. 
" ,~an MeNiven is Terrace's 
new Superintendent of Parks 
and Recreation. 
McNiven, 26, is originally 
from Carberry, Manitoba. 
He is married, with no 
children, and has a M.A. ]n 
recreation administration 
from the University of IoWa, 
MeNivon was recreation 
director in Carberry for 
three years before accepting 
the position with the Terrace 
department. 
He had been at his post in 
Terrace for the past three 
weeks, and arrived just in 
time to make up the budget 
ALAN McNIVEN 
BUTTER WILL SOFTEN 
To soften a hard lump of 
butter, invert a heated bowl 
over it fez a few mlnu~ :s. 
OANADIAN FOOD- 
-AIR OONDITIONED- 
-DINING LOUNGE- 
-BUSINESS LUNGHES- 
Mon. to Fri. 11am - 2 pm 
I 
SUN. -THURS.  I I  a.m.-12 i).m. 
' FR I .  & SAT.  J ]  a.nl. - 2 a.nl. 
14643 PARK AVENUE PHONE 636-611f, 
~, *****************************  ~, 
T'd m 
~ 472o LAKELSE AVE. PHONE 6as.Sill ~ 
SHOWLNG AT 8 P.M. 
'~ DEC. 21 - 23 -. Mature  
' Rocky II .~ 
DEC. 24 .25  
CLOSED 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
DEC. 26 - 30 -- Ma iure  
Rocky II 
Matinee 2 p,m, 
~ DeC. 22 
Walt Disney Show 
4¢ " 4< 
..=~=, 7&Sp.m.  • . 
The Frisco Kid 
dg 
.it 
~ .  DEC. 24-25  
CLOSED .~ 
MERRY CHRISTMAS 
DEC. 26-  30 
Sleeping Beauty .~ 
************************.*****-' 
VANCOUVER, B.C., CANADA 
3 DAYS-2 NIGHTS 
English Bay near Stanley Park 
1755 Davie Street Phone: 682-1831 
DOUBLE OCCUPANCY i SINGLE OCCUPANCY 
S36 25_ ,1556 . 
A 
PER PERSON ~ PER PERSON 
~ ~ lee ,  ~ ,mD a J ,  Im,  ~ G, I ,  gD mD. ID  em,  ,m~ 
Ab.~'~' h.'h.h'.~': 
"k Beautiful Guest Room 
"k Breakfast (2) Mornings 
,Y. Steak or Seafood Dinner 
at HY'S at the SANDS 
EXTRA NIGHT 
OOUBLE / PER PERSON SINGLE / PER PERSON 
$13.00 plus tax $2300 plus tax 
TOLL FREE IN US. 1.{800}.5.~ 1234 
I I I  . . . . . . .  [ l i l  I I ' l "  I I I . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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Your Individual 
========,Frali¢isDrali¢ , l!t<~ g's : 58 ~rt"° 
4~ Holy 1 Movie or 11 Completed . 
ARIES 19)¢~4 ~
IMar. 21 to Apr. 
A mood fur sociability may 
interfere with work plans, but 
it is a good time to visit others 
and for holiday arrangements. 
TAURUS t ~  
IApr. 20 to May 20) 
Don't try to mix business 
with pleasure. Enjoy good 
times for their own sake. 
However, business ideas do 
have financial potential. 
GEMINI 
(May 21 to June 20) 11 
There may be some changes 
in plans, but your adaptability 
will see you through. 
Relations with others are 
cordially highlighted. 
CANCER ~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
If others can't help out on a. 
project, here's no reason why 
you can't work on it yourself. 
Follow through on business 
hunches. 
LEO J /~  
(July 23 to Aug. 221 
There may be some 
agitation about finances, but 
not enough to keep you from 
sharing good times together. 
Further your romantic in- 
forests. 
VIREO W~ 
(Aug, 23 to Sept. 22) 
Ambivalent feelings in- 
tedere with a work project. 
Family activities and 
domestic duties keep you 
cheerfully occupied. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) - - -~- - ' "  
No sense beating around the 
bush with a loved one. Come 
out with it. Sincerity combined 
with. common sense brings 
results. 
SCORPIO ' m,,~ 
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 
An early Xmas get-together 
may have to be scratched, but 
shopping trips with family 
members are happily 
highlighted. Buy presents. 
SAOI~rARIUS ~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
It may take some time to 
find the right words, but you 
will! Know your audience and 
share thoughts of mutual 
interest. Enjoy local visits. 
CAPRICORN . ~  
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Xmas chores may bring 
minor aggravations. Finding 
the right gift is not as im- 
portant as the spirit of giving. 
Trust your instincts. 
AQUARIUS ~ 
(Jan, 20 to Feb. 18) 
You may have mixed 
feelings about an intimate 
matter, but the social scene is 
on the upswing. Make holiday 
plans with friends. 
P~C= X~ 
(Feb. 19to Mar. 20) 
You'll do well to forget a 
personal slight. Instead, 
concentrate onways to further 
career progress. Get the 
privacy ou seek. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
idealistic and practical but 
have difficulty in reconciling 
these qualities. Tem- 
peramental nd high strung, 
you need constructive outlets 
for your nervous energy. Your 
greatest success comes when 
you gain a workable 
philosophy of life. It is inn. 
portant that you do not sell out 
on your ideals, for they are 
what sets you apart from 
others. Often you're attracted 
to music, painting, sculpture 
and litel'ature. You're highly 
inventive and can make an 
original contribution in your 
field. 
12 Joust IS Makes a falUng 19 Right -- rain 
13 Eggs debut 2 Helper 21 Poetic 
14 In -- 49 Chills and. .3 Hit contraction 
1~ Hebrew fever i Word with 24 Nervous 
month 50 Hockey star lucky twitch 
18 Overweight 5Z E~nployer 5 Type of ~ Fuss 
17 Type of 53 Allows dancing 26 Salami, 
collar 54 Soap 6 A Gabor ham, etc. 
18 Do again ingredient 7 Makes lace 26 Single unit 
20 Treeless 53 A continent 8 British 29 Ragged 
tract 56 Oral, for one essayist 30 Denary 
230nager Avg. solution time: 23 rain. 31 Posed 
23 Under the 36 Must 
weather IClOl~ E IIAIWIAIIAIFIRIOI 
IAIDIAIRIIGIAISIINIOIEILI dreadful 
2( Bulletin IFIOIRIEIMIOISITi I IRIAIEI 37 Charge 
board sight ~AIS IT ]E IR IS I  38 Ceremony 
25 Difficult ~ 41 MD's 
positions assistant 
3Z Wedding vow ~-,-~r,)~J~^~r-,,~...-.,, ,~,,,,IUIDIOIISIEITI-I OIILIOIOI 42 Season 
33 Out -- limb i ~ i  43 Writer 
3~ Oolong ~ James 
dr cha IAIPIEISIIFIOIRIEIWIOIRID l i  Simpleton 
35 Cowardly IRI I IAISI IEICIUJTIRIOID 16 Being 
t ra i t  IT1AIRIEIIRIAI~IIHIEIS[S 41 Check 
38 Lessee's , 10-18 4g Span. wives 
payment Amwer to yesterday's puzzle. 51 Bread type 
I 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) IP"~ (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) "" 
A quiet meeting with a Take a break if work is not 
friend may be preferable to going as planned. Sharing 
the .party circuit. Do mental recreational moments with 
housecleaning in preparation loved ones is just what the 
for career start, doctor ordered. 
TAURUS 20) ~Z~ L IBRA 22) .flk~'~ 
(Apr. 20 to May (Sept. 23 to OCt. 
The da~( begins, with You won't feel ready to 
responsibilities in bbnhection relax until chores are com- 
withot~e~'s',butlater,'you'libe pleted. Family members 
in the mood for socializing though make happy help- 
with friends, mates. Joy in working 
GEMINI ] [ ] [~#"  together. 
(May 21 to June 20) " 7  SCORPIO m ,,,kt~. 
You maynot be in the mood {Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) II V J~l ~ 
to leave the house. Later, An early telephone call may 
you'll perk up. Business in- disrupt sleep. Despite inner 
ter~ts take priority in the worry, things brighten up. 
p.m. Promote romantic interests 
CANCER ~ and communications, l~g ~ 
(June 21 to July 22) SAGITrARIUS ' 
You may have to soothe (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
some ruffled feelings. Calm You may start he day off on 
replaces agitation. Your af- an edgy note, but things get 
fectionate manner makes for better. Domestic harmony 
willing listeners, and family togetherness bring 
LEO ~ co.ten~e.t. ~t i~  
(July 23 to Aug. 22) CAPRICORN 
A family member may be (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) 
agitated, but harmony will Good news makes you feel 
prevail by day's end. Your good about yourself. There 
willingness to share resources may not be enough money for 
impresses others, a long trip, but local visits 
bring happiness. 
. 
AQUARIUS . ~ 
(Jan. 20 to Feb, 18) 
Buy a gift for a shut-in. You 
accomplish more from a 
behind:the-scenes vantage 
point and by dewnplaying ego 
requirements. 
PISC~ X~ 
IFeb. 19 to Mar. 20) 
Anti-social moods or Xmas 
blues hang over you. Don't 
"succumb to them. lustea.d, 
participate, and the joy of 
Xmas present is yours. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
progressive thinker who's also 
practical. Your greatest 
success comes with the 
development of alnbition and 
drive. You can be expedient 
and shouldn't let this quality 
deter you from making' the 
most of your creativity. Often 
you're attracted to the 
business side of art, and would 
make a good theatrical 
p roducer .  Med ic ine ,  
management, law, and 
brokerage are other fields of 
interest for you. You're at- 
tracted to large ventures and 
desirous of financial rewards. 
Birthdate of: J. Arthur Rank, 
film producer; Jose Greco, 
dancer; and Paul Hornung, 
football star. 
@ 
AR,= ,,¢,~ 
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) 
Others won't let you with. 
draw into yourself. Instead of 
resenting intrusions, find a 
way to meet others half-way. 
Avoid friction. 
TAURUS ') 
(Apr 2o to Msy ,0 - - , , , .  
Keep your wits about you 
when partying. You could go 
overboard in some way and 
make a social blunder. Stress 
moderation. 
GEMINI 20) H ~  
(May 21 to June 
Come back to earth. You 
may have some grandiose 
idea which you feel sets you 
apart from others, Don't let 
pride be your downfall. 
CANCER ~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Obey common sense rules 
when traveling. If you press 
your point too vigorously, 
you'll meet with opposition. 
Watch details. 
LEO 22)~'~ (July 23 to Aug. 
Xmas is not a sufficient 
reason to overextend yourself 
financially. A last-minute 
shopping trip could prove 
costly. 
vm~o ~A 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) 
Double check with others. 
One of you could forget 
something important re 
holiday planning. Stress 
cooperation and don't fight, 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)"-=~ '~ 
You could overlook details 
now. Trying to do too much 
could result in something left 
undone. Protect health and 
nerves from tension. 
SCORPIO ~ ,  
(Oct. 23 to NOV. 21) 
You're enthusiastic but 
inclined to be careless with 
expenditures. Make sure you 
have sufficient funds to meet 
holiday needs, 
SAGITFARIUS I~¢~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Both career and domestic 
matters are a source of 
concern. Don't overlook what 
needs to be done. Taking the 
easy way out won't work. 
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 
You could misinterpret 
what others say right now. 
Others may promise more 
than they can deliver. Keep 
expectations rcasonahle. 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) 
A close one's spending 
habits could shock you now. 
• Or you could egg each other on 
into the purchase of something 
you can't afford• 
P,SC= X~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 201 
Don't feel slighted if a close 
one seems self-centered. Be 
glad of others' happiness, and 
know that you are important 
to them. 
YOU BORN TODAY are 
community-minded and 
naturally concerned with 
others' welfare, A born 
moneymaker, you'll have 
financial success in banking, 
manufacturing, real estate, 
and big business. Your artistic 
side Ls also highly developed 
and you could succeed as an 
actress, journalist, musician, 
or sculptor. Your greatest 
success comes with the 
development of a 
humanitarian spirit and 
universal principles. Then you 
enlarge your sphere of action 
and make a genuine con- 
tribution to the conunon good• 
Birthdatc of: Ava (|ardner, 
actress 
B.y Eu~ S/~/ler 
N,°I. 
'1 NVV' 
_L_ IIIE Nil 
,, I ooo  
36 37 40' ~ 38 
fl!!!!!t I1"1  " 42 43 ~ :  
,, IO, I 111o  
No, I i N t  
CRYPTOQUIP I 0-18 
YOTZBTP I  UPKH TZBOBCPH BTTB-  
RPRCV'  UYCCUP VUKO 
Yesterday's Cryptequlp -- BELLICOSE BELLE COULD 
REALLY DISRUPT OUR PARTY. 
Today's Cryptequlp clue: H equals D 
The Crypl~ulp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal 0 throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
B.C.  
A~D iF Y~'~ ~ 
~ #ILL RT A LO~4P . 
. • , . • ' .  • • . .  
"(LL ~ ~ pJ,~oY!-" 
¢'¢/ 
U~T~i4eJ J 
,,....__.~ \ _.../ 
( I 
CATFISH 
'ooze 
, TALl< P ~. - - " J .~  I IH~LI..O, ~YLOI~I~/..,I .. 
"(d-L--J 1"1 ;#" ' I IH~o, ~Avm~zc:>."l 
"~,4 • ~ I / I - i~.~o. . .  HeLuO... /  
.,~ ". ~| , : ,~ ,  ~ .~, :  
the WIZARD OF ID 
WlCL. Now'rHf~W 
...:~ ~ A~RO~S THE J ,  
..,.. ".: """:/i 
~'~"'~"~' I 'ZL"~DV" I--ti.~'r<~l~ I A~_~..~E_ 
A4~--NIioN~ 
( 
DOONESBURY 
~/t/e/.,v aswf/,v#~ ~ /.t~ASES /5 ~#.Y I-~I~ ~ ##~4T ~a ~ ,  TOO, ~1 
• #/VA~m~ 1~ ~ ....~,~X #/~ITOF ~.~ r~,? AP~ Z/~R ~rr/~oP~- I.<,~ .::.1 I #, ~. EJVlBAFSY, l~  
; ON 7[/5t~C/~ ANP ~ ~/'UDE,,VI"S? WHAT I~ 7/I~/R ~ FRAgdl5 #AS nETA/D~. ~ l  I F//~J~y ~O/~/NO 
'" JI~/7;'IL ~_.-8[J~ ~ lit 
the A~AZINO SPIDER ~AN 
~T 8~o M~ws :oR p~ ~E~. .  : ~ u  
WE THOUGHT ~.~13 ~+~ .~. - .  ~ ./"--'~[:J 'l:.tilA HEAR. FROM YOL --- 
: ; 
She Won't Let Him 
Be a Proud Father 
DEAR ABBY:. I'm a 2f-year-old single man. Last year :' 
/eli in love with a 19-year-old girl I'll call Laura. I moved i~ 
with her and everything was fine until we got into a dumb 
argument and I broke her nose. She kicked me out, anti 
refused to have anything more to do with me. I really loved 
her and begged for another chance, but she changed her 
phone number and the locks on her doors and told me if I 
ever came near her she'd call the police. 
Well, about five months later I heard that Laura was 
pregnant, so I went to her and told her I ~'anted to face up to 
the responsibility of fatherhood, but she said the baby' 
wasn't mine, and she wanted no parL of me. 
After Laura had the baby, I went to the welfare people 
(they paid for the delivery) and they wouldn't tell me a 
thing! Not even if my name was on the baby's birth cer- 
tificate. I couldn't believe it. Here I was trying to assume 
full responsibility for my child, and I wasn't allowed to. 
I finally went to a lawyer to find out if I had some rights as  
a father. The law~,er said, "Not as long as the mother denies 
that you are the father!" 
Now I'm trying to prove that I'm the father. I've taken 
blood tests, but Laura refuses to talk to me Abby. If I'm the 
father, and I'm sure I am, I have as much right to be a part of 
that baby's life as Laura has. What can I do about it? 
DENIED MY RIGHTS 
DEAR DENIED: Only one who is thoroughly conversant 
with the law can tell you what your rights are. If you aren't 
satisfied with the lawyer you consulted, find one you think 
is more competent. 
DINAR ABBY: I am a 14-year-old boy and I think my sister 
is gay. She is 12 and so is her "friend." My sister and her 
friend, who is also a neighbor, are always together. They 
take showers and baths together, and even go to the 
bathroom together[ 
They dress alike and call each other before they leave for 
school in the morning to see what the other one is wearing. 
They go to school together and come home together. 
They sleep together at least once a week. 
Me and the neighbors think it is siek. Should I tell my 
parents or what? 
NORMAL 
DEAR NORMAL: Don't tell. your parents what you 
suspect because you're probably wrong. Some gir ls - i l  
they're lucky-have a best friend with whom they form a 
very eloee relationship, They're inseparable-like "lovers," 
hut it's ant a love affair, only a warm lrieodship. 
DEAR ABBY: I am a 2G-year-old Army man stationed in 
South Korea. I've been here for a year and have another 
year and a half to go. Life isn't easy in this outfit. We're on 
24-hour guard. We eat out of cans and sleep in tents and stay 
combat-ready at all times. 
When there's mail call, you should see those young 
soldiers run to see if they got anything. Abby, it is sad to see 
so much repeated isappointment as they hang their heads 
and slowly walk away empty-handed. 
Why don't Americans who have relatives and friends in 
Korea write to these kids? I've never seen such a bunch of 
forgotten soldiers anywhere. Some of these guys are 17 and 
18, and have never been away [rom home before. 
I'm luck),. My people write to me often, and my Morn even 
sends me e0okies whieh I share with my buddies. 
Abby, you wouldn't believe how one letter from home ean 
make a rough day better. Please ask your readers to write 
to their young men in the service wherever they are, but 
especially in Korea. 
And don't, ever stop writing your column. We get it in the 
Stars and Stripes and the Korean Times, too. You are the 
~nly contact some of these soldiers have with home. Love 
~og. 
ALLEN 
DEAR ALLEN: I'll print your letter as a timely plea to 
the folks hack home. Readers? 
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RAPES, F!GHTSO RISE 
By Graham EarnshaW 
PEKING (Reuter) -- A 
crime wave is sweeping 
through the major cities of 
China. 
Authorities, especially in 
the huge, sprawling cltyof 
Shanghai on the east coast, 
are particularly worried 
about he trend, as it centres 
on the increasing criminal 
tendencies of young people. 
The situation has become 
serious only in the last few 
months, and the official 
~ ress, which usually does not well at 'length on the 
negative aspect of Chinese 
society, has published a 
constant stream of stories 
about robberies, gang fights, 
rapes and general trouble- 
making. 
The problem has become 
so serious in Shanghai, says 
the city's Liberation Dally, 
that many oung women ow 
are afraid to attend evening 
school for fear of being at- 
tacked. 
Young men, usually 
operating in pairs, are 
reported to prowl darkened 
alleyways of Peking 
threatening passers-by with 
knives and demanding 
money, wristwatches and 
other valuables. 
In the city of Hangzhou, 
twin sons of an unidentified 
top-level official were 
sentenced to death recently 
for their part in the rape of 
106 girls over a fiveyeer 
period. 
Shaughal's biggest depart- 
meat store has organized a
group of detectives to stop 
the increasing rate of 
shoplifting, and in the port 
city of TianJin there have 
been official reports of gangs 
fighting in the streets with 
guns, axes and bayonets. 
Aside from violent crime, 
corruption cases are also on 
the increase. One woman 
was sentenced to death 
recently for organizing a 
cdrruption syndicate in a 
northern province. 
The most obvious reasons 
for the rise in crime are the 
Violent crime wave seen in China 
Police in Shanghai are 
any law enforcement stepping up thelr antivltles to" 
agency. 
deal with the problem, but 
huge unemployment figures building heavy industry 
that exist in China and the ruined the economy," says 
revision during the lsetyear Singh, a disciple of the late 
of the government's "down Mohendus K. Gandhi, 
to the country" program He adds that Nehru gave 
which has resulted in fewer "stepmotherly treatment" 
surplus young people going to agriculture and to the 
to rural areas to relieve small and cottage industries 
pressure on.the.cities. . . . . . . . . .  
Some estimates put the -- many oung people turn to. most problems in China the country still has not and destruction, beating and 
number of unemployed in crime out of necessity or today, is the ,Cultural recovered, humiliating people they 
China at 20 million, and with sheer frustration: Revolution of the late 1960s, The Red Guards, often considered to be "cotmter- 
nothing to do and no source But most people seem to which ril~ped apart he soclal with the active en- revolut ionary; ' . '  and 
of income -- there are no agree that the root cause of fabric and upset law end couragement of persons in generally behaving as they 
enemployment benefits here the crime problem, as with order to such an extent hat authority, indulged in looting . pleased with no control from 
FIFTEEN YEARS.__AF___TER D AT_H 
Most of those involved in 
crime in Chinese cities today people In many parts of the 
grewup in the atmosphere of city are organizing vigilante 
anarchy and lawlessness groups 
Nehru still controversial figure 
By WAJMUL HASAN favored by Gandhi, the as an attack on their own 
NEW DELHI (Reuter)- revered father of India's .beliefs. 
Fifteen years after his death, 
Jawaharlal Nchru, India's 
first prime minister, In the 
centre of political con- 
troversy. 
No other prime minister 
except Indira Gandhi, 
Nshru's daughter, who ruled 
the country for 11 years until 
1977, has figured more 
rominently in national 
bate. 
The controversy has 
acquired a sharper edge 
recently as political parties 
try to work out solutions for 
India's economic problems 
before next January's 
national election. 
Nshru, who governed for 
17 years, gave India a mixed 
economy and enormous 
manufacturing plants to 
spur the country toward an 
industrial revolution. 
His critics now say the 
revolution failed, 
The debate symbolizes the 
continuing Indian dilemma 
about how to feed, clothe and 
house 650 million people, half 
of them living below the 
poverty level. 
Should industry get prefer'- 
ence over agriculture? The 
towns over villages? 
One man who thinks they 
should not is the present 
~rlme minister, Charan 
Singh. The 76-yem -old Singh, 
once described by Nehru as a 
"son of the 18th century," 
has emerged as the late 
prime minister's everest 
critic. 
"Nehru's strategy of 
The dispute held up a Joint 
election manifesto by the two 
parties. Finally, bot~ agreed 
to avoid any references to 
Nehru. They alan decided in 
independence from Britain. 
As a result, "povert.y h.~s 
increased end even m toe 
towns more than 40 per cent 
of the people have tittle food, 
less elothL'lg and no shelter," 
Singh says. 
favor of setting up more 
small and cottage industries 
without reducing the role of 
heavy industry. 
"Both Gandhi and Nal:ru 
are part of India's legacy," 
says P.N. Haksar, former 
deputy chairman of the 
planning commission. "If we 
reject both, we will be left 
only with Marx." 
But Singh remains deter- 
mined to give India's 600,000 
villages a better deal. 
"I do not want o be unjust 
to the towns but to undo the 
injustice to the villages," he 
told an election rally. 
Singh, who draws his main 
support from small farmers, 
says the battle cry in the 
election should be that "the 
i" shall prevail over the 
... the villages over the 
despotism ofurban lobbies., 
The right-wing Hindustan 
Times rctorta: "The.battle 
cry bears the stamp of a 
Communist Jargon factory." 
"Are we going to reverse 
this orarewegoingtobe Lebanese chi ldren are vict ims of war content with glorifying a 
great man's name?" By.JEBEMY CLIFT On Wednesday, nine-year- Last month, a three-year- of the Child Committee. your fathers, in the name of 
childhood, to give you Singh's statements have BEIRUT (Reuter ) -  It 
raised an outcry, was a day like any other the 
"He wants to take India smmy morning 12-year-old 
beck to the cow-dung age," All Mohammed set off for 
counters C.M. Stephen, one school in south Lebanon's 
of Indlra Ga2$l's chief Reshldlyeh refag~ Camp. 
lieutenants, ~ He left home about 7:45. 
Opposition Leader By noon he was dead,blown 
JngJivun Ram, who served under Nehru, remarks: "To up with two other.children, 
aged 11 and 1O, by a cluster 
say nothing has happqmed in bomb he was playing with 
the last 32 years is to shatter during a school h r~,  . 
the confidence of the country Seven other children were 
Nshru built." injured, one so badly he 
Ram says Nehru laid the could not immediately be 
infrastructure .for heavy identified. 
industry that helped the All found the bomb in the 
country develop. Singh rubbleof the camp wh~re his 
contends that over- familyllves/not farfrom the 
dependence on heavy In.- ancient port of Tyre. 
dustry has resulted In Both the camp and Tyre 
unemployment forone-third have been devastated by 
of the active population i  Israeli' bombing raids. But 
rural areas, the bomb All found didn't 
The Ind ian Express explode until he started 
describes the controversy as playing with it. 
"palpably bogus," adding: That happened on a 
"India made significant. Monday. The same. day a 
progress ' during his nine-year-old boy was kid- 
(Nchru's) stewardubip of the napped on his way to school 
government, The progress by unidentified gunmen, 
slowed own subsequently." The next day little George 
Singh's criticism of Nehru Saoud was found murdered, 
nearly wrecked his Lok Dal stuffed into a sack and 
Party's alliance with Mrs. thrown under ' the 
Gandhi's Congress party, a Masmeltaio Bridge north of 
partner in his coalition 'Beirut. 
government. His abductors • had 
Congress re'embers, demanded a ransom of 
fiercelyloyai to Nehru, their $170,000 but George's 
former leader, are irked by . parents were in France and 
the prime minister's hisgrandfsth~r eouldnot get 
criticisms which they view the money quickly. 
old Majida All Zain died 
when she was hit in the head 
by a stray bullet inside her 
home in BourJ Brajneh, near 
Beirut Airport. 
The children were victims 
of Lebanon's continuing 
violence following the 1975-76 
civil war and three years of 
lawlessness and rule by 
armed militia since then. 
Every month about 75 
people die in the conflict. 
Often the dead are us. 
connected with the factional 
fighting. 
Last month, a car-bomb 
street killed nine people in a 
crowded Beirut street, in- 
eluding a child. It also in- 
Jured 32 people when the 
blast, set off by remote 
control, ripped through a 
crowd of shoppers getting 
ready for the Moslem feast 
of Id alAdha. 
The apparent target of the 
bomb, leftist militia leader 
Ahmed al-Khatib, escaped 
unhurt. 
Continuing lawlesmess in 
the absence of a strong 
central authority has 
brought revenge killings. 
Racketeering, often sanc- 
tioned by the leftist or 
rightist militia, has become 
an integral part of the 
Lebanese conomy. 
The widespread contempt 
for the law sometimes brings 
the most senseless and 
pitiful killings. 
old girl was killed in north 
Lebanon when a neighbor in 
a speeding truck 
deliberately ran her down 
along with her father and her 
pregnant mother. 
The mother lost her us. 
born child. 
The neighbor apparently 
had been having a row with 
the girl's father. 
In south Lebanon, children 
ere in the front line of 
regular artillery bom- 
bardments, exchanges 
between Israell-backed 
right-wing Christian forces 
and their enemies, the 
Palestinian guerrillas and 
their Lebanese l ftist allies. 
The village of Arnoun, 
once home for about 400 
people, is almost totally 
deserted because of shelling 
from rightist positions. 
In the leftist stronghold of
Nabatiyeh it is not un- 
common to see children with 
amputated limbs. 
While the 12-year-old 
Palestirdan brandishing a 
Kalashnikov rifle makes a 
good picture for the press 
photographer, the front-line 
children bear crutches as 
often as they bear weapons. 
In early November the 
Lebanese gove~ment an- 
nounced a declaration of 
children's rights at a 
ceremony organized by the 
Lebanese International Year 
Labor end Social Affairs 
Minister Wazem aI-Qadri security in your land, the 
caned on children to "ask lend of Lebanon." 
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Ex-Terrace resident dies 
in Surrey at at the age 75 
Nell D. McKerrncher, a 
resident of Terrace from 
1952-19~7, died peacefully in 
his sleep at his home in 
Surrey on November 19, 
1979, after a short illness. 
Born March 21, 1904 in 
Milestone, Saskatchewan, 
McKarracher farmed until 
1936, when he completed 
Barbers' College in Van- 
couver at the age of 22 and 
returned to Avonles, near 
Milestone, to barber for two 
yoars. In 1929, he tood up 
residence in Oliver, B.C., 
and operated a barber- 
billiards establishment until 
1940, when he moved to 
Penticton and opened "Hub 
Recreations", a bowling 
alley, billiard room, and 
coffee shop. During the 
years 1948-49, he also 
operated a small orchard. 
During an expansion ofthe 
bowling alley in 1951, the 
business w~ns destroyed in a 
fire, McKerracher packed 
up fl/e family, what equip- 
ment could be salvaged and 
moved to .Terrace, which 
was booming in 1951. He 
opened his first shop at the 
comer of Lazelle Avenue and 
Kalum Street, and barbered 
l~g enough to get the family 
back on its feet then moved 
to larger premises on 
Lakelse Street, in what had 
been the old Tllllcum 
Theatre. At that Ume the 
family lived in the old Dover 
house between Osbornes and 
Littles' on Lakelse Street, on 
the present site of the 
Lakeise Hotel. 
A third business move, to 
the present site of Mac's 
Barber and Billiards in the 
Smith Block on Kalum 
Street, was made around. 
1956. in 1959 McKerracher 
built a house on the west end 
of Terrace and lived there 
until his move to Vancouver 
in 1967. 
McKerracher was a life 
member of the B.P.O. Elks, 
first installed into the 
organization in 1935 in 
Oliver. He was Exalted 
Ruler of the Elks Lodge in 
Terrace in 1958-59 and 
District Deputy 1962-64. 
McKerracher went on in 
1987-68 to become the 
President of the B.C. Elks 
Association, and acted as 
Secreatry-Treasurer for the 
Association from 1969 until 
his passing. 
McKerracher did not 
restrict his community 
activities to the Elks. In 
Penticton, he was President 
of the Pentlcton Peach 
Festival fo its first two 
the Elks Club in Terrace, 
acting as its first Secretary- 
Treasurer. He coached 
senior mess baseball, Babe 
Ruth, and Pony League 
teams in Penticton and 
Terrace for over 25 years. 
McKerracher is survived 
by his wife Derma in Surrey,. 
andby three children: Leslie 
Stanyer, a typographer in 
White Rock, her husband 
Fred and grandchildren 
Layne and Ted~ Dan, a 
• consulting engineer in 
Kamloops and his wife 
Jean; and Rich, a chartered 
accountant in North Van- 
couver and his wife Nancy. 
He was predeceased byone 
daughter, Lynds, in 1949. 
Surviving relatives include a 
sister Davena in Oliver and a 
brother Lloyd in Weylmm, 
Saskatchewan. 
NElL MeKERRACHER Follwoing cremation, 
years, and acted as memorial services were 
President of the Pentlctoo carried out under the 
Golf and Country Club for auspices of the Elks in the 
three successive years. In Rooelawn Funeral Chapel in 
Terraqe, he was Charter Vancouver on November 21, 
President of the Terrace "1979. As requested by 
Rotary Club, Charter McKerraeher before his 
Presidnet of the Curling death, f lowers,  were 
Club, and president gratefully declined in favor 
thereafter of the Curling of donations to the Elks' 
Club for three "additional Recreation Childrens Camp 
terms thronghouthisstayin Society, P.O. Box 499, 
Terrace. He also helped start Surrey, B.C. V3T 5B7. 
A friendly face, now gone 
moved to Canada with his Ippel opened the shop on Dena, Alan and Aaron. 
wife Arnoldine in 1948. . Kalum twel~'e years ago, and Ippel is survived by five 
After settling initially in worked there until his death, stepsisters, Jo, Suus, 
Houston, Ippel worked in the Hluthertjes, Prieternella and 
mill and in the bush for 15 Ippel is survived by his Judith, two sisters, Jaan and 
years before moving to w.ife and two sons, Jim and Dirkje, and was predeceased 
Terrace in 1963. Tony. The Ippels had a by two stepbrothers, Willem 
He attended barbering daughter, Jennie, who died and Arie. 
scbool in Edmonton and at six months of age in lppel's funeral was 
apprenticed under May Holland. Friday, Dec. 14, with the 
Rossiter here before opening Reverend Bernie Van 
his ( i~. "barber shop on lppel's eldestson, Jim, is Daalen, presiding at the 
Lakef~, "where Grace Fell married to Elaine and has Christian Reformed Church, 
Florists is now. four children, Shannon. 3602 Sparks in Terrace. 
Area p,oneer 
• A youngwifesatinhermodesthomethinkingabout dies in November 
the coming holiday season. She felt a deep desire to 
• give gifts to several friends, but her financial 
resources were small. So there she sat on that cold 
December day cherishing this idea of giving. 
Such a desire is really a form of prayer. So it wasn't 
surprising that his woman, whose name is Marion; 
shortly came upon a solution. 
She reasoned that she could give the one gift most 
needed in the world-care and compassion, affection 
and love for her fellowman. 
As a student of Christian Science, she had glimpsed 
through its study the deeper meaning of love, and its 
availability to everyone, because it comes from God, 
who is Love. 
She remembered what Christ Jesus said to his 
followers at their last meal together before his 
crucifixion: "A new commandment I give unto you, 
that ye love one another; as I have loved you, that ye 
also love one another. By this shall all men know that 
ye are my disciples, if ye have love one to another." 
As the woman prayed to know how she could show 
this love most effectively, it occurred to her that she 
did have a practical way of giving. She could visit 
three people who she felt expecially needed the 
warmth of friendship at that time. 
The couple she first visited were overjoyed to see 
her. When she left they insisted on giving her a gift 
they had just received, a large box of oranges. 
The next friend lived alone and was as delighted as 
the couple had been to welcome Marion. A mid- 
afternoon snack was served with delicious orange 
marmalade that the hostess had made. She offered to 
show Marion how to make it. 
Marion replied that she had a large box or oranges 
in the car just waiting to become marmalade! And 
where did the newly made marmalade go? That's 
right--to the friends Marion had been wanting to share 
gifts with. 
Thus through turning to God for an answer to an 
unselfish desire to bless others, this woman truly 
expressed that infinite Love which is so vital and all 
powerful. Since God, divineLove, is ever present and 
the soui'ce of all loving, we have a rich abundance to 
give and the opportunities to give it. 
In a splendid article entitled "Love," in her book 
Miscellaneous Writings, Mary Baker Eddy, the 
iscoverer and founder of Christian Science, 
characterizes that highest sense of love which Jesus 
taught and demonstrated: "Love is not something put 
upon a shelf, to be taken down on rare occasions with 
sugar-tongs and laid on a rose-leaf. I make strong 
demands on love, call for active witnesses to prove it, 
and noble sacrifices and grand achievements as its 
results." 
01e Nelson, longtlme 
r~ldent of Terrace, is dead 
at age 80. 
Nelson was born in Sigdsl, 
Norway, ou Dec. 23, 1899, 
and died in Terrace at the 
sen/or citizen's residence on 
Tuck Avenue on Nov. 26, 
1979. 
• He camo to Canada round 
1231, first living in the in- 
torior of B.C. and coming to 
Terrace in 193'/. He lived 
m~t of the rest of his life in 
Terrace, working fo~ periods 
m the logging industry and 
for the Department ofHigh- 
ways as a camp cook. 
He was a well.known 
pioneer of Terrace and the 
diatHct, and was respected 
by throe who knew him. 
Ho was one of the first 
re~identa of the reeldence 
Tuck. 
Nelson's funeral services 
were held on Wednesday, 
Nov. 2~ at McKay Funeral 
Chapel in Terrace. Pastor 
Hermann Hagen of the 
Lutheran Church in Terrace 
performed the service. 
The organ at the service 
was played by Bertha 
Watmough. Pallbearers 
were Hector Cote, Gene 
Llewellyn, Homer Beck, 
Walter McConnell, Blake 
McLeod and Doug McKay. 
Nelson's remains are 
interred at the Terrace and 
District Cemetory. 
Rev. CarlS.Dudiey of the 
McCormick Theological 
Seminary in Chicago 
recently told Lutheran 
Church in America leaders 
'that be realizes the church 
ultimately can't survive 
without memberships. 
"(But) There's a problem 
of believing so much in our 
institutional numerical 
success that we come to 
believe God depends on it." 
Rl l lnnt 'o  Pastors: ROy Tayl"ol':Ji'nl"Regeh_r¢'11~m~ 
, , . , , , , . , , , . , , o  
Special Christmas Services 
Sunday, Dec. 23rd 
9:45 a.m. Bible School 
11:00a.m. THE GREATEST NIGHT EVER 
7:15 p.m. Candlelight Service 
Plus "Confl ict at Chrlstmas" 
World Vision Motion Picture 
Tuesday, Dec. 25th 
10:30 a.m. CHRISTMAS CELEBRATION 
a one hour Family service 
New Year's Services 
Sunday, Dec. 30 at 9:45 a.m., 11:00 a.m. an~ 
7:15 p.m. - -  New Year's Eve at 9:30 p.m. 
7"*" ATTEND THE CHURCH 'J 
Tonys Barber Shop on ~ bLUE d - -  P- t,-- B~b L - -k  
:alum Street is dark md &l  * 
~ipt . 1  
m the shop for twelve 
ears, diedTuesday, Dec. 11, "1  OF YOUR CHOICE 
t apparent heart problems. M '1 ' ta i lo r  non L . .~ .~ . . . . .  :....~ ,, .; , , ,  ~:'-, ~,;:,,,.~.',,,, ,, ,,.-.;,, -.~..' ," ..... . " " "~ 
[e was 66 years old. - -  ~ ~ .  ,...;~ ,.~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . .  ;: ..* :, :::,,,~, . . . .  
tppel was born in I ; ;~o; ;~l ld  ' , :  ,ho  nlall : . . . . .  ' 
W.eada~, .~, , .~- t . , t -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ , ,~: . j .  Corner o,,, THIS SUNDH [ 
~ ~ - B - o o T d  ~.  (~ 9". 5~ ~.m. Bible Teaching ~, .~  
/ "~.  Sunday School . / "  " ~  : 
"~.  1 1 ~ n g  Worship Service . / "  " ~ : 
passes  on  / r I : ,n~n l~mn~' | ,= ,~"  g ' ~ h ~ ~ i n g a n d  B!ble_Study / . . , , ,  . . . . . . . .  ~ i 
/ au -u=-  m, uF=, -==,  ~,  ,,,, == ,, ~.; - -  ~ W ~ :  0He.me Bible Studie ~ C / t r J s tzon  t ietormecl Ut~urctz  ~ 
11'1-,, VMai.VO'ne . "You Are Welcome at Uplands" / Corner Sparks and K e d ~  VVelcomeatUplanes~,~ Sparks Street and Strau,e Avenue 
~rac, :,Earl B )yd, pas.' od 
ray r~entl~' alter a brief ~ Homo 635-5309 / ~ Sunday School- Ter. ace lO:00 a.m. 
nessstSt.['ardsttoopimlBeydcame to Terrace in ~ . ~ .  Sundav School ?' 45 a rn ~ '  ~ • ~ ~  SundaySchoo I -Remol :00p .m.~ 
Van..'ouver " " " r~ 11'00a. m. Worship Service 
Morning Worsh,p 11:00a. / ~ ,  ~ .  _,,., , .  ~/ _~.  _ ~/  . _ i ~  5:00 p.m. Worship Service '.: 
Kal  an  
em
ran  
y rs, l dTuesday, . II, 
of 
H   
A long time resident of 
Ter e, o sed 
away recently after a brief 
illness at St. Park's Hospital 
in Vancouver. 
1960, and had worked at 
Skeana Auto Metal, Finning 
Tractor, Reum Motors and 
finally opened his own 
business, Boyd's Body Shop 
Braun's Island in 1978. 
Before coming to Terrace, 
Beyd had lived in the United 
States, and served a stint in 
ihe U.S. army during the 
Second WorldWar. In 1958 he 
moved to Canada from 
Arizona, living for short 
times in Maple Creek 
Saskatchewan d Medicine 
Hat Alberta. 
Boyd died on Nov. 16 and is 
survived by his wife Verna, 
two children Sandra and 
Bill, and stepson, Lorne. 
Services were held at the 
Zion Baptist Church in 
Terrace. 
FiitST WARM UP 
Souffles are more 
manageable if all 
ingredients and utensils are 
at room temperature b fore 
"-?T 
TM Most [,mo~lS | , s I , l  m ti~e World ' 
it's time to ('all your 
Welcome Wng,n Iv)sh,.~s. 
Lois Mohninger 635 5309 
Evelyn Anweller 635 5571 
i i " , ii J 
4726 Lazelle Avenue 635-9019 
Sunday Services. I0:00 a.m. 
~ .  Sunday School• Adults DiscUssion. ~ ' " " ~  
. / "  • ~ 1]:O0 a.m.- Holy Communion for the family / " ~  
/ -~ ., . . . .~Mmls le r :  R~2verend Lance Slephens. 635.5855 . / "  ' • 
, e , , , , ,  House  o f  P ra i se  
341)6 Eby Street ~"  4830 Slraume Avenue, Terrace 635-2312 ~ ~ ' , . ~  
SUNDAY MASSES 9:00,, m. ~ 4637 Walsh Avenue ~ ~ EducatlonmlnstructlonO:~'O~rsm.'7.g:30 / 
] l : ½ a , m , ~  SUNDAY ~a~ "~.  A class for all ages / , 
1' 30 ,~ l '~ . /  9:30 a.m.C.hristian Education . o ~  "~L  ~ f "  
~ 1  • ll:OOa.m. Family Worship Service I " 
I 1-30 p.m. Evanglistic Salvation Meeting W01c0m0l  l 
I ' TUESDAY NIGHT ,~ . I 
I . 7:3Op.m. Bible Study and PrayerMeeling TOU To [ 
WEDNESDAY _ ....... Wor lh i l )  J 
• i 7:30 p.m. Lad ,e ;H ;~;LA~gue Fellowship ~n l ,  j - 
/ I f i lW IIMIT;II P.HIIRfill ~ Christ ian Counsell ing ~ 
" " " " -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  En, ergcncyWe,are / , "u , ' , ,o ' , "  . . - rUEnAN CHURCH  
• " Spwdual Resources ~nn lo /  Lu /n  n • ~ 4907 Lazelle Avenue ~ / vnn lo  .us ,~. , s ,  ~.  
635 5446 or 635 2626 Park Avenue / . . . . .  ~ " " / , Corner Sparks Street and Avenue 
Minister Reverend nave Manyn ' i ii 'l  / . ~ Rev. Herman Hagen B.A.M.Div.O. 635-3495 / 
635-6014 ~ . "~ .  Worship Servlce-tla.n'.. " 
/ . ~ Church School 9'.4S a.m. ~ f  
Sunday School, Confirmation 
WorshipService 11:00am, / PI- I  I I IDPM f31~ t~_f31"l ~ YouthandAdultClesses 
• ' / ~ . t l  l t J#  I%,#1 I ~ . .#/  ~At , t / , /  ~ HolyCommunlmflrst 
' ~ . Sunday each month 
3341 River Drive Terrace, B.O. 638-1661 ' | 
' Reverend R.L, White ]. ; 
. Reverend R.L. White / 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m. / " 
Service Wednesday 7: 3 0 ~  
~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . , • • 
P,~= t~, Thr H~l~J, FriJay, Oe;;,~':~r 21, t,~?~ 
COMMUNITY  : 
~. .SERVICES ' 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
34; :iFOR RENT}::!::~:I:: 
• MIS¢. 
CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less 52.00 per In. 
serflon. Over 20 wOrds 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
$l,S0per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether un or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made befOre second 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
7S cents pickup. 
$1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request, 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate line. 
Minimum charge ~,00 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
~.dO per column inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per month, 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior fo 
publication day. 
CLASSIFIED: ' 
! 1:0o a.m. on day previous to day 
of publication Monday to Friday. 
ALL CLASSIFIED 'CASH WITH 
ORDER other thin 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISHED ACCOUNT. 
30. FURNITURE 
& APPLIANCES 
33. FOR SALE 
MISt. 38' WANTED MISC,. 
~rvice chirce of SS.00 on Il l  
N,S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news sub- 
mitred within one month. 13.00 
production charge fOr wadding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
New~ of wecldlngs (wrlte.upe) 
received one month or more 
after event $10.00 charge, w th or 
without picture. Sub ect to 
condensation. Payab • In ad- 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Blrll'~ S.50 
Engagements 5,50 
Marriages 5.50 
Deaths S.50 
Funerals S.50 
Cards of Thanks S.50 
N~morlal Notices 5,50 
:.PHONE ~" MJB.11~"~ '1 ~ :v~ 
Classified Advertising Dept. 
1 
NOTICES 
COMMUNITY 
SERVICES .. 
10; 
AUCTIONS 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
meet every Tuesday night at 
0 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
More Information phone 635- 
3747 or 635-3023 
BIRTHRIGHT 
Pregnant? In need of sup- 
port? Call Birthright 635.3907 
• 3.4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 am.8 
pro. Wed. 9:30 am.5 pro, 
Thurs. 11 am.9 pro, Friday 1 
pro-10 pm or call 635.3164 or 
638.1227 anytime. 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meets Wednesday at 8 pm at 
St. Matthew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635.4427 after 6:30 pro. 
71 ' .  
AUTOMOBILES 
SKEENA (~EkTRE 
ONCE MORE WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TO THE 
SENIORS OF THE 
COMMUNITY 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVE RSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
in a friendly 
Drop.in Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In. 
formation about these and 
other activities, please 
phone 635-2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
anytime between 0 am and 
3:30 pm Monday through 
Friday. 
Skeena Centre will be closed 
from December 17th, 1979 to 
January 3rd, 1980. We wish 
you and yours a Joyous 
seasonl 
14. BUSINESS 
PERSONAL 
Kitlmat A.A. Construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632.3713 
MEETINGS 
Monday. Step Meetings 8:30 
pm Lutheran Church. 
wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 pm United 
Church. 
Fridays • Open Meetings 8:30 
pm Skeena Health Unit, 
Kltlmat General Hosoltal. 
AI Anon Meetings • Tuesday 
• 8 pm United Church. 
SUBSCRIPTION 
RATES 
Effective 
October h 1978 
Single COpy 20c 
By Carrier mlh 3.00 
By Carrier year 33.00 
"By Mall 3mth. 15.00 
By Mall 6ruth. 25.00 
By Mall I yr, 45.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 
British Commonwoolth and, 
United States of America one 
year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VSG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terrace & District 
Thornhlll & District 
Phone 635.6357 
Kitlmat & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
foclassify ads under appropr ate 
headings and to set rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location, 
The Herald re;serves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In. 
structions not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad. 
verflsement will be destroyed 
unless mailing Instructions are 
received. These answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send originals of dOcuments to 
avoid loss. 
All claims of errors In ad- 
vertisements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first Publication. 
It Is agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or In the event of 
an error appearing In the ad. 
vertlsement as published shall 
be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the advertising space occupied 
by the incOrrect or omlffed Item 
only, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greater 
then the amount paid fOr such 
advertising. 
Adverflssments must" comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
parson because of his race, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place or origin, or 
bece~e his age Is beh~een 44 
and 6,5 years, unless the tend t on 
I I~ ,~Mlkt~l~ ld~,~. ,~-d l ,~  bans  f ide :  
requirement fOr the work n.~ 
volved. ~ .~ 
I II 
WANTED 
DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
k~klng for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furniture, also any discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us at 635.2238 between 8 
am and 3 pm. We will try to 
make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
THRIFT SHOP 
Mills Memorial Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothing, any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift Shop. For pickup 
service phone 63S.5320 or 635. 
5233 or leave donations at the 
Thrift Shop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet. 
ween 11 am and 3 pro. Thank 
you. 
Lazelle J~rescbeol 
4907 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C. 
There are a few spaces 
availaable for children ages 
3-S In this progressive daily 
nursery school. Spatial help 
available for children with 
mild 'developmental delays, 
eg. poor co•ordination, 
delayed speech develop. 
ment, etc., not requiring 
medical referral. For fur- 
ther Information, phone the 
Supervisor, Netty Olsen, at 
635.7918. 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 
behind TIIIIcum Theatre 
635-5145 
Drop In: 10 am - 6 pm Mon. 
thru Thurs. 10 am - 4 pm 
Friday. We offer a com. 
fortable relaxed atmosphere 
to meet and share Ideas. 
Children are welcome. 
Evening Programs 
7:30 pm Tuesdays. Women's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday . single parents 
(led by a single father). 3rd 
Wednesday Men ' and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays . 
Women's Night Out. 
SKEENA HEALTH UNIT 
2-3215 Eby St. 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.6307 
CHILD HEALTH CON- 
FERENCES 
Weekly at Eby St. every 
Tues. 1:30.3:50 pm. Phone 
for appalntment. Held at 
Thornhlll Elem., 4th Tues. of 
every month from 1:30.3:30 
p.m. Phone for appointment. 
Babysltters who bring 
children must have parents' 
written consent for Im. 
munlzatlon. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Mon. and Wed. from 3 
to 4:10 pro. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every Monday at. 
ternoon.1 - 2 pm. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who neod it, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
twice monthly. 4V= - S years 
(pre-klndergarfen): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hearing screening done. 
Please phone for ap. 
polntment. 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for apopolntment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanitation 
problems, such as food 
polsonings and complaints, 
sewage disposal, private 
water~, supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEA'RING 
CLINIC 
Held at 4612 Grelg Ave• --  
638.1155. The audiologist will 
do hearing tests on referral 
by family doctor or com- 
munity health nurse. Speech 
pathologist . therapist will 
carry out speech 
assessments and therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION SER- 
VICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabilitation done by 
consultant. 
Rape Relief 
Abortion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8388 
Women's A.A. Meetings . 
every Tuesday night at 7:30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635.$145. 
LADLES SLIM LINE Club 
meets Monday evening -- 
6:30 pm - Unlted Church 
basement, Kltlmat 
WEIGHT WATCHERS 
meeting held every 
Tuesday at 7 p.m. In the 
Knox United Church Hall, 
4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
The Play Centre 
4542 Pork Ave., 
636.0211 
Chlldmlndlng Service; 
Supervised Programs for 
children ages 18 months to 5 
years. 
FOR INFORMATION ON 
THE BAHAI FAT FAITH. 
Phone 635.4865, 635.2632 or 
635.9905 anytime. 
1'COMING EVENTS 
NEWYEAR'S PARTY Dec. 
31, 1979 at 9:00 p.m. at 
Kitsumkalum Ski Hill. Ski 
and Dance the New Year 
In, Come and support your 
Kitsumkalum Ski Club. 
(nc-21 Dec) 
BETHEL NO. 53, Terrace, 
B.C. International Order of 
Job's Daughters will be 
holding an open In. 
stallatlon of Officers on 
Friday, December 28, 1979 
at 7:30 pm at the Masonic 
Temple, 4915 Lazelle Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. 
(nc.28D) 
NEW YEARS EVE Dance 
Oddfellows Ha l l ,  3222 LOST WALLET containing 
Munree Street. 9 p.m. • 2 Important Identification. 
a.m. Tickets Include Reward offered for return. 
dinner. Phone 635.2794 or Call 635.2129 ask for Tom. 
635-2470. (sff-tfn) 
(nc-28D) 
MILLS MEMORIAL 
Hospital Auxiliary wish to 
announce that their Thrift 
Shop Is closed now and will 
re-open on Jan. 5,1980. The. AN OHIO OIL CO, offers 
Auxi l iary Ladies thank plenty of'money plus cash 
everyone who supported 
the Thrift Shop, and look 
forward to your patronage 
in 1980. Happy New Year, 
everyone. 
(noSJ) 
SACRED HEART 
PARISH RENEWAL 
DECEMBER 16-21 
Fr. Lorne MacDonald O.M,I, 
will be the guest speaker 
each evening at the ser. 
vices which begin at 7:30 
p,m, 
(nc-21 Dec) 
WOMEN'S NIGHT OUT at 
the Women's Centre will 
be cancelled until after 
Chr i s tmas .  Happy  
Hollday.sl (nc -28 Dec) 
PDQ 
Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply--we Install 
638.1691 
C amj 1_o ~9) 
bonuses, at home training 
for mature Individual In 
• Terrace area. Regardless 
of experience. Write S•J. 
Read, Pres. American 
Lubricants Co., Box 696, 
Dayton, Ohio, 45401, 
(A3.27 Dec) 
NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
Avon representatives to 
work in the following areas: 
(1) Haugland, Graham and 
Cramer• 
(2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
(3) Kofeod, Clarke, River 
Drive. 
Please call Shellah at 635. 
5486. 
(CIfn-MWF.19.12.79) 
DEPENDABLE person with 
good housekeeping skills to 
work part.t ime in the 
: Cedarvale area. Salary 
TO ALL OLD and new $3.75.$4.50 depending on 
frlends-.warm wishes for experience. Mileage paid 
the holiday season .:and if necessary. Contact 
• happiness for 1980. ~ , ~ Hazelton Homemaker..,. 
Krlena King ~.- . SerVI/::ei; ~rt 842:6202.'" ~... . . . .  
(P3.14,18,21 Dec) (C3.21 Dec) 
AUCTION SALES 
Every Sunday 
2 p.m. 
Selling cars, furniture, 
fools, hundreds of new 
and used Items in stock. 
Open all day Saturday for 
viewing and con• 
slgnment. 
L.W. Sears 
Auction Sales 
3092 Hwy. 16 E. 
(next to Northern Inn) 
635-7824 
(a23,29,30,, 
,7,13,14,20,21,27,20D) 
WHOLESALE PRICES 
On all" remaining tools, 
gifts and pendulum clocks. 
Plus good selection of used 
furniture. Open daily 1:30 
to 5:30, Tues..Sat. Phone 
635.7824, Old Totem 
Beverage Building, next to 
Northern Inn. 
Action every Sunday at 2 
i.m. 
(a13.21D) 
i 
INSISTON 
THE BEST 
Concrete septic tanks 
stock. Get relief with 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
635-3939 
(am 1 10 79) 
WANTED Immediately: A 
person to de general duties 
for 30 hours a week. Steady 
employment at the 
Terrace Animal Shelter. 
For an interview phone 
Dave MIIIIgan 638.8430. 
(P5.26 Dec) 
Help Wanted 
INSTRUCTORS needed for 
English as a Second 
Language, par t . t ime 
morning and evening 
classes beginning in 
January. Experience in 
learning or teaching ESL 
or other languages an 
asset. Apply to: 
Northwest College, 
Community Education 
Box 726 Terrace, B.C. 
or phone 635-6511 
Ms. Kathy Mueller 
(A7-21 Dec) 
LOG SKIDDING CON. 
TRACT available im. 
mediately. By hour or 
cunlt. Machine FMC or 
rubber tire. Phone toll free 
112.800"-663.3708 Pager Nbr. 
3917 or 853.8082. 
(C1.21 Dec) 
Person required for perm. 
part.time position. Duties to 
Include delivery of paper., 
and production relatee 
duties. Apx 2-4 hrs afternoor 
work. Must have owr 
vehicle. $4.00 per hour, 2 
cents per mlle. Phon, 
635.6357ask for Shells. 
(Stf-t~ 
CARRIERS 
NEEDED 
in the following areas 
Thornhlll 
Klrsh, Maple, Kulspal, 
Kenworth, Skeena Valley 
Trai ler Crt, Sande, 
Toynbee, Old Lakelse Lk. 
Rd., Muller, Pine, 
Paquette, Empire, Clark, 
Newell, Kofoed, River 
Dr., Seaton. 
Terrace 
4500 Grelg, 4500 Park, 
4500 Utile, Birch, 4600 
Lakelse, 4600 Davls, 4600 
Loan, 5000 Mills, 4900 
Welsh, 4900 Park, 
Tweedle. 
If you are Interested In 
any of the following 
routes please phone 
635-6357 
between 9 am - 5 pm 
(nolle) 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.5340 after 6 
p•m• (am I 10 79) 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental ironwork 
3972 Doble Street 
Phone 635.7624 
IOam-2pm 
Closed Mondays 
Cam 12 IO 79) 
& DF~ATING 
DRYWA~ ~stucco ,  tile, 
Ilnoleu m~;~L~.ee estimates. 
Phone ~63 8.1-095 .... . .  
~. (P 11-31 Dec) 
i "For Safer Living, Fuel Economy ." 
& Cleaner Air" 
CHIMNEYS BOILERS 
AIi~ DUCTS FIREPLACES FURNACES 
/ 
PRO-VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD, 
Services Division 
Specialists in Power.vac cleaning 
96 Starling Street 635.5292 
Kltimat, B.C. V8C 1K5 632-2466 
I J I 
FOR SALE• stereo In ex- 
cellent condition, also 
practically new sofa and 
chair. New 14" color T.V• 
Phone 638.8428 after 5 p.m. 
(P3-21 Dec) 
PLAID SOFA-BED for sale, 
asking $200.00 firm• Phor~e 
635-3980. 
(P3-21 Dec) 
HALL RENTALS 
Oddfellows Hall 3222 
Munroe. For further In. 
formation phone 635.2794 or 
635•5661 (am-7-8-79.Tu, Fr) 
410 JOHN DEERE Backhoe 
for hire. Phone 635. 
4081. (cm 5 10 79) 
QUALIFIED Carpenter, 
tradesman fully equipped 
with air tools. Available 
for renovations, custom 
cabinets, arborlte, formica 
Installations. Will consider 
all other types of finishing 
work. Phone after 6 p.m. 
Ask for Don. 655. 
5708. (c20 21D) 
8V,," ROCKWELL Skill saw URGENTLY 
and carpentry tools. 638. NEEDED 
1919. Female needs ride from 
(p2-21,24D) ' downtown into Thornhlll 
School area between 3 and 4 
FOR QUICK SALE white 
mink coat. Valued 
$2500.00, asking $1300.00. 
Phone 635.4226. 
(C5.26 Dec) 
FOR SALE.Man's diamond 
ring 1.10 carat. Excellent 
quality, appraised at 
$9200.00, asking $5,000 or 
• nearest offer. Phone 638. 
8331. 
(C5.27 Dec) 
ONE PAIR of 190 cm Fisher 
C4 competitions with top of 
the line marker bindings 
and ski brakD~. Exc. cond, 
asking $2~00 or will 
accept b e~.~offer. Also 
small el .e~stove  $50,00. 
"!~..~' (P3.gl Dec) 
FOR SALE ~one 2 ton chain 
hoist $125.00;5. Type 1 bags 
of cement $15.00; 1. 
concrete vibrator $300•00; 
1-15 ton house lack $30.00; 
1- tamping machine 
$500.00; 1-concrete power 
trowel with extra blades 
$600.00; 1.V4 h.p. 110V 
Electric Motor $15.00; 1. 
-- Plumbersplpe holder 1" to 
12" pipe $20.00; 1.1 3/, pipe 
threader 85.00; 1.1970 Ford 
4 speed transmission fits 
'65 to'72 for truck(ex. 
cellent condition) $150.00; 
1.1964 Ford 300 cu.ln, truck 
motor with clutch and 4 
speed transmission(motor 
needs work) $100.00; 1.3 
speed floor shifter con. 
version $10.00; 1..4 foot 
carp level $20.00; 1-Black 
and Decker Bench grinder 
$40.00;1.100 amp main 
breaker box $40.00; 1•200 
amp main breaker fuse 
panel $75.00; car and truck 
carbs-prlces vary; 1-1973 
AMC Javelin.S1000.00 or 
OBO; 1-Datsun or Toyota 
'actory rear bumper 
$20.00; 1-1968 G.M.C.H.D. 
t/a ton pickup 307 standard 
;800.00. 
For all the 
above phone 
635-3566 
(C10-31 Dec) 
Welcome to l FEDK------E'~ 
FURNITURE MART.  I 
Now open with furniture I
for the whole residence.| 
Finally a large furnltureJ 
store is open, In Terrace| 
with prices ~nyone canJ 
pm weekdays. Will pay gas. 
Please call the Dally Herald 
at 635.6357 and leave a 
message. (stf fin) 
WANTED TO I BUY: :Used 
furniture such as ;cpuch, 
chair, tabl? ~.:cb~,~. 
PhOneE:~5.'" "~"" ~"~"' ¢ 
5417. (ctfn 11 10 79) 
I I  
WANTED 
Spot cash for your: 
BCRIC SHARES 
Queensw'ay Trading ' 
3215 K61um 
638.1613 
(a6-21D) 
. I J I I 
WANT E D 
Spot cash paid for good 
used furniture, guns, 
jewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We buy--sell--trade 
Gunsmithing 
QUEENSWAY 
..TRADING 
3215 Kalum St. 
Terrace 638-1613 
(atfn Tu F 23 11 79) 
FOR RENT:  Bachelor 
rooms In mEblle motel 
complex N. Kalum Trailer 
Court. Frldge In each 
room, community kitchen, 
laundry facilities. $50 week 
single, $37.50 week double. 
635-9473. 
(C40-23 Jan 
HILLSIDE LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
S leep ing  rooms,  
housekeeping units, 
centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable 
rates by day or week. 
Non-drinkers only. Phone 
635-6611 
i (ctf F) 
3 BEDROOM HOME. $350.00 
month.references 
required. Phone 635.5397. 
( P3-21 Dec). 
2.ONE BEDROOM suites, 
available immediately. 1. 
Bachelor suite available 
Jan 1st. Phone 635-5030. 
(C3-21 Dec) 
FOR RENT: Furnished 2 
bedroom unit, everythlng 
supplied including dishes, 
linen, T.V• vaccum etc.. 
Suitable for 2 working 
adults. Phone 635.6757. 
(ctfn.20.12.79) 
Herald classifieds 
635-6357 
affordReme~er also we J 
take trdttt,:fns. Just 
arrived ~.a~hrlstmas on 
. , e  o, D ,c .  I 
BO st l~l~ •rockers I 
be d rCo l~dm i'fe;;nSl t u r e J 
Desks 
Beds 
Dressers 
Shelves 
Extra low prices 
; on outdoor Christmas 
lights. 25 lights per set for 
only $6.00 each set. 
(as long as they last) 
Compare our chesterfield 
prices. More sets are 
coming in everyday. Soon 
to arrive Color T.V. sets 
and stereos. At Fedke 
Furniture Mart 4434 
Lakelse Avenue, in the 
former Fred's Furniture 
Building (downstairs).l 
For more Into please call  
Terrace Auction Mart at 
635.5172. 
(C8-24 Dec 
SACRIFICE 
SALE 
Assessed mtg. value $49,500. 
Market value $52,500. 
Sacrifice price $43,000. A 
$9,500 savlngl I Five 
bedroom home. One and 
one.half bath, huge kitchen 
and dining room with wood 
heater. Large living room 
with fireplace, carpetted, 
attached Insulated garage, 
2 wells, out.buildings. 5.6 
km north on Kalum Lake 
Drive. Left hand sldo of 
road. Net taxes $60. Phone 
635-5942 to view. (p20 6J) 
FOR SALE by builder. Only 
two left. Prices reduced. 
For more Information 
please call collect. Days 
562.4114 or evenings 562- 
3697. (ctfn 4 12 79) 
FOR LEASE: Warehouse or 
shop. Units 19 feet by 40 
feet by 16 feet. Ceiling 
14x14. Overhead door, 
plumbing and gas heat• 
Phone 635- 
7459. (ctfnMWF 7 12 79) 
FOR R'i~N'J'" ,~.pprox. 900 sq. 
'feet ,on. second floor. Air 
conditioned. Located at 
4623..Lakelse Avenue. 
Phon~635~:,: 
2552. (ctfn 5 12 79) 
PROGRAM CO-OR.  
DINATOR for the Native 
Alcohol Abuse Pro,ram-. 
Gitksan.Carrler Tribal 
Council. The duties are to 
supervise and co-ordinate 
staff program develop. 
mont. Qual i f icat ions.  
~..:BLagkgrovnd, In .~uper- 
.~slon,, man'agern'ent, an~d 
counce l l lng  sk i l l s  
preferred• For more in. 
formation contact the 
Gltksan.Carrier Tribal 
Council NAP Program Box 
322, Hazelton, B.C. Closing 
date January 25, 1980. 
(C10.4 January) 
EARN $53.20 Daily ($266.00 
Weekly) In your own 
business mailing'circulars 
at home. No experience 
needed. Wor ld .w ide  
Systems 6.A, Box 1022, 
Cobourg, Ontario KDA 
4W£ 
(P3.24 Dec) 
1975 HONDA CIVIC 2 door 
Hatchback. 4 speed, $2,000 
OBO. 635.2425. 
(p3-27D) 
1974 FORD LTD., for sale. 
Phone 635.9576. 
(C4.21 Dec) 
1973 ASTRA hatchback, good 
running condition, needs 
work on shifter. 40,000 
miles on motor $400.00. 
Phone 638.1837. 
(C3.21 Dec) 
1966 PONTIAC Sport.two 
door hard.top, new 327 C I 
D. Automatic console, 
buckets, etc., nearest offer 
to $600.00. Phone 635.9393. 
(P2-20,21 Dec) 
1976 3/4 TON FORD 4X4 
Standard transmission. 
Phone 635-3265. 
(C3-21 Dec) 
1966 DODGE POWER 
WAGON. New motor, 
Phone 638.1919. 
(p1-21D) 
1977 CHEV a/4 Ton heavy 
duty. 4 speed, PS, PB, 
19,000 miles. Mtchelln 
radials. $5,350. Also 
Vanguard canopy --  $325, 
Phone 635. 
7459. (cffnMWF 7 12 79). 
1974 FORD PICKUP 
CAMPER SPECIAL.  
Phone 635-5230. 
(P3.21 Dec) 
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Give a Christmas gift 
of fire protection 
' ' " ' " ~ /  ~ .~;e  : . : , :  O~;~:  ' . . . . .  var~lo u; r:; m;om rt h;holua :e 
tally active fires caused by accordingly. You might f ind  
defective wiring, overheated that more than one unit will 
fuse boxes, and other ele'c- be nee.ded to prov ide  
trical sources. Once the maximum p~'otection." 
electricity is off, however' Life Ladder, a compact, 
a class C fire becomes a portable ladder made of 
B or A fire. There is a D metal chain, also makes 
class that covers eombus, an ideal Christmas gift. The 
tible metals, but these fires ladder  is a t tached  to a 
are rare in the barite, bracket hat easily slips over 
Be sure the extinguisher the window sill turning elf- 
you buy carries a UL label tually any' * window into 
that bears a letter rating, an emergenc~ fire' escape. 
Gilmore said. . Available in .1:5- and 25-foot 
sands of  lives every year, Preceding each lettered lengths, Life~I~adder pro- 
accord ing  to William G. class designation is a num. '  vides a fast~"~afe scape 
Gilmore, senior vice presi- bar that tells you how much f rom two- a~d three-story 
dent of  A-T-O Inc., pro. area that unit will cover buildings. '~ 
ducer ofAmericanLaFrance The important thing to This Christmas, give a 
and Badger  f ire ext in-  remember is, that higher, p ract ica l  g i f t -  a l ife- 
guishers, "This Christmas," 
says Mr. Gilmore, "consider 
the l i fe -sav ing advantages 
of fire extinguishers and 
L i fe Ladder  home f ire 
escapes  wh i le  you ' re  
shopping." 
Underwriters' Laborato• 
ries (UL) has developed an 
easy-to-understand rating 
system for fire extinguishers 
so you know what to look 
fo r .  Adopted  by  the  
Nat iona l  Fire Protection 
Assoc!ation as the national 
standard, the system rates 
fire extinguishers according 
to the types of fires they 
will extinguish, and the size 
of the area they will cover. 
Each unit is given an A~ B or 
C rating, or a combination 
of these letters. 
Class A fires involve or- 
dinary combustibles such as 
wood,  paper ,  tex t i les ,  
drapery, and upholstery. 
Class B fires are caused 
by flammable liquids in- 
cluding fuel oil, gasoline, 
66, RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
66, RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
1978 EVEREST SKI-DO0, 
excellent condition. Phone 
635-9750. 
(C&26 Dec) 
FOR SALE 
(AS I$): 
1 only, 1974 Ford % ton 
pickup complete with 
canopy, V0 engine, 4 speed 
transmission." 
May be viewed at School 
Board Maintenance Shop, 
3211 Kenney Street, Terrace, 
British Columbia, Monday to 
Friday. 
Bids to be made In writing 
to: 
Purchasing Agent 
School District 
No. 88 (TBrrace) 
P.O. Box 159 
Terrace, B.C. 
VEG 4A7 
Bids close 12 noon January 
04, 1980. 
ANY OR NIGHEST BID 
NOT NECESSARILY AC. 
CEPTED. 
(a3-21D,27D,3J) 
70, LIVESTOCK 
NOTICE OF PARTIAL 
RIGHT OF WAY 
CLOSURE 
Notice Is given pursuant to 
Section 11 (2a) of the High. 
ways Act that a public road 
created by the provisions of 
Section 8 of the Highway Act 
within property described 
as: (1) Commencing e ta  
paint 265 feet west of the 
north east corner post of 
D.L. 6543, Casslar Dist. 
thence west for 27 feet thence 
147 ft BRG S 21 degrees 09' 
W, thence 20 ff BRG S 23 
degreesSl' E,thence 11'BRG 
S 68 degrees 51 ' E, thence 170 
ft BRG N 21 degrees 09' E to 
a point of origin comprising 
0.09acres nnd (2) A 0.14 acre 
parcel commencing 233 feet 
on a BRG of S 21 degrees 09' 
W, from the point of origin of 
theabeveparcel, thence 11 ft 
BRG of N 68 degrees 51' W, 
thence 20 ft BRG S ~6 
degrees 09' W, thence el' 
BRG S 21 degrees 09' W to 
the B.C., thence 139 ft. to the 
B.C. BRG S 23 degrees 38' 
06" W, thence 20' BRG S 21 
degrees 21' 54" E, thence 11 
ft BRG S 66 degrees 21' 54" 
East to the B.C., then turn 90 
degrees 09' 16" left to the P.I. 
of curve, thence 150 ft. along 
arc to E.C. BRG N 21 
degrees09' E, thence 96 ft. to 
point of origin Is hereby 
discontinued and closed as a 
public highway. 
This section of road Is being 
closed So that houses con. 
structed with D.L. 6543 will 
meet the 2S foot offset rule. 
The Honorable, 
A.V. Fraser, 
Minister of Transportation, 
Communication and High- 
ways. 
(A4. ~4, 21,1o dec, ion 4) 
Crisp Entertaining Ideas Oneof%n,cestho,,daysnaek,ng, open a can of 
traditions that of the Planters Sesame Nut Mix, a 
unexpected. Guests head crunchy trio of cashews, 
. the list of joyous surprises.., mini sesame sticks and pea- 
when host and hdstesses nuts. It's nice to know that 
have had the foresight to this crowd pleaser comes in 
plan ahead for  chance  resealable cans so you can 
numbered units will cover saving fire extinguisher or 
more area than those with Life Ladder. 
lower numbers, For exam- 
ple, a 2A or 2B unit will ** - - *************************  
cover a tire'twice as large as J~ ~ ~ 
a IA or iBun i t .  ~ I / I I~ ~ q l l l l i l I~ l  
The best home unit is a ,~ I r I • • ~ = I I IB I I I IE  
multi-purpose, dry chemical ,~ I • I F J  I P I ig  . . . . . . . . .  ]~ 
model. A 2A.10B:C unit is 41 ~ ~ ~ ~ PASSES * 
cons idered  adequate  for ~ I I ~  I 
most homes and is priced ~ ~ . . . . .  - • -~ 
to f i t  most  Christmas ~ i • • n laaen somewnere  In me 
shopping budgets. ~ I WJ I  _ 
"If you're planning to ~ ~ naner  a re two Terrace 
buy a fire extinguisher,"says 41 N I I~  r r 
Gilmore, "keep in mind the ~ ~ , - - L_ - - - -  
types of fires possible in ~ I d pnone numners ,  
R ~ ' t ] ~  ~ Findthem,andifoneisyoutsyou've ~. 
FORGET I( ~ WO n "~ 
KHARKOV, Russia (CP) ~ I r  Pic'k up your tickets at the Herald ~' 
-- Zoo keeper Efrom ~ i office 3212 Kalum St 
Bob0netz was back an duty '" ' ' 
MANOR VILLA 
(Kenney Street & Agar Avenue) 
INTERESTED IN RENTING A NEW MODERN 
APARTMENT? APPLICATIONS ARE NOW BEING 
TAKEN: 
• Bachelor Suite, one and two bdrm. suites available. 
Security entrence for your protection 
Pressurized hallways 
Carpeted throughout 
Drapes Included 
Frldge & stove 
Washers & dryers avallabie 
Ample parking 
Ensulte storage 
Adult oriented 
No pets 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION PHONE 
AAA.91RQ , . , . . , .~ .  m, 
m hte 80th birthday -- 
because an elephant could 
not forget, When B0b0netz 
retired three months ago, the 
elephant went on a hunger 
strike, trumpeted wildly day 
and night and attacked the 
other keepers. It did not rail 
off Ira protest until B0bmetz 
returned. 
FOR SALE 
1973 ~ Vo lkswagen 
Westl~halla camper van, 
new engine. Phone 635. 
7378. 
C5-27 Dec) 
INCORPORATION 
We_ prepare your..!9- 
corporation papers over the 
phone - -  fast. For more 
Information please call THE 
LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A. Ll.B. TOLL 
FREE 112.800.663.3035 (in 
Vancouver call 687.2442) 
Chergex and Mestercharge 
welcome. (atfn F 10 10 79) 
BUY OR SELL Merlelle 
Fashion and Gold 
iewellery. Managers and 
salespersons needed In this 
area. For your full 
catalogue please phone 
638.8392 Evenings or write 
Marlelle, No. 49.4625 
Graham Avenue, Terrace. 
If Interested In leernlng 
how to obtain free 
jewellery or selling please 
advise. (c20 9J) 
2 PIGGIES FOR SALE .6 
months old. See them at 
5218 Ackroyd St. Brauns 
Island. 
(P3-24 Dec) 
FOR SALE : Welner pigs, 
$35.00 each. Suckling Pigs 
25-30 Ibs $50.00 each 
dressed. Phone 849 5616. 
(P 5.28 Dec) 
ANYBODY WITNESSING 
an orange Toyota station 
wagon being hit In Glms 
Resturant perking lot on 
Dec 16th, 1979 between 7. 
9:30 p.m. please phone 635- 
6816 or ~9-8177. 
(C3-24 Dec) 
0,...0 . . .  
Pacific Petroleums has an excellent career op. 
portunlty for a male or female desiring to succeed In 
the gasoline marketing business. 
The outlet will Initially be operated on a retail com. 
mission agency basis which will provide the agent with 
a hlgher than average Income. No capital outlay 
required. 
Interested parties contact 
D.R. Pearson 
Box 1949 
Postal Stn. A 
Prince George, B.C. 
Phone No. 
564.5433 
AGENT II 
Employment • Immigration Canada 
Canada Employment Centre 
Terrace, B.C. 
This competition is open to both men and women who 
are residents of Terrace, B.C. and Locality. 
SALARY: $17,859 $20,120 per annum 
DUTIES: interview claimants to determine their 
entitlement.to benefits under the Unemployment In. 
surence program; provide Information, counsel and 
assistance to Individuals experiencing problems in 
obtaining Income maintenance and.or employment; 
control enh'~: of clalmanJs Into Unemployment In- 
surance maintenance program; adjudicate con- 
tentlous claims. 
QUALIFICA~JC)NS: Completion of seconclary school. 
Evidence tht;ough work history, of: 
Capacity for program administration 
• Ability to analyse end apply legislative acts and 
regulations 
- In.person Interviewing and the provision of in.depth 
Information In terms of advice, servlne and assistance 
based on Individual needs - 
Knowledge of English Is essential. 
Clearance Number: 719-290.001 
Additional information Is available by writing the 
address below. 
Toute Information relative ace concours est dlsponlble 
en francals et peel etre obtenue en ecrlvant a I'adresse 
sulvante. 
Send your application form end.or resume, quoting 
Reference Number 79-V.CEIC.111, before January 4, 
1980 to W.G. 'Duncan, Public Service Commission of 
Canada, P.O. Box 11120 - Royal Centre, 500. 1055 West 
Georgia Street, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3L4. 
NOTICe- TOCREDITORS 
ESTATE of the deceased: 
JUGGINS:Arthur J. late 
of 4011 Sparks St., Terrace, 
B.C. 
Creditors end others 
having claims against the 
said estates(s), are hereby 
required to send them duly 
verified to the PUBLIC 
TRUSTEE, 000 Hornby 
Street, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6Z 2C5, before January 
10, 1960 after which date 
the  assets of the said 
estate(s) will be 
distributed, having regard 
only to claims that have 
been received. 
CLINTON W. FOOTI 
PUBLIC TRUSTEE 
(A4-20,21,27,28 Dec 
company calls. When caught 
red-faced with more com- 
pany than they think they 
can handle, quick thinkers 
scan the cupboard shelves 
or freezer compartment for 
emergency edibles to pre- 
pare in a flash so they can 
enjoy their guests. 
If it isn't a mealtime visit, 
offer some sips and snacks. 
Always keep a bottle of 
wine, some beer and other 
assorted non-alcoholic bev- 
erages on hand for the un- 
planned. Find and file a 
favorite easy punch recipe 
and have the necessary 
frozen juices or canned in- 
gredients within easy reach 
of your punch bowl. For 
keep any leftovers fresh for 
the next round. 
S t re tch ing  a meal  
shouldr~'t be an ordeal: Add 
a soup course. Cook some 
extra vegetables, uoodles or 
rice. Toss in Sesame Nut 
Mix for an unexpected 
crispy twist. Sesame Nut 
Mix also doubles as a deli- 
cious crouton topping for' 
any salad. For dessert, offer 
cheese and fruit, or bake a 
quick cake mix. 
A pre-st'ocked pantry isn't 
jus t  a ho l iday  he lper .  
Sesame Nut Mix and a little 
ingenuity are year 'round 
measures for une~,peeted 
pleasures. 
[gUALITIE  
"God Save the King" was 
played nonstop 16 or 17 
times by a German military 
band at a Brandenburg, Ger- 
many, railroad station in 
1909. Why? Because visiting 
English King Edward VII 
was inside the train 
struggling to get into his 
German field-marshal uni- 
form before he could 
emerge. 
NOW •OPEN 
inthe 
All West Centre 
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts .& Gifts 
Monday - Friday 9 am.  9 pm 
Saturday 9 am • 6 pm 
4511t.F Keltb Ave, ¢1&1646 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CEBIFICATES . 
For these Ilems 
, boar teat| , lear claws 
• , wolf teeth • beaver teeth 
• BOiSe or deer all lert (slngleor pair) 
Available at the front desk of the 
TERRAK H01[L 
BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
. ,  ..**.H.o..............o............o%.. • %..%..%..%.,%%..%..%.......* %-.%%%............;...- ..*...... 
WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE • REPAIR ALL YOUR 
HOME BRUNSWICK PRODUCTS. 
3213 KALUM SIRtL 1 
IERRACE 6 C PHONE 635.2473 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair end Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors. Van Convereloni 
Custom Quilting of Fabrlco 
Pioneer• Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9 - S 
• Other hours by appointment 
Claudette 5andeckl 3901 Dobte Rd. 
Since 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
MR. BUSINESSMANt 
This Space Is Reserved 
For Your ld, 
Open 7 days a week 
with Jerry & Marg 
to serve you 
WEEKDAYS 6.11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4431 LAKELSE.AVE. 63S-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
NORTHERN LIGHT 
Stained Glass 
• ,Classes ~ ~  
*Repairs ~ • ~ ~" , ~,, 
*Supplies 
eCustom orders 
4820 Halliwell Ave. 636-1403 
SWIFTV THFIUWA Y 
. . . . . .  . :. M U F F L E R S  . '  . . . .  
Winter Months 
Nov - Feb 
8 :30am -5 :00pm 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
636-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
VAN'S OONTRAOTING 
:i?:~; .~ Furnilure Re air 
y,. -~ o ~~lesteratiees, Hope Clients 
~ ' /~  ClStelll aide Flraitlre, lelil.isllill 
"~ .... ~ GtlIrll leillie! $lllraclJel 
2610 S. Kalum 036-6686 Terrace 
Io~D u,tL~ ,KtD (~r~ ~, 00(,( 
q ItgWqnterprises 
MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
Wayne 6~.!684 
Days 61$-4115 Ernle 41|•9l$3 
GLACIER 
L . .~ ,~ 4411 Leiden AloHa 
A (o~j~"  Terrace, D.C. 
$ 
S A Complete Glans and 
Aluminum 8e1viee 
CA[L  
PiPE PLUMBINGSUPPLIES. PUMPS. 
HOSES NUTSANDBOLTS FENCING 
WATEgSOFTENERS ANDMORE 
5239 Keith Avenue - Nea, 9 c Hva,o 
635-7158 
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i:l][iPS f'l]rm 'rr l i: P...,Stl.nO from SPr' ttiPU 
" BEEF STANDING  
RIBROAST 
ReEular Brands qF ~ 
Frozen, YounE ~ d b A 
.~ Eviscerated i~  1 ~ 1 
All sizes A'h ('2.S2 ks) ] ~ ('s.n ks) ' A I ,  u ~[ 
Canada Grade JPI lB. n .~ ~ Canada Grade M I). 
.~ .~m.  ,1 V.We,,..i.,ab, ,b. (45! g )Package - - - -  . ,~  
TOMATO 
JUICE 
- -  69 Fancy 48 ft. oz. (136 L) tin 
Season's freshest for you... 
BRUSSELS 
SPROUTS 
FRESH 
YAMS 
BULK 
MUSHROOMS 
- - pN/I'c Srow California (Sobje'ct no. 1 EGrade~ 
[05 c k to weather) 
d H I  J (Sl.07 ks) 
lb. 
U.C, Grown 
($2.62 kl[) 
$ 
CHRISTMAS HOURS 
All Safeway stores will be opell: 
!Wed, Dec, 19th 9AM-OPM 
Thurs. Dec. 20th 9AM.OPM 
Frl. Dec. 21st 9AM.OPM 
Sat. Dec. 22nd 9AM.6PM 
Thurs, Dec. 27th 9AM.OPM 
Fri. Dec. 2eth 9AM.OPM 
Sat. Dec. 29th 9AM.6PM 
Check Your Satoway Store 
for additional shop?ing ham 
MONDAY 
DECEMBER 24tb 
8AM-OPM 
Prices Effective December 17 to 24 
in your Friendly Convenient 
Terrace Safeway Store 
I 635 7206 
, Customer 
Service ,- 
number 
, i i ii i 
SAFEWAY IN TERRACE 
,, 0P,EN 
SUNDAY 
10 AM - 5 PM 
' DEC. 23rd '1 
For your shoppinE convenience 
all advertised prices will be in effect 
l to 
and a full selection will be available IL 
help you with your last minute ,,~:~ 
~shopp inE .  / ~  
Ib, m 
We reserve the r ight to l imit  Quantit ies. Sales in Retai l  Quantit ies Only. 
The Perfect 
Christmas.. 
Gather the family round the tree. 
Exchange gifts of warmth and affection. 
Let your house ring with laughter and 
Sparkle with lights and conversation. 
l~ow begins the magical season of 
love, kindness and good feeling. 
It's a time for revelry, for 
sharing simple pl, 
is our fond hope 
very special spirit 
Christmas season 
with you all year 
P 
.'-~ 
i :e 
1 
\ 
• ~ 
. I 
. y  
Wishing you Happy Hell"days / 
f 
=. 
ii 
• Dear Santa 
Merry christms. I want presents Big doll Merry 
christmas becorations and ornaments and christmas 
star and lights on a tree. the Father cut a tree. Father 
and Mother put the tree on the floor. 
Tammy Gray 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 8 
$50 Gift Certificate from All Seasons 
Dear Santa. 
We are learning Rudolph the red nose reindeer in 
sign lang, there are twelve peple in my family. You 
will find a chistman tree on my Hght bright. 
Katie clark. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Age 7 
$100 Gift Certificate 
from All Seasons 
Dear Santa 
I want a doll and a big caslte. I am 6 yeas old. 
Love Shawnna 
Shawnna Theme 
Terrace, B.C, 
Age 6, 
$75 Gift Certificate from All Seasons 
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A Cheery  Christmas to all 
of our wonderful  friends. We 
hope that you  enjoy doing business 
with us as much as we enjoy hav ing  
you  as our customer. 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
And a Happy New Year! 
Chorus: 
Good tidings we bring for you and your kin. 
We wish you a merry Christmas 
And a Happy New Year! 
Now bring us some figgy pudding, 
Now bring us some figgy pudding, 
Nor bring us some figgy pudding, 
Now bring some to us here. 
KALUM KABS LTD. 
4449 Lakelse 635-7177 
i 
,,ttfltfl Illlil~l~llllllllllllltllllh 
~nd when they.were come 
Terrace Equipment Sales Ltd, 
4439 Lakelse 635-6384 .~,~. ~ .,..' tt 
~ ~ s! gifts: 
1 'i::~ ~~ I Incense' and myrrh" 
Sending out great big. 
Christmas smiles 
warm enough to 
into' the house, they saw the 
young child with Mary his 
mother, and fell down, and 
worshipped him. and when 
I ~ey had opened their trea- 
sures, they presented unto 
~him gold, and frank- 
Matt[leW 2:t l 
WarmWishes  
Chanukah: A Time for Festivities 
Not only is December a 
time of festivities for 
Christians, it also ushers in 
a very special season for 
those of the Jewish faith. 
On December 5th, Cha- 
nukah, also known as the 
Feast of Lights, begins. 
This festival asts 8 days 
and commemorates the vie- 
tory of the Maccabees over 
the Syrians in 165 B, C., 
after a three-year struggle. 
The victorious Jews held 
festivities in the Temple of 
Jerusalem after ovefihrow- 
ing the Syrians, rededicat- 
On the first evening of 
the Chanukah season, one 
candle is lit and a tradition- 
al prayer is said. On each 
folh)wing evening an addi- 
tional candle is lit. until all 
eight candles gleam on the 
last evening. 
Chanukah isan especial- 
ly joyful time for children; 
in addition to receiving 
gifts, there are traditional 
games to be played. Not to 
mention all the delicious 
food that is ser~,ed during 
this season, including pas- 
tries and candies. 
Chanukah (sometimes :::: , "~ r ing their temple to Cod. • spelled Ham~kkah) lasts for 
mel t  your  hear ts !  ' . ,  ~ Each year tile Jewish eight days, in honor of the 
0 ~ / ' ( \  J o people celehrate tile feast temple lights tffat remained EST. 1929 k '  ..1¢~ o ,  . .~1~ of Chanukah by exchang- miraculously it for eight ,~ ~'WILL IA . I §  _.,.,~ t, i~ ~ j f  inggifts, givingtothepoor, days and nights after the 
. , a [ l l l l ~ ~ ~  a enjoying special dishes and victorious celebration of ~WILL IAmo ~ ~ , . .  lighting the 8-branched the Maccabees, 
" ~ ~ ~  Chant,kah menorah, a ,'an- Yo,, ca,, be sure that Jew- "~,WILLIAMS , , -~ ,A~, lu_~ ~ , e . . ~  delabrum used esped'ially ish children,, delighted are 
," . . . .  ~ ~.~ , ..... , , . . . o , , , . . , ,  . .  • 835-2268 3103..Ha.l~lonl..T~erra,e . t" . ~ ~ l r ~  ~ 1 ~  r ~  ~ :  ~ ~ ~  N'~-  - - - .  ~ ~.?;.~L.,~]r lll~.., ., -,~ - - , TM ,'  , [ fO I,, ' the occasion, their festi, . a| lasts , so ,' long,, i 
, - - ,_~ ~,- a Mayor & 
°,,,r,°t 0,,,rra,0"  Ii,'"",,,I,,!1 
F~'~'="~'"=""" : " - - " ' : ' " i  SNOWFLAKES 
! ~ i AROIJSE AWE' _ 
~ -~ ' ' M 
Among the many delights 
of Christmastlme'at'e those 
rd[ wondrous hits of crystal we 
' ,~ ~ a,,y pastime more pleasant 
than watching the first 
snowfall of the season? 
e,'ibe snowflakes as water 
~ vapor inthe air that.has 
"' ervstalliztd into gemnetri- 
ca'l forms, most snowflake 
".~/' ~ fanciers prefer a term such 
as snow blossom~", Al- 
though two snowflakes are 
~ ~l~If f /~ J  ) l  rarely :dike. tl,ev dofall in. 
cohmn,a,, nd tahttlar. Most 
of tl,em m'e tt'ansparent, ~ Aspecialt . _ r-~~ with hrilli,mt facets that i 
li Here s hoping Santa brings you i t  ~ of our file ,W~ t reth, ct light, giving them a 
It lots of happiness this Christmas. ~ ~ holidoys b t massed,White api, arance when 
i~ Have a wondetful h°llday sea'n" ' I i haPpY' d f r ° m  the management & staff t , ~ tle arland Tire ~ i InclndedinthecOlunnlarcOh|nms' .slender'ag°nalf°rm of cohmulssn°wflakeSneedle.like:mdare, lo,lg,hex" 
[ TRENDSETTERS T,,,,,,,;,,. ,h,. 
l S e ttd j'"'"";'"'""""'""'"""' St|UW crystals. ;issttnllng , - . , - , , ' - -  e rv ic  . ,. dt,licale, st:u't'v, br.mcl,ing 
m Skeenn Mall 6~-2432 ,r~-6170 - ~ leilll ,hat h,,,'e ,h',,w,, th,-a,,',' 
anti admh'aliun of st'icnlists 
;rod hw pcrsotls alike for 
~ ' , j~1~111~1.~~4~i  .~t~t l l~wl~ . i~t l l~ l~n~~~.  cenlm.h,s. 
4! ,~L'. 
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Dear Santa ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ d  How are you? And your wife? How is Rudolph 
Santa? Is it cold in the North pole? I am doing fine and 
I I~ 'gS  ~ SantamY sister to. And my brother is fine? Merry Christmas DeariamTSanta.ye~lrs old. I live ~"~' /~t ' "  
I stuffeod cat and Santa want doing ur reindeer eat. and reindeer y ar- can ~anta - youandget HowSant  meare can big you you doll get doing L°ve from L°ri Kaspersk~ °n Marshall street at the I ~ ~!]~¢;: &"£" r~ '~ l ! i !~ht  ome a d and a can dollhowyou and ar  g ta g  games m  your71& a deadend mixes, bring side. Ple e me stre t Jillian Curriom  L ve, !O pleasth  Jilli n .can  left! ii '  " %/  .. -  " -~  ~,- ~ e  ~( ~ ' ~ S  'i,i' / : ~ /': ~ ;  ! i I ! i
 verom  ar.O I ............... Ii 
,~;" i :  :~"~"L~"'~, ' / :~i l ; , i )  .",,i. warmest Wlshesfora ! 
N E W  ___OI I / '~L~_HRA I i - - '  . . . .  you never Get to feed your Reindeer and your self l r "; ' r  " , :~"  ' ~ ' =4 ~':~ holldayseason. Maythe I" 
am waoe ana t am ~ t .. ~us oh h . . . .  i ~- Some new wo-~a ub° o ,,r no,;h ~our so o y ow are you = womu i Ke I ' ' .~.  ,,,~ / ' - J i l l  ' peace and joy of / 
TRAVEL  v . . , , ,  sh,pSi~ove, Wade close. , Russel Thain l ;:~'"-, .... z ~ "*~ ;~.~ today and every day of I 
. . . .  • Age7 .~... / / / j  :?~ ~ ~ =e year. 
4648 Lakelse I Dear Santa, I Love you. I Terrace Electronic Repairs Ltd. [ 
mieronauts I'm six years -~ 
635- 1 I I want the world of the r~ar Santa 
• How are your reindeed at the North pole. Ihopeyou I 4623LAKELSE ' 635-4643 I. 
I ' I old . _ .~ have a Lot of toys• I hope you give me a Chain saw. 
[ ~ ~  . _ .~oveuawu and a Remote Control Car 
• uavid western, ' love Tim 
" Tim Lepp Age 7 
. Dear, Santa 
, ' (  Ho.v are you doing, are the ells making toy? Santa 
claus is coming to town. How is Rudolph the red nose Dear Sant* 
reindeer , . I want fo'ur Tweekys. I 
• L,ove Rachel wale live on North Monroe 
' age 8 street.  I am 7 years old. ~= ~ "~ 
dear Santa; You are important. . % ,_:= 
Love Chris My name is Allan Phillips. I am 6 years old, I am in 
grade 1. Could you please Bring me'a Battle cruiser ~. . . .  . . . . .  
Micropolis HeadQuarters DartH Vader Utility Belt. ~nns ~taoieton 
Thank you 
Allan PHillips 
: Dear santa , 
I hope you had a good time making presents for 
r~,,; ~, , t ,  everyone. I want a tall superman; thank you santa 
-'I"live--~n Halliwell Kelly sherman 
street. I am seven years Dear Santa Claus. 
We love to have you as oar customers and we old. I want a doll for How is your wife? 
hope'that you will enjoy a happy Christmas season. 
We look forward to seeing you in the near future. 
Northland 
Delicatessen 
4621 Lakelse '" 635-2833 
I I 
I 
~ ,, .~ . . , . , . .  
Our very best wishes for a warm, 
happy holiday season. 
from the friendly 
Christmas. 
• Love Darlene 
Darlene Volkman 
.! 
Dear santa ..... 
,How are you 
What kind of toys do you make and what are the elves 
names. 
Michael Turner 
Dear Santa Cluusu. 
Hope you have a good christmas. I wish you a merry 
christmas, make mine good to by giving me presents. 
I play the piano, we go to Church. Have a good winter. 
We got new bunk beds. Our town is really small but we 
have lots of snow I hope you like our house. My DaD 
always watches the news. I Love you Santa Cluuse. 
Love Craig 
. . . . . . .  ;"' .... :~":"" ' -,~ I am 7 years old. ' . . . .  ~ ~ 
~' :  ~ i~ ~ *:,., :.-.~':.,~, ~,  r.:-,.., "'v., : Craig.....Woods I, 
Dear Santa 
Please bring me a bippo and skates. A saw and choo 
choo train with Records, a game like Lego's. I go to 
bed every night when mom says I am a good Boy. I put 
every Thing where M0m says I am 4 yrs old. 
Did you have a good holiday? 
I have been a very good girl latley. If you don't mind 
could you send me some barbie doll clothes, please. 
Have a good Christmas. 
Natalie Preston 
Age 9 
staff and management at x P x P x P x 
, Love Troy Hall 
, .DAVE,S (1 Ltd. ~;' i~ Iwr°te d°wn what Tr°y wanted t° say and he c°pied it ~ ~, ,in his o  printing. He is four years ol . Plumbing &Heating[ Sincerely '. Mrs. Hall 
Dear Santa 
962) ' I've been a good girl most of the year. My name is 
Renee Morven. I Live at 2028 Queensway no. 3. I'm 4 
years old 'so mommy is writing for me. I would like 
4931 Keith 635-7151 Alphie the robot, toy camera, Melody Train, a 
amusement park and Pinosaurus and a doll. My cat 
, smoky wants some toys too. , 
.. Love Renee 
I 
.. ~_-- ~ (¢ .~ ,~. .. 
• - ~ ~  
BestWishes for a 
wonderful Christmas Season 
enjoying the true meaning and spirit Our  Christm~sWishes 
of the holidays with family and friends. 
May you enjoy the Best Wishes for a 
jrro~rt healthy and Happy Holiday Season in the 
comfort of family and friends. Managen~ent & Staff 
Bert's 
Del i ca tessen  
4603 Park 635-5440 
i , 
Dear' Santa, 
I want a remote control 
air plane. My name is 
Terry. I am 6 years old. I 
love you. 
Love, Terry 
Dear Santa 
My name is Kevin I 
would like micronauts I 
am 6 years old 
Price-Skeena 
Forest Products Ltd. 
5330 Hwy. 16 W. 635-6336 
I 
Love Kevin 
A Merry Christmas to everyone this 
Happy Season. Enjoy a friendly 
and safe holiday. We thank you for 
your pat ronac ,  and look forward 
to serving you in the future. 
from the management & statt 
Terrace 
Chrysler 
635-5959 4916 IV. Hwy. 16 
Terrace Motors 
Ltd .  (Your Toyota Dealer/ 
635-6558 
) 
~.~.,...?~" ,~ 
+ 
.,:~:S! ':,:~',. 
E 
TERRACE CO-OP 
4617 Grei£ Ave. 
l i I 
1135-6347 
I . . . . .  
I .  
4 
, I 
i 
L 
• ~,~ 
~3 
~,:; g 
'~:,i": ~ . . '  ~ • 
~, As hope is 
, _ .  rekindled in hearis 
i;?L ever!jwhere, may 
< you and yours 
\ 
enjoy a happy 
holidao season. 
....... a Mall 
635-6650 
Mountview 
Bakery & Delicatessen 
4637 Lazelle 
635-4625 
Seasons : ; ::'~ .i=~ ';
Gree-"'tir   . . . . . .  : 
Burdet t  D is t r ibutors  
4759 Highway 16 W. 635-2818 
Christmas Tree 
Tradition 
In Many Lands 
What would the holiday 
season he without a Christ- 
nlas tl'cl,,? Part of the cn- 
chanllnent of chihlhood 
nlenlories is the reeollec- 
tion of tile family tree, gaily 
hi'decked and surrounded 
hy temptingly mysterious 
packages, 
It is Ibought that the 
Christnlas tree originated 
with the Alsatians. We 
know fllr a fact that Prince 
Aihert introduced it to Vic- 
torian England hut inter- 
estingly enough, Anlerica 
had it before then - thanks 
to lier Certain seltlers and 
the Ih,ssian soldiers who 
freight in the Revolntion. 
Today it is one of the 
inost popular Christmas 
synlhols. 
I lere in the United 
States, popcorn and tinsel, 
orlmments and electric 
lights, artificial snow and 
ieick,s decorate trees in 
homes and ol~ees, 
in Italy, the C]u'ishnas 
l , i . ,  NIGil'f BEFORE CHRISTMAS 
'Twas the night before Christmas, when all 
through the house 
Not a creature was stirring, not even a mouse. 
The stockings were hung by the chimney with 
care 
In hopes that Saint Nicholas soon would be there. 
The children were nestled all snug in their beds, 
While visions of superplums danced in their 
heads. 
And Mamma in her kerchief, and I in my cap 
Had just settled down for a long winter's nap, 
When out on the lawn there arose such a clatter, 
I sprang from my bed to see what was the 
matter. 
Away to the window I flew like a flash, 
Tore open the shutter, and threw up the sash. 
The moon on the breast of the new-fallen snow 
Gave a luster of midday to objects below. 
When, what to my wondering eyes should ap- 
pear, 
But a miniature sleigh, and eight iiny reindeer, 
With a little old driver so lively and quiek, 
I knew in a moment it must be Saint Nick. 
More rapid than eagles his coursers they came, 
And he whistled and shouted and ealled them by 
name: 
"Now, Dasher! Now, Daneer ! Now, Prancer and 
Vixen! 
On, Comet! On, Cupid! On, Donner and Blitzen! 
To the top of the porch, to the top of the wall! 
Now, dash away! Dash away! Dash away, all!" 
As dry leaves that before the wild hur~cane fly, 
When they meet with an obstacle, mount to the 
sky, 
So up to the housetop the coursers they flew 
With a sleigh full of toys and Saint Nicholas, too. 
And then in a twinki 
And then in a twinkling I heard on the roof 
Frosty the Snowman was a jolt.,' happy soul, 
With a corn cob pipe ar,'l a button 
And two eyes made out of coal 
Frosty the Snowman is a fairy;. ,., "', "Y say, 
He was made out of snow but the cmldren know 
How he came to life one day.. 
There must have been some magic 
In that old silk hat they found, 
For when they placed it on his head, 
He began to dance around. 
Oh, Frosty the Snowman was alive as he could be 
And the children say he could laugh and play 
Just the same as you and me. 
nOSe 
tree is not really :l tree: The prancing and pawing of each little hoof. 
rather, it is a pwamid of As I drew in my head and was turning around, 
Down the chimney Saint Nicholas came with a shelves, calh'd a "ceppo. At bound. 
the base of this ~ooden;, He was dressed all in fur from his head to his 
,oo, 4 S ger scene, a prc,wpio. ()tilt,|" And his clothes were all tarnished with ashes and 
tiers in l]le pyramid hold soot. 
candy, frnil, Sluall gifts alld Abundle of toys he had flung on his baek, Against the hun~bh, dr,- I_ pen their arrival in 
gilded piiw cones, lJghlt,i1 And he looked l ike a peddler just opening his ma of that first Clu'islnias ltetldellem, there was no- 
eandies are phlced ,'it the pack. i l l  Beth lehem,  t i lt '  ti~ill'e {if thin~ but trouble. Think 
{.'iil'liers (if these shelves. His eyes--how they twinkled! His dimples--how Joseph and his exp't'riellce ]low disappointed Joseph 
s ,~ merry! {~f an!zuish, hardship and must have been when he His cheeks were like roses, • his nose like a ~ cherry! heroic devolion are often elluld llOt find a room for 
His droll little mouth was drawn up like a bow, overlooked. B.nt Joseph .Mary to delb.,er her first 
And the beard on his chin was as white as the played an illte~ral'rolc in Clllid. After hours and 
snow. the Christmas tory: he led hours of searchintr,, lieman- ~// ~ ~,~ The stump of a pipe he held tight in his teellh, .Mar,' to Bethh'hel~'l. nanaed attetl to loeatea stable, 
And the smoke it encircled his head like a tile Child "'Jt,sus" as tilt. an- where she could at least 
wreath, gel had told him and pro- llave some privacy. 
t,,g' \ He had a broad face and a round little belly tected the nlot]ler arid her There, Mary gave birth 
That shook when he laughed, like a howl full of Child from danger, to Jesus... and both she 
jelly. 
~/ v7 
~l"~l/ .,. i . . . . . .  ¢i I r . . t r¢ l  'l l,~l'; lad/.'" l i ' l l i ' t J  ~'" I , "  l l+i ~J~;~ll. 
7 5 , 
? 
A ~,~ ~ ~,~.  ~,~ ~ ~ 
? 
5 
q 
5 
}j A reminder to you: 
~t. We will be closed for winter 
from Saturday, December 22 
I to Friday, February 8 
,.,j 
%| 
1 Ii I l l i  ~ i l i  ll41 I I I I l i i  i l i  I 
He was chubby and plump, a right jolly old elf, 
And I laughed when I saw him in spite of myself. 
A wink of his eye and a twist of his head 
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to di'ead. 
He spoke not a word but went straight to his 
work, 
And filled all the stockings; then turned with a 
~!  iaying;.his fringe1" ~l~de-.6f='hiiClhOsi~; "', .',';"" '""" 
And giving a nod, up the chimney he rose, 
He sprang to h is sleigh, to his team gave a 
whistle, 
And away they all flew like the down of a thistle. 
But I heard him exclaim ere he drove out of 
l sight, 
Merry Christmas to all and to all a good night! 
1 
From far and near. warmest greetings 10 
all! from the. 
management and. staff at 
Scriptural acuounts are 
scant on detail about Jos- 
eph. but he is referred to as 
a "iust man" lit Matthew's 
writings, and it is ilnplh,d 
that lit, adhered s(.rilpli- 
lously to Judaie and cM1 
]axx.'s. 
:l ," ~IOII Cilllill;llil~ilR' hik.] lor- 
ror. then, whel l ,  after a 3- 
n lonth vis it  w i th  her cilushl 
Elizai,elh. Mary returned 
to hhn. l)re~llani with a 
Chikl lit, had not sh't,d. 
Tllen. ill tilt' height of his 
deslR'raiitln, till all,el ap- 
lleal't.d to hiul hi a dreaiii 
with gi,od ilexvs: "Fear liOt 
to takt, ililhl tht'e .Mary lh)' 
v,'ift': fin' that which ix foil- 
ceivt,d ill hcr is of the Iloly 
Spirit. And slit, shall lll'in~ 
forth a Si,u. anti tilo(t shall 
call I Iis l i i l l l ie Jt'~-;llS: for  I i e  
shall save Ilis lwoph, frolll 
iileh" ,his". 
At lhill lliillilt'ill. J0sci)h 
IlliiSl havt, fell a little be- 
wildered . .. Inli hillilt,llSOiy 
relieviTd, l:ronl theli on. il 
seelll~; that he h'usled .~lary 
whoh'he:n'h,dl), i'~vt'll w]lt'll 
it was thlie for hiin hi h'avel 
and Joseph must have been 
twerioyed. Imagine Jos- 
eph's  pr ide  when he 
.qlowed the Child to the 
shel~her(ls, and his awe at 
tile visit of the Magi. with 
their expensive giftS. 
,.Aee-131ing, ltoinoz_~fibl al 
'~a~.coalit~..M~h'v ~and~ los ~ll 
z'enmilzed happil.v in Beth- 
lehem for about a year. But 
the.v were troubled by 're- 
ports th:zt he jealmzs King 
l lerod was inquiring 
abgnt their Son's identity 
:uzd whereabouts. 
An angel came to him in a 
dream again, saying: "Arise 
and take the young Child 
and Ills mother, and flee 
into Egypt and be thou 
tilt,re until I hring thee 
word: for Herod will seek 
tilt, yollng Child to destroy 
ltim". 
Trusting the dremn, Jos- 
cpll olleyed ullquestioniag- 
'Iv aud led Mary aud the 
(':hild to Egypt. " 
hi light of all these early 
t,vents, it seems that Joseph 
must ]lave been an extra- 
ordiaarv n lan-  one who 
to Bcthh'lwm for the een- wa~ uoi afraid of responsi, 
Beutle Masonry Ltd. ':"S 
I dt,~ ,ile ihe I'a¢z'dllt " w is I rt., lezlls.lle:m on wno wa.~ 
;.llOIl~ IOllrlleX'- I[)Oi I ( ' l~litv his r .s ', t'r| ,, a ,,f. #ta 
i to give birth Wa~ drawing tilt, win.or t.,otl • , 635-5941 " -,,,, , ,e; l , . ,  ..~<~"~g~.,._'~.._~:~.~ 
t REETIN 
• | ..,,j.,.., °.. l I IR i . " II,,art~. let's ti 
t ' ,  i ,,.,,,,,.,,,,.1 
! i~  L , ,,,,,..i,,..,,,,,,.ll 
! ." '" str¢,rlgth of o l l r  
~, ;!~- ~:ii ~ . . 
j , h ~ .  Drive careful ly for a I 'Y~'- 
sate hol iday.  I 
Terrace I ' '  . . . . . .  ulesel'" " ' 
Totem  °rd I i 
j4445 Greig Sales Ltd. 63§-4938 
, / I 
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Dear Santa Claus Dear Santa, 
~ :' I~  I wish for all the American people in Ira n would be How lay our wife and the reindeer? I have been good . ~:  ~ ~ ~  Glad T|d|lltl: released so they could Come home for Christmas. and so are my sisters. For Xmas l want a toy chain. . ,,,-" ;" "~--=~ 
~.  From Jason Taylor. saw and a toy eleetrieear. And l Love you. froni 7 ' i ' "  !if ; i~ li'/,Z~'~i 
" " DearSanta I How are you doing. I hope your reindeer Name Scott McGinlay i \ -~ .~/ / / / / ,~~-~ ~{{~ / /~  ? 
• :~7~L!:{7~(~::~ ' , {i are ready for Christmas is coming fast Santa I hope Age 7 ~\ /~/ J J / / / / / r~~t , \ l ,Wl J ,  
" :~::)'":':~:~<!>:~!!7~~::'~ %'~" ' : . ~ 4  "~i.~:  !~iii ,  .,,.' i..... ~ . " Times have youhavea good ride all over the big world DearSanta where is your home can youcall me or can .~t /~ J l / / i :  . . F - _~ .~.r: i~ \~;  
...~:.~:.::~ ,.s~< ,;~ ,~ ~ AGE 8 Dear Santa Claus, 
~..;;..;.~7~i~7%:~D~.<f~,~ ,~,. ,~..~ tleold-time Dear Santa how are you feeling I hope you are fee]ing .~ .... ~ ..... ,~..~<.~.- .~> I changed my mind. I'(i still like the van, but I don't I 
; ~ ~ , ~ '  ~,~ . spirii of good good How is Miss clans i hope The reindeer are feeling want Spiderman ow. I'd like to have the game with 
~~- ' _ .~ ,~. i ' - '~  <.. ~ ,  good I am feeling good Merry Christmas Santa the hippopotamus trying to get the marbles. Itdoesn't • . 
~ ~ ~ ~  ,"~<~7~:i;.,,. cheer and Name Lara Wall care what color the marbles are. ., ~ , . ~./.:d, 
friendship DearsantaHowareyouDoingandlwanta jeepanda board pages .and nice pictures of toys." ~ ~ ' z, / l_ ~'~ . ,  
~ ~  ................. ~': during Yulelimel loader and how are yourreindeer and thats all I have We'll leave you 2 eupcKES AND SOME MILK. 
to say. I'm 5 years old and being a good boy. My baby , ~ q . ~ ~  Doc's Cartage Ward brother ls i year old and being a loed boy too. We wisb 
Age 8 you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year ! Love, 
Dear Santa. My name is Vanessa Bromley. I am 5 JOEY & Storage ,ea, old. I live at 7-486 Quatsino Blvd., in Kitimat, 3oey Pelletier, B,C. My Phone number is 632-3886. 
I would like a easy bake oven anda bath doll. Please Dear Santa Claus; GREETINGS from our family to 
bring me a fridge set and play food. Thank you. I did Thank-you for.last years presents. I really like yours[  Share with us the laughter and 
4530  Keith Co. Ltd. 635-2728 this myself, t them.Howareyou?Howisyourwite, elves, and reindeer? joy of Christmasl 
Dear Santa Clause. J ~ .MY sister and my brother and I have been a good I Love you and care for you so muchand early. I ermaren. 
. really hopoyou take care of you and Mrs. clause and I'm leaving you some cookies and milk and some East  S ide  6rocery 
your reindeers especially Rudolph. Christmas is a carrots for your reindeer. 
• " : - -~ ' - J "  ~ . . . .  " - - ~  - ~ time for Grits, decorating and what Chris .t~as really If possible could' you please bring me a record' 
is to me is celebrating Jesus Christ's" birthday, player, my sister a tape recorder and my brother a 4438 Lakelse 635-2104 
Especially santa clause. 
With all my tender Love tricycle. Love 
Janine Neufeld 
~ ~ ~ ~1~ " Ramona Age U 
Amanda 
Faithful Santa. 
My name is Tommy Stark. I would like a cement 
DEAR SANTA . • ' truck and a'jeep for Christmas. I received a bubble 
I HOPE you HAVE A NICE CHRISTMAS I WOULD gum machine for my fourth birthday, the gum is gone. ~ ~  ~L~P ~ 
LIKE A SET OF RACING CARS AND TRACK 2 Please could I have some more gum please. I like ~_,,~:~.~_ ~Ui i~,~ -~ ~ 
FROM CESARIO CIFFDAf~I~ ChristmasSanta ClaUSEve.Very much. Hope_ it's not too cold on ~.~- - ' /  / , f ~ l : ~ z ~  ~ ~ '  
I Dear Santa Claus • Love Tommy ~ t  "~. ! ~  r "  
,'SLUMBER LODGE I am Coleen and I was pretty good this year I was Dear Santa ClauS I have been good I would llke a 
wondering most of the year about how your elves can teddy Bear for christmas, would Liken chocolate ~ t  '~ '~"  ~ ./~ * " t I MOTELS manage t° make so many things' theY can't p°ssibly Bear'°n Christmas day I like Y°U" Did Y°U have a g°°d ~ , i~ ,y~~_~ 
• . make all that. I can just see them working all the time. time Christmas day You are very nice to me Santa 
But most of all I was thinking about you. I can see you Claus. Have a good time Santa Claus. Have a merry 
landing on the roof as light as a feather and your big christmas. ~ ~ :  Lots of laughter, 
: 4702 Lakelse 635-6 302 pack of goodies and eight tiny reindeer prancing My name is Lorrie Peterson I Live at 3952 Hagen St "~"~""~~.~" Lots o{ cheer! 
about. We now have a fireplace wieh you can come in terrace BC I am 7 years old 
I ' Watch for our Grand Openlngl down on Christmas eve instead of comingehrough the ~b~,%.  That's Our wish 
i , Sorry for the Inconvenience window. Now that i've gotten through talking so much Dear Santa I have been very good and I would like a ~illP m''~ .~ ,~ 
for Christmas ! . i during our remodelling i would like to tell you what I want for Christmas and Barbie with clothes and a doll that kisses and a pack of $1~B~~=~_.  and the new ),ear! 
especially from you it is the game called Operation I walky-talkies for Quint Thank you My name is 
would like the batteries with it, I would also like vanessa wyatt. I live at Box 673 Skeena Dr In Terrace 
pajamas the ones with feet in the Christmas cataloge. B.C. I am 7 years old, 
Well I guess the thing I want that is expensive SEASON'S GREETINGS 
especially expensive toparents and it is a poleroid one Dear Santa Claus TO OUR PATRONS! 
step you can find it in Sight and Sound. Well I have to I was very nice and very Good. Were you? For 
go and have supper now. I'll send you another letter Christmas I really want a 1'en-Speede specially I'll 
next year. have that and I want a game called raeula. - IP n~, ,&  Steel Ltd. Slgued: Coleen Kennedy. My name is Carolyn Livadney I live at 3727 River Dr I~Xp l~ l  IL 
10 years old. in Terrace B.C. ! am 7 years old 
Dear Santa Claus Dear Santa 4623 Loen 
How are you? Im find. I'm hopeing you can make it I have bad a terrific year. How is Mrs. Claus and 635-7930 
down this year. I have been a good gril all year. I hope your eight reindeer? Would you mind if I came to see 
you can make it down my chimney it is very small. Ezr~ the boss of the elves, then I could find" out how 
~. I'm leaveing you~,~pples~oT.y0ur deer's and~or,you a fast,the elves work and how much they have done. If 
glass of milk, and cookie. 'Ilzis year I have abeut 4 they are not finished i would love to help. I am very Glad T|dlnls 
things I needed, good at making home made presents. I also enjoy 
1 leather coat cooking I would love to have 3 things here they are: a 
2 watch giant baking set and a harbie perfume maker and last 
3 necldess of all a very expensive insturment a guitar, would you 
4 purse please take me for a ride in your magic sleigh P.S . . . .  
Bye Santa Claus Marry Christmas. 
Sandra Blighton Brenda Kennedy ~:'::~ 
Dear Santa  ' ~  Dear Santa - -,~i Merry christmas. I How are you I have 
'want presents Big doll Been good Boy How are 
Merry  chr i s tmas ,  your Rudolph and I wont 
beeorations and or- ' Dest stor foar Christmas i 
naments and christmas David Bederd i 
star and lights on a tree age 7 i. 
G IMS RESTAURANT the Father cut a tree. ~- -~ I Father and Mother put Dear Santa. ~ I 
the tree on the floor. I you yor Reindoed fele ' 
4643 Park 635-6111 TammyGray n fine Iwant a toy truck ~ ~  
Age 8 how is yar yife doing I ¢ 
want a toy ear [ 
Dear Santa Gary Hainstock 
how are you at the Dear 
North pole. I hope your Santa How Do you Do? 
reindeer are well. I am The holidays are here l Fill "em doing good at my house. How are you feeling I . 
thedaybeforyesdredayI would like a Barbie Up with happiness! 
got my christmas I hav House and a Brand new 
being geting lots of snow. doll fro Christmas and 
Name KristiLeBLond you can give me any West  End Chevron Age7 thing you want to bring 
me love, from Kathry van 
Herk 4930 Hwy, 16 W. 635-7228 
Dear Santa Kathryn Van Herk 
How are you doing? O~l /~ i~/~C~ g~i l~ i~/~ ~ How are the reindeer are Dear Santa, , 
you ready for Christmas. I would like a racing 
we are learning to say in and Industrial Supplies car track. I am six years 
sign language Rudolph old. 
the red Nose Reindeer Love, Danny 
Name Nieole Jones 4818 Hwy. 16 W. 635-6381 DanielScarberough 
Age 7 
#ou/tlifuL# 
Clear sweet voice upon the air bringing the songs 
of Christmasl HALLELUJAH1 Ig.rle,ding to you . . r  best .'isl.,s 
/or mirlh, bemlly cmd Ira.quilily this 
('hrislm,,~ , ,d  ,hrays. Th, ,k  )ml J,r Derksen's 635.5453 McColl Real Estate yolirlmtro,.ge. 
Credit so,i., Ud. Little, Haugland & Kerr 
Jewellers Kalm 635-6131 5630 Hwy. 16 W, 635-~795 4615A Lakelse. 
i! 
:i 
t 
. . .  • 
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Dear Santa Claus, 
I have a bit of a problem. There are so many things 
to choose from for Christmas that I cn't make up my 
mind, so I will be happy with anything you bring me. 
Merry Christmas to you. Mrs. Santa and the elves. I 
will leave a carrot for Rudolph and two cookies and a 
glass of milk for you. 
Age 7 Love Debra Graf 
Merry Christmas 
Happy New Year 
to all our customers In the. past. We look forward to 
serving your needs In the future. 
Management & Staff 
TOMAS MEAT MARKET 
1998 Queensway Dr. 
635.7311 
Dear Santa, 
I would like a Barby 
house for Christmas 
Love, 
Jennifer 
age 6 
Jennifer Hope 
Terrace 
Dear Santa, 
How are you doing? 
Are you and your little 
elves working hard. I 
• hope you have fun 
bringing presents. How 
come you say Ho, Ho, Ho. 
How is Mrs. Claus could 
you please bring me a 
little dolly. Have a nice 
christmas. 
Love, Carolyn 
age 7 
Carolyn Day 
Terrace 
For letters from Santa and 
everything else, remember 
to come visit us. We're 
always happy tube of help. 
A beautiful Christmas to all 
our customers. 
from the 
Management 
& 
Staff 
, at 
Spee.Dee  Pr in ters  
Ltd. 
4554 Lazelle 635-7181 
Lots of joy and good Christmas 
cheer wrapped m pretty nbbons and 
bows for all. 
Skeena Auto Metal Terrace Honda Sales 
4842 Hwy. 16 W. 4912 Hwy. 16 W. 
635;,6571 638-8171 
For the first time on that holy night the world was 
filled with peace and good will. May the gentle joys 
of this blessed season he with you and your family 
this Christmas and always. 
Madigan Equipment Ltd. 
4,,°25 Keith Ave. 635-7131 
• i 
Dear Santa. 
How are you?Did you have a nice yeat at the North 
Pole? I am fine. I am six years old now and I am in 
grade I at E.T. Kenney. My teacher's name is Mrs. 
Davis. I like school very much. I've tried to be a good 
girl all year. We have a chimney and a fireplace 
year, so you can 'come down the chimney this year. 
We~ leave some cookies and milk for you and a carrot 
~er tmdolph. We have two gerbils. I would really like a 
typewriter, or skis or a kissing Barhie or a doll house 
and furniture. But I know I will like whatever you 
bring me. 
LOVE 
Tammy Anderson 
Dear Santa, 
I hope you had a good summer. This Christmas 
please can you bring me a typewriter or a digital 
watch or some Star Wars figures or some Buck Rogers 
figures or some games or a calculator or a Mr. Potato 
head or two walkie-talkie or a math Quiz Game or a 
pair of snow shoes and skis or boxing gloves or some 
Sea Explorer. 
age 8 Kevin Anderson 
Dear Santa Claus. 
I'd like a Little dolly that sucks her thumb. And a 
chicken thats a barn toy. A little wallet and maybe a 
violin A toy one. I need a curling set for my dollies And 
I need a set of dkhes for my kids to eat. And a 
necklace for my dollies and toy money. And a camera 
that takes r~al pictures and a bubble pipe. Thank you 
Melody McNeil 
To Santa 
• I ate all my supper. Send me a kiss guitar. Thank 
you. I am 
Ben Nickerson 
Dear Santa I hope you can get me a barbie perfume 
maker or a barbie fashen face. I really want both of 
them but I know I can only have one. I don't want 
much this year. I haven't really made my mind up. I 
hope you have a merry christmas. 
Love yours truly 
Lara TayLor 
Dear Santa, 
My friends and I are very excited about Christmas. I ' 
got all my cards and letters and presents finished. I'll 
tell you a secret but don't tell anybody else even 
though I 'm a girl I want a Big Loader (Coasttuction 
Set and even thoughi'm 81 want Lite brite. I go to 
Parkside and it'sthe best school a child could ever go 
to (especially the teachers and the field and it has a 
big gym.) My mother and father are very nice to me. 
Love, Heidi Mueller 
Age 8 
I Love Santa. 
- ear Santa. I am a boy. I have been very Good. I hope 
m get around to all the houses houses, from tien. 
ire. Watch outll ~I l,! - 
ear Santa: , 
I hope you have a Merry Christmas! There is only 
[) thing I want for Christmas, Brandi barbi. I wish I 
)uld meet 1 of your elves. Which of your elves is going 
see if I 'm good .or bad? 
From Kirster 
Age: 10 
mr Santa ... . . . . . .  ~,-=-,.'.. .,~,,,.~ 
I would like a bobby trap game and a fashi0n Plates 
l. Thank-you fo~ the toys I got Last year. merry 
iristmas 
Love Lisa 
,, Lisa Taylor 
ear Santa Claus 
I have tried to be a good girl. I want a doll stroller, 
)]l high cha~, blue cash register and typewriter. 
Could my sister Salidra have a toy traii~. 
I will leave you a snack on the'kitchen table and a 
irprise for the ireindeer. ~- 
Love Christine 
Age: 5 
Dear Santa Claus: 
How are you. I am fine. I like hockey very much so I 
wouldn,t rninda pair.of hockey pads. If you can not get 
me nocgey pads I would like a electronic mastermind 
or a nice shiny jacket or a couple of tennis, balls or a 
poster. 
P.S. Have a nice Christmas. 
Love Richard Paul Boucher. 
Richard Paul Boucher 
Dear santa.: 
I 'm going for holidays to Nelson we're going for 
christmas. Pies Bring me for christmas-a mickey 
mouse record-player if you come Love Erica. 
Age 6 Erica Lloyd-Jones 
Dear Santa Clause 
Hi my name is Laverne. My sister, and I love you 
because you bring such beautiful gifts to me and my 
family. I do hope you really take care of yourself. 
Watching through the window of children who is good 
.and those that are had. Please dress up warm when 
you go out. with all my love Laverne Faithful 
I 
ectm Ltd. 
KITIMAT TERRACE 
428 Enterprise Ave. 4908 Hwy. 16 West 
Phone 632.7222 Phone 635.5431 
I 
• . . ° .  
Dear Santa How come 
you go Ho, Ho, Ho,? I 
want you to Bring me 
some perfume Bring my 
sister the same thing you 
brans me what do your 
reindeer eat? age ~ 
LOVE LISA 
Lisa Chen Wing 
Terrace 
Dear Santa, 
How are you doing? 
How come you alwas say 
bo, ilo, ho! How come you 
always come down the 
chimney? How are your 
little elves? Could you 
• please bring me a Barbie 
Perfume Maker. Could 
put a .kitten in my 
stocking please? 
. Love, Heather. 
Age 7 
, Heather Inglis 
Terrace 
Dear Santa, ' 
How are  you ~oing? 
How are you and you'r 
elves and your Reindeer 
doing? Are you  and 
you're elves working 
hard ! wish you a Merry 
Christmas. 
Love, Shelley OBrien 
6years 
Dear Santa how are you I 
an fine. How are your 
reindeer how is your wife 
how is rudolph 
From callie 
Ca"ie Swan -7 
Terrace 
. . . . .  
l 
Merry Christmas to'all friends of the Golden Rule 
Employment Agency of Terrace. Especially to those 
who have given a'donatlon to others at Christmas time. 
May the blesslng of Christmas and the hope of the New 
Year be yours this season. 
3238 Kllum Street 
63|.4335' 
I . I I  
~} from the Management f Staff ' ' | 
 aners | Timl .. 
~ Terrace Mini Mall •4404 Legion Avo| 
6-4736 Lakelse 635-2838 
;!  
¢ 
" We've wrapped 
up a whole package 
of good wishes; for 
our loyal friends 
and patron~I t s 
i  ,bffp. 
serv ing you  
throughout the 
year. We hope cbis 
Christmas is filled 
with especially ~ice 
surprises for you. 
:  ,,Wilki'nson 
Business Machines 
4635 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace 
, 635-4222 
I 
I .  , • 
. .  " '  4736 Lakelse 835-7971 
• ~. .The  flret Noel the angel did say, . 2:;;'!'i:~:' ' 
d~i  2. i:. :""W,u tO' ;earmin poor shepherd.s in fields li:~d~+ , "' :.. :::where they lay; • . ~::"::~+~ 
i ' '".!. '",hifflelda where they lay keeping their sheep ~#:~%~i~ 
~ i :'" .Od.' "a cold wbfler's night hat was so deep. • :i~i :~:~!ii~i: 
. . : - ,  .. in = ~i~ " ~: i , ' i~ f ra  : .  i K:,.%ii!~+ ~: 
:":.Ndel, noel, Noel, Noel ~:~::!:!:~!+ ~|il 
: ' : ' t  . . . .  i l l  :+'~:~  ~.i3i :~ .~ . -  ! '  . . .  ",,BPnl. . the King. . of Israel. ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ii!iiiiiii 
[~r ;  ,i,:."~eY leolted tip and saw a star ~m~.!:i~+!i:i~!~i:!~ 
,. Add to the earth It gave great light, 
~ ' And  N- i t  continued both day and night. 
!is t ~ And by =e,light of that same star ii~!i 
, -_ ~..,~+'1 Three w~ men eeune from country far; ~i!i!:~ 
. ~ . . J .  Toeeek to, a IQng was their intent, i +++j+~ : i~:~:~:~ 
~++++~ ~:' ~t J l~ i  ~"  ,And tofol low me star wherever it went. :::+::++::!++'+'::::+ 
~, . '~ , ,  ~ Thk' star., drew night to the northeast, 
~. ~l~.~'~¶t.  O'br Bethlehem it took its rest, 
v--,.~fQ1I,~.,..~I/, And I J~  It did both stop and stay ~+::+ 
~~/~\  Right OV~ the place where Jesus lay. 
I~3:+\\~,~\\\\ + T hlm ~n~rl.l In those wise. men three 
I~/I l~  tk~\  m Pull'reverently upon their knee, ' 
r~!+:  ~* • And.offered there in His presence 
~-~[~ . Tl.dr gold and myrrh and frankincense 
I ~ i i  ~t~j~' ~'hen let tin+ all with one accord 
] [ |~t I:S i I~11/ .Sing pmlmm to our heavenly Lord; 
I ~ ~ i ! :  ~ \  ' That hath made heaven and earth of nought, 
I ~ ~  And ~th. His ,rood mankind hath bought. 
i~ , ~ ~ 4 ~ ,  , . . • 
r 'oi It 
t tOO , 
toe mmet  .et 
mrt~ remlue ~er ~ingl 
i ~.et~e~gppo;~prt r~pare 
~im room.., anb beat)'n 
" G1;3..d 
'-TidinEls 
GROCERY, 
2891 Clark 
635-6624 
I . 
anb nature ~ nt[! 
Deck  your  hu l l s  w i th  ho l ly  
and  ornaments  o f  every  
k ind .  'T is  the  season  to  make  
merry :  
, 'p :  
I 
Westena 
Food Mart 
Open 
6:30am - li pm 
7 days a week 
Yuletide 
Olteer 
Have an exhilarating 
journey through the 
jolly holiday ssasonl 
i 
Westend 
Chevron Service 
(heMlOl1' Open 
24 tIours 
635-7228 
 err Z Cf-ixtmax and_> 
Alcan Smelters and Chemicals Ltd ~I:III1,,,,, 
r A t  C A N  ' 
m.5~4 
P 
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E 
We think Christmas is a iolly oppor tun i ty  
to  te l l  you  how much we va lue  your  
fr iendship. Visit us often in the coming year!  
Rnning Tractor & Equipment 
"Co. Ltd. 
4641 Keith 635-7144 
r~j! 
% 
of us for the finest 
i. cleaning services 
anytime of pear, 
but especially 
during the 
Christmas 
holidays. 
Kernlode Kleaners 
Skeena Mall 635-9208 
Be ing  there  when you ' re  needed 
. . .  that 's  what  Chf l s tnzas  is al l  
about !  ~ [ ~ _ ~  
4517 Lakelse 
635-4966 
HARK THE HERALD 
ANGELS SING 
Hark, the herald angels sing, 
"Glory to the newborn King, 
Peace on earth and mercy mild, 
God and sinners reconciled." 
Joyful, all ye nations arise, 
Join the triumph of the skies; 
With angelic hosts proclaim, 
"Christ is born In Bethlehem." 
Refrain 
Harkl the herald angels sing, 
"Glory to the newborn King." 
Christ, by highest heaven adored, 
Christ, the everlasting Lord; 
Late in time behold Him come, 
Offspring of a virgin's womb, 
Viel'd in flesh the Godhead see; 
Hall the incarnate Deity. 
Pleas'd as man with man to dwell, 
Jesus, our Emmanuel. 
Hail the heav'n.born Prince of Peace, 
Hail the son of righteousness. 
Light and life to all He bring, 
Ris'n with healing In His wings. 
Mild He lays His glory by, 
Born that man no more may die, 
Born 1o raise the sons of earth, 
Born 1o give them second birth. 
TELKWA ROOFING 
2306 Pear 635-2344 
Dear Santa 
I like a toy truck for Christmas 
Micki Lehman' 
Kitimat, B.C.~ 
Dear Santa clause 
I would like a motor-X. And my own tv, 
Scan Lehman 
age 7 
Kitimat 
Dear Santa, 
This is my very first time in. writing to you and I 
hope this letter of mine gets into you because I really 
like to be surprised by you; I wish just once I could see 
how you really look like. Im positive you shoudn't be 
the kind in the store but I wrote to you because I would 
really really like something just from a real Santa and 
of course I hope ill get it. I always get nervous on the 
first letter I Wright o anybody but most I care about is 
hoping you will come because I got everything set up 
but what I really would like is some burble doll clothes 
but ff you can't get me that Ill settle for a teddy bear 
and my stocking will be on the christmas tree. 
Hoping You Will Come!!! 
• Susan Yu 
Terrace 
Dear Santa Clam, 
Happy Christmas! How do you get down the 
chimney? How are you feeling? I liked what you 
brought last year. For my birthday I got a "RACE 
SET!" How many elves do you have? For Christmas I 
want a micronaut toy became it can make four things. 
Morn said maybe you would like this picture I drew of 
yotl. 
Love, Michael K. Gyori 
8 years old 
Kitimat 
Dear Santa: 
For Christmas I would like a Merlen or a Baby 
Bubble Yum or a rabbit. What I would like to see every 
one at least a fairly good Christmas. 
I would really like my Nana in Prince Rupert to 
have a very very nice Christmas and I especially wish 
you a merry Christmas and I hope you eat all your 
cookies and your riendeer eat all there carrots. 
Kristina Mutschke 
age 9 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
Dear Santa, 
My name is Shawn. Instead of telling you what I 
want for Christmas I decided to tell you what other 
families across the world want for Christmas. As you 
know people in Africa and India are starving to death. 
So instead of bringing me lots of toys, games and 
clothes I would like you to give the underprivileged 
families of this world a better life by giving them a 
good home, food, clothing, and medicine for Christ- 
mas. I know that people overseas lead a hard and 
painful life so Santa please send them what they need 
to get on their feet. The second thing I want for 
Dear Santa 
I am eleven years old I live in Terace B.C. Keystone 
apts. no. 48 maple only me and my mother, she doesn't 
have a job so we wont have much of a Christmas all 
my relatives live in the United States of America. by 
the way does santa still meet with doctor pepper and 
all his little helpers and how is your wife mrs claus say 
hello to her well I have to go bye. 
Charlie Wiese 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa 
I would like a par of boots and a remote control 
truck Thank you 
Scott Loptson 
Age 6 
Terrace 
Dear Santa 
I would like Bat man Thank-you, 
Dear Santa, 
I would like cowboy suit Thank-you. 
Jason Krug 
Age 6 
' Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa How are you doing? I Hope you have a 
good trip. Thank you for filling up our stockings. How 
do your reindeers fly? You are the niced to all the kids. 
Merry chrism/zs Santa. I hope you can make a lot of 
toys. I wish you a merry Chrismas. And a imppy new 
year. You have the biggest job of all. you must be drity 
when you go down the chimknee. 
Michael Henrichsen 
Age 7 
'Terrace 
Dear santa 
How cold is it getting at the North pole? It's getting 
cold up here in terrace. My brother and me can't wait 
till Christmas. Please say HI to the raindeer for me. I 
am six years old. My dad's name is mike Rossiter. He 
works at totem press. My mom's name is loriane 
Rossiter. I hope you have a good time delivering 
present's, love, wendy and blake. 
Wendy Rossiter 
Terrace 
Dear Santa. I really liked the fashion beauty doll. If 
you give me a model train. I'll lear same cake on the 
table for you. My brother would like a model train too. 
I will be 7 on febuiery 2 
Love carmen Bell 
Terrace 
Dear Santa, 
How are you? My sister would like a body-suit for 
Christmas. Thank you for all the presnts last year. 
Would you please bring some perfume for my mother? 
My father would like a pair of boots for Christmas?: 
How are the reindeer at the north pole? Could I please 
have a little toy that has Marry and Joseph and Jesus 
on it. 
, Love. Daniell 
~t~'1~ ], ~. ~ "~. Santa says and we: 
merriest tO aft of youl 
~ do too: Wishing tile: 
Marcoux Finishing 
,, &-Remodelling: ..:. 
6 Moun!ainview Ave.: 635"2359, ' ' 
,, #k  • •1 /k  m i * 
Always happy to be of servicel Merry 
Christmas to our wonderful friendsl 
Plumbing Charlie Belanger  ,0=in 
4436 Lakelse 635-9319 
• Gemma Bath Boutique 
, Skeena,Mall 635-3392, .. 
: , • ~ , : ' t . . . , ! ;  ~ ;~ i I~  
tast:T0uc" • II . . , ,  
• ~ Skeend MaiJ'635-2352 " 
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Christmas is f°r Y°U t° bring peace to the w°rld' I Danielle St. Thomas ~ ~ ~ ~, , .  
know this is a hardrequest but if anyone can do it you Terrace ~ '  Tn l r~ l r  ~t 
can. Thank you for taking your time to read this, thank ,,i 
youfor trying to help the underprivileged families of r 
the world, and thank you for doing your best to help 
bring peace to the world. " .. 
Merry Christmas and a happy 1980. 
• Yours Fondly, 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :, ..... . Shawn Paller (~ 
. . . . . . . .  ' ' ..... ; . . . . . . . . . .  Age' i2 X 
Terrace, B,C. 
Dear Santa 
I would like Skis and a doll and a bike Thank you 
Santa how are you Merry Christmas '~  
Dear Santa 
Do you know what my 
mommy and daddy want 
a nice big house for 
Christmas. 
For my big brother he 
wants motorcycle for 
Christmas because he 
likes motorcycle better 
than bikes. 
My little brother would 
like a blue mini-ten speed 
Merry Christmas to every- for Christmas. 
Now my sister would 
one who has visited us this like a silver mini-ten 
year! speed for Christmas. 
For me I would like a 
medium tenspeed for 
Christmas. 
(I love You! ) . 
love from, 
Tummy G. 
Terrace 
Dear Santa, ~ 
I Love you santa is it cold there? How do your ~ ~) 
reindeer Fly? please bring What boys like please t~,. 
bring. How Old are you. i l  ~ i :  
• Love, Mike- :~"~ 
. . . .  ' ..... "'" ': Terra~ 3'! ] . ,~  i i,,d 
, , ' . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  ~o,..:_i,: . . . .  :. ~.i.. Mike Tiedg6 ,.'~ 
i 
Dear Santa, We hope that the light of : 
I want four Tweekys. I live on North Monroe street. I ~ N Chrism)as will shine forever'in 
Tara Wilson am 7 years old. You are important. I "~ 
Love Chris . . .  
the hearts of our wonderful 
° f r iends  and  pat rons .  XXte look  ~ 
Age 6 (~ forward to seeing 
Terrace I ,~, ~ ~ 0 ° n ' i  " 
t 
~ ~ ~  t o linBrod&Lowrence'~ f romC 1 
.... NOTHERN SCREEN PRINTS " 
i.' , & SIGNS 
44311 Lakelse 635-3393 ~ 
Dear Santa 
I live in Terrace. I 
would like a horse and a 
Burble doll. I am 6 years 
old. 
Love Leslie 
Leslie Hanberg 
Dear Santa Clam. 
How are you? I'm fine. 
I hope Mrs. Claus is fine 
too. My morn would like 
to have a make-up mirror 
so she can see when she 
puts her make-up on. My 
dad would like a watch, 
because he broke his old 
one on the car door. My 
brother would like a vest 
with three buttons in the 
front, or a pair of jeans. 
Finally I come to myself. 
I would like first of all is a 
puppy and an organ. 
LOVE FROM 
MELISSA GLAWE 
Terrace 
AGE fl 
¢. . ' (  
Pony Corral Drive-In 
4402 Lakelse 638-1503 
for a happy hol iday:season: Plenty of warmth  
and  love with many best wishes for the 
Chr istmas holidays. 
Lakelse Pharmacy 
635-7263 .4717 Lakelse 
Terrace Drugs Ltd. 
635:7274 ~ ' 3207 Kalum. 
Our grat i tude  fo r  your  patronage.  
TRAN,$'-PRO! " IN(~ 
Box 310 Terrace B.C. VOG 4B3 635-6518 
" ~(Jh"" And the soft snon,s Jail 
p 9 j B" e re wishi.g good cheer  
To one and all! 
Lindsay's Cartage & Storage 
(1973) Ltd. 
4423 Railway 635-6203 
, , J  / 
I HEAR THE BELLS ON CHRISTMAS DAY __ . /~  
~heard the.bells on Christmas day ,, ~ ,"~ 'l ' f 
,eiroldfamilisrearoisplay,.. L ~ e s L  ' WlS f igs  ~d wild ' and sweet the ~vords repeat 
), ip~ee on earth, goodwl l l ton len . .  " '  orC tris[mas 
I thought ow, as the day had come, "- . .  
The beffries of all Christendom 
Had roll'd along th'tm.broken song 
Of peace on earth, good Will to men. 
And in despair ! bow'd Then ~fFT~°re~ ~ten°,,God p aledis no dead,the :mneaC~e~n~fr ~ '~ ells nor more th my head; i .  ' ' " . . l o u d  sleep; sam~''ks and deep:~th e'm0eOn. g F " " ~ ~ a ~ ' ~ a ~ ~  "m"m~H~ i ' ~ "  ~ ' i  
With peace on earth, good will, to men," |'s time 
Till ringing, singing on its way, 
The world revolved from nisht to day, ~ to send | A voice, a chime, a chant sublime,, 
Of peace on earth, good w~ill to men. ~. - . - - . t ! - - - -  
News of Christ's Birth. 
First ToM to Shepherds 
"And there were in the 
same country shepherds 
abiding in the field, keeping 
watch over their flock by 
night"• 
So begins the scriptural 
aeeount of the most thrill- 
ing aniaouncement ever 
made to mankind: the birth 
of Jesus. It was not made, 
inte.restingly enough, to the 
rich and powerful or even 
to one of the many prophets 
that the tiny country of Is- 
rael seemed to produee in 
such abundance during 
Biblical times. 
The "good news" that the 
Messiah had at last come 
to a waiting world was first 
announced to a group of 
shepherds tending their 
flock through the night, St. 
Luke tells us. Ev.en though 
Christ was probably not 
born during the winter, 
when we traditionally cele- 
brate His birth (scientists 
believe'~'hat it actually oc- 
curred in the springtime) 
the shepherds were prob- 
ably doing their best to 
keep warm in the chill night 
air; one can imagine them 
huddled around a fire, per- 
Suddenly, there is a daz-[ 
zling sight; so dazzling that, II 
St. Luke te!ls us, they were 
sore afraid'. The angel that 
appeared in the midst oft 
them sought to •reassure 
them, saying "Fear •. not: 
for, behold, I bring' yon 
good tidings of great joy, 
which shall  be to all 
people". 
The angel describes the 
Christ 'Child ~o the awe- 
struck shepherds and soon 
they see an even more daz- 
zling sight.., a multitude 
of the heavenly host prais- 
ing Cod. 
With the Words of the 
angels echoing in their ears 
-"Glory to God in the 
hlghest,antt onearth peace, 
good will toward men" - 
s/the amazed Shepherds de- 
' ¢ide that they will go into 
greetings ! 
your way... 
lie Electric Ltd. 
5014 Walsh 635-5876 ~, 
Bethlehem and see this .~ 
wonderful event.for them-' "~ 
seh,es. And so they went o 
Bethlehem "with haste", the 
scriptures say, to find Mary 
and Joseph with the Christ 
Child lying ins manger. I [ l t~  
No further mention is 
made of those shepherds in
the scriptures.., they ap-. 
haps making the lonely• pear on the horizon at a 
hour~,pass ~lM~th o~s~al~.~ er~tous time in h!story, k i , , ,  
conv~rsatioia~ ~ , .... ~.~ :" '0 'r i lyt0 disappear.  / .... 
7f  
St. Nicholas Precursor of ~~ 
Our Modern-Day Santa 
Legend has it that the 
figure of our present:day 
Santa Claus is rooted in the 
personality of St. Nicholas, 
fourth-century bishop of 
him, but during his lifetime . ~ 
he was noted primarily for 
his. kindness. 
Origen he delivered gifts 
to the needy at nighL One 
story tells of how he pre- 
sented abag of gold to each 
of three girls as a dowry.• 
The girls' father was im- 
poverished, and was about 
to give them up to a life of 
shame. Nicholas rescued 
them, and his good deed 
later formed the basis for 
the giving of gifts in secret 
The°n the Eve of St.eventuallyNiCholas. !~' ~ 
custom was ! 
transferred to Christmas. 
It was the Dutch colo- 
nists who brooght he cus- 
tom of Saint Nicholas and 
gift-giving to the United ~/ 
States. The tradition spread "~ ~" 
rapidly, but English-speak- ~ . 
. ing children couldn't pro- 
non'nee the'words "Sant 
Niklaas" and they corrupted 
the name to"Santa Claus".: ~. 
Myra, Turkey. 
According to reports, 
Nicholas was just a boy 
when he became bishop. 
He loved to give the poor 
gi'fts, but hated to be 
thanked for them. Many 
miracles are attributed to 
i 
P, cture th,s ~ 
A very happy holiday season for everyonef 
Ken's Photo Studio Ltd. 
1-4621 Lakelse 638-1404 
. . . .  " - -  ., , . . . . .  ; . I )~ | '  ,C.,l, ~ ; , / i~  t , eL  
~ ~ , a ~  
~ ~ ~ ~ 
;ippiesi greetings 
and wishes for ;~ 
wonderful 
Claristmas eason 
to  everyoaae .  
from the 
management  & staff 
Sandman Inn 
4828 Hwy. 16 W, 635-9151 
! 
Canadian Cellui0se Company Limited 
t 
, ' . . .  
How hke t.:e serem~ of a silent, snow-clad 
woodland, !s the peace that comes to the 
heart that finds the true meaning of Christmas. 
~,~ • • • • • 
Twinnver Tnmber Limited 
• s Pohle Lumber Operation: , .  ' , . :  
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Dear Santa. 
My name is Miehelle Giffolilli and I am 10 years old. 
I live at 4809 Davis. I wish you have a very Merry X- 
mas. For X-mas I wish for a pair of earrings and a 
alarm clock and a spirograph. 
From Michelle Ciffolilli 
Dear Santa 
I am Aaron Morven and I live in 2028 Queensway no. 3 
and am 8 years old and my phone number is 635-5546. I 
want a Spiderman Utility Belt and a Tie Fighter and a 
X-wing Fighter and a set of star wars men and a Road 
Race game and a Superman Jigsaw Puzzle and a Quiz 
Kid Calculator and I help around the house to and am 
a good boy. 
F rom Aaron 
Dear Santa 
I hope you are O.k. like me and my brother. Jamie 
has been a good boy and would like a bionic man 
rocket set and a adventure aero-marine set and I 
would like a radio controlled car please. 
I Andre's Enterprises 
I . . . .  ~,3~-1710 302,6 Hwy. 16 E. 
Gai ter  ~:l;: the tomily for a traditional 
Chri;~t:::c:: !~ll='.d ':,'ith o ld - fash ioned joy  
rand gc, cci ~eo}:It:I. Merry Christmas to you 
and ]'oL: r:;'. 
Budoet Rent-a-Car 
10-4736 Lakelse 635-7722 
Thank you 
Mike and Jame Colongard 
Dear Santa, 
How is it at the north-pole? My brother wants some 
battle star galactica figures I would like to know what 
makes the rien deer fly? I would like a jawa sand 
crawler. And I hope you know we are going to the 
Okanagan good bye for now I have too go to bed 
Love Alex 
• Lex Cieslik 
Dear Santa, 
How are you Santa at the north pole? Thank you for 
all the presnts last Christmas My sisters want some 
dolls.and I want a pair of skates and my morn wants a 
cook book. My  dad wants a book. 
Love from Jason 
Jason Krause 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa 
How are you doing? Thank you for the Micronats 
and the presents. Could I hay a remote control car? 
My brother wants'a new pair of skates. How is the 
reindeer doing? How do they fly? 
Age 7 Love Mathew 
Matthew Shinde 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa I hope you have a nice christmas and how 
is mrs claus and how are your elves please can you get 
me a perfume maker and please can you bring a toy 
for my cat. from your nice girl Angela Burton age 6 
Merry Christmas 
Dear Santa, 
I wish you happy Chirstmas and a happy new year. 
And how is Mrs. Claus. Is Rudolph's nosise stell 
shining red I would like the Woodseys Log house And 
also Bady wet'n Care. 
Santa have a happy XMasl AND happy New Year 
Melanie 
Dear Santa Claus; 
I have been a good boy'. Please send me two car 
models. 
Love 
Travis Barker 
Age 5 years old 
Dear Santa Claus; 
I l~ave been just a little bit bad and j~t  a little bit 
good. So when you  come to  our  house• 
I want he most a kitchen and sink, fridge, stove set. 
I would even like a sewing machine like mommies, a 
coffee machine like mommies, also a kettle and a 
dolly that takes a shower. I would like Barbie dolls. 
Dear Santa, 
My name is Barry. Can 
I have a race track. I live 
in Terrace. can I have an 
electric riss-cross on my 
train track. I am 8 years 
old. 
Love Barry 
Barry Radcliffe, 
Dear Santa, 
Please can I have an 
electric race car set and 
can I have a set of walki- 
taiki. My name is Dean. 
Thankyou. 
Love Dean 
Dean Stewart, 
Dear Sanata, 
My name is Douglas. I
live in Terrace. Please 
may I have the Hardy 
Boys book 1. I am 6 years 
old. 
Love 
Pamela Essena 
Age 3 
Dear Santa how do your reindeer fly? I would iike' a 
microwave for Christmas please, How are your ells 
Thankyou for all the presenis that you gave me. 
Santa you are nice to me and my family and can you 
get some perfume for my morn. 
I like your reindeer and I like Rudolph the best hers 
nice I like his red nose it's nice. ' , . . ,  
• Age  7 sarah 
. ., Sarah Ford 
Terrace, B.C. 
Dear Santa, ," 
Thankyou for the presents that you.gave reel how 
are you doing? how are your'reindeer, how big/ire 
your elves? ' :.:' ~ " '  ' " " , i 
Love Staeey 
Age 6 
Stacey Martin 
Terrace, B.C~ 
Dear Santa I am looking forward to Christmas hoho, 
Merry Christmas santa Claus how are your reindeer?i 
Merry Christmas From Ryan I hope you are happy On 
Christmas eve From Ryan. . . . .  
.Ryan Precevlat 
Ages 
.. Terrace,. B.C. 
Dear Santa, 
Santa I love you Santa. I want a sled I feel happy at ~ 
Christmas Merry Christmas.' Love Lisa 
.' .'' .' '. Lisa Taylor 
Age 6 
Dear Santa . . . .  : , . . , 
I want a oven, a sink and'a trnck for food. We are: 
going to Vernon for Christmas. 
Love Shelley 
Shelley Hnwryluk 
Dear: santa 
hy ! hope yer doing fine santa. Please come down my 
chimney, it's clean and ready for you. I will leave out 
some Milk and granola nd home peaches for you, 
from nathan 
7 years old 
Dear: santa 
I am looking forward to christmas. Hope you come 
with your reindeers. See you. 
Lee Wilkerson 
Age: 6 yrs. 
Dear Santa 
I have been a good girl but I got in h~0uble 12 times I
would like a ehariie angle vanwith the three dolls I 
hope you have some with you. How is your wife and 
ells doing please this year eat my eookies and drink 
my milk. , .. ., 
Denise;Therrlen 
Age. 10 
Dear Santa 
I am 4 years old My name is Anita I would like a 
sled. for Xmas. " .... 
' ' '  I~ove Anita 
• ' Anita Dumont 
Smithers, B:C. 
Age 4 
Dear Santa 
I have tried to be good this year, Would "you please 
bring me a kissing doll? I'll leave you Something to 
eat. 
'.. :, Love. from 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  :, ...., . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ..., Rosemary., 
Dear Santa Claus 
Thank you for the toboggan, and the Magic Carpet, 
that you brought last year. How are the elves? HOW 
are you? Is your wife sick? I Love you all. Please 
Santa may I have Bady Alive. 
"e' 
I t t"W.tN~ 
A .~l . ,e ia l  g reet ing  to  :d l  of ore' 
fr iends . . .  we thank )o I ,  fop yotlr 
llllll'llllll~l ' llllll lloi~l' lhal ~'llllr I , . l i d , ty  
w i l l  Iw  f i lh .d  ~vi lh halqdn~'.,,.,,. 
Love from Anne 
: Anne Dalton 
• ' Kitimat B.C .  
8 years old 
Dear  Santa 
Please may ' I  have a 
Spider man walki-talk 
and a Godzilla I am. 6 
years old. 
Love Joey 
Joseph Zueehiatti 
Dear Santa, 
I love you. Will you 
bring me a Toy? A toy 
that I like is starr troop 
era. That is play fui and a 
Toy Godzilla. I am 6 
years old.. 
Love Dave Wolfe 
Dear Santa, 
I would like a racing 
track please. I am 6 years 
old. ' ' " 
. . . . . .  Love Caie 
. Cale Lewis 
s nn |eat 
Braid Insurance Agencies 
4648 Lakelse 635.6142 
/ 
=L/,v:/:y .L/~,./,,/,,!/,f 
CHEVRON CANADA 
L.J. Shears Enterprises Ltd. 
 o e o.s TERRACE HOTEL 442z Railway Ave. 635-5414 
Doug mordan 455'1Greig 635-2231 Santa, 
i=~mi41t ~ I would like a big Dear Santa 
q"TT TqkT(-'- I I wanta doll and a big plastie' horse and a 
I k l~Ol r l l~ 'OM IMM Bai'bie doll on a horse. ~ i  ~. i~  %, J~.  ~, j '  JL JL,LJ JLJL ]%,.~tll~ [ castle. I am 6 years old. f lU I t l l l Ln l l  11111 Love, Anna 
• ~, ............  . . . . .  ~ . .~  . . . . . . . .  ,~ , . .~  I Love Shawnna 
Hwy 16 E 635 6375 • I am 5 years old ~ ~ ~ " ' ," Anna Weatherston 
: '~;i~i~ Shawnna Theme . . . . .  ] - [ - -  
. . . . . . .  / ,  ~ , :~ ~ . . ,  . .  . . ,~ : : . :~  ~.~ 
I~ii,:. ? [ . . . . . . .  | [ May all lit,' j,,v, ,,f lit, ,'.hrisl,,at~ ,~,.am,,, [ 
. . . . . . . .  ~ .... .. :~~ ' ......... ; | , l,ri,,gy,,,,',,,'wf,,.,.lh,q,l,h..,,, I |  ~ We have nothing 
l /  q ~  " I] [ but cheery good feeling and glad tidings 
Thebe l ]s r in f f °u l theha 'p i i l [  Aut0 /I [ for all our friends over the years. We nes~ at the season. May you [ [ wuwup n 
share in a]] its wondrous joys. [ i Repairs [ appreciate your patronage. 
aurant [i 29H Kalum St [ Chop Suey Garden Rest 635-6189 • // . , " ElkerAutoSupply 
/ [ ~1~5~I~ .......... i ........ ] /  635-2218 4736 Lazel le 4430 Greig 638-1946 ~ [ 
• Garlands of best wishes for a+ : 
' bright and beautiful Christmas1 ' " 
i,t  ' :+!+ 
i!it{., :Queensway .trading Ltd./'!:: 
,,~+'.. • 3216 Kalun St 638-161 +' 
I( "+ ' - , i 
ant  rn A z;, 
d 
' ~O~U ~ tough wor ld, :hereare t nd: ;  " 
3~I.,+ x',t,. S~. a.+.+.e¢~ 
May this be a special time to enjoy and  
remember  the closeness of friends and 
family, We feel close to all of our friends 
and patrons and we hope to cont inue to 
do business with you. 
Ter race  
i n te r to rs  
• 4610 Lazel le 635-6600 
i 
Dear santa 
• faro doing very good at school everythig iseasy here 
I am. doing goodtoo santa Merry merry christmas 
santa and can y~u get me anelctric train track?. 
• . . . ; ,  +AgeT, " TedMcCully 
Dear santa claus, .I liked you to" get me a Kissing 
bat;bie Santa clafis~ I Like your beard I would like a jet 
I am at home want-a teddy bear. I want a B~ok My 
• me is Kim Nadeau I am 7 years old I live at Gossen 
cr ~ terrac.e+B c. 638-1239 
Dear Santa Clam 
I like You I wish I was at The north to live closeto you I 
Wish I had ;/~ Batmai~ mbt6rcycle set with a Jump 
Have a m~rry c~lstmaS My name is Jeff Gregory I 
live at 44 Skeena Dr Terrace Bc I am 7 years old 
......... By Jeff 
Dear Santa. Claus How are you doing in The north 
~le? Are you real Santa Claus? I want a.Slide and I 
want a creepy crawler game 'My name is Ronald 
Joh.nson.. I am 7 years old I live at 3865 Skinner in 
Terrace, B.c. 635.7826 
. . . . . . . .  Ronald 
Dear santa claus. 
Fv been good all year, Just waiting for Chritsmas to 
come. I really want something nice and they are a 
baby Kitten and a ring with a necklace in a box and a 
kissing Barbie and Chrissy, too, I also want a ten 
speed bike, .. 
. . . Erin Mackee 
Dear Santa Claus 
I 've been good all year,, just waiting for christmas 
to come. I ready want something nice this year. I like 
the play house you got me last year. But I want 
something nicer this year, I would like a little baby 
Kitten' this. year. Maybe even a little stulfed dog or 
something. I like christmas because you are the one 
who gives us the toys and things. Christmas is Special 
because of you. • , 
My'na~ne is ROse • Eide - . . . . .  
I- live on §keena-Drive in' terrace B.C. I am 7 years 
old. +:'. . . . . . . .  " ' ' " " '  ' ' ' 
Angela Me.Donald 
Dear santa Clous I Love you. I want a eat and drink 
baby and I want a set That can really cook With some 
dishes " :', : ' : •' " ' ' 
Angela Mc.Donald I am 7 years old, ' 
Dear Santa Claus I like you I wish I had a Bat man 
motorcycle set with a jump and I wish I had a Barman. 
Belt, Merry Christmas Santa Claus My name is Glenn 
Malul~g I live at 4~ BeaVer" Cr. in Terrace, B,C, I 
sin I S yedr~ iild. ' 
. . ' , .  :' ' . ' '  . " ' Glenn 
DearSanta . . . . . .  • 
: I  am:a"go~ boy. My brother BoBBy doesnt believe 
inyou#anta I am Jay I believe in you. Are nice to me 
today it is Christmas I like it I like snow to play in I 
like somethings toplay with I Love you santa 
T 
Dear Santa, 
My name is Michael Kennedy and I am 5 years old. I 
would like to go to your house and see the elves and 
watch them work. I would also like to see Rudolphs 
shiny nose. I 've gota gun and it shoots bullets, I really 
like it. Please Santa can I have a watch (TIMEX 
Mickey M6use) so I can tell when I have to go to 
school. I hope you have a great time and a great 
Christmas. Bye Santa, Love P.S. I would like one more 
gun. Michael. 
Dear Santa, 
For Christmas I would like a sleigh, an artist's 
easel, anda kissing Barbie. I really would like a new 
pair of high heel shoes, Because one of my other ohos 
broke. I have been a good girl and I will leave you a 
snack. Love Jodi Coulter 
Dear Santa 
My name is Corry MarUn and I am five years old I 
am usually agood boy. I would like a radio control car. 
And a vmpture'people s t " 
Love Corry 
P.S. I will leave you some cookies and milk 
Dear Santa. 
My name is Timmy Martin and I am a good boy. I 
hope you are fine. I would like a toy choo choo for 
Christmas, I also like Jack-in-the boxes. My Daddy 
wrote this for mebecause I am only 2 years old. 
. . Love 
, Timmy • 
Dear Santa 
• I know that you may not beahle to bring thease 
. things. But I do know that GOd can help you. 
I would like peace and unity for people, Canada, and 
the world., 
Thank you Santa . 
Merry Christmas 
• • Love Elisa Kinkead 
Dear '. • 
Santa Claus" I am mailing This Letter to you because 
me and my family keep bying western express tickets. 
and We never,win anything but this time I wish I would 
win some prizes. And for christmas I wount a watch. 
Name John Silvestre 
Dear Santa Claus 
I have been very good this year. And I been very 
nice to other people too. I want a fisher price sea ex- 
plorer. And a safari set and a T.V. set. And I want a 
cassete taperecorder. Please take it easy on yourseif 
just send m0ney. And if you like my note you can send 
presents along with the money. Ben 
Foote 
Dear Santa Claus I Wish you a merry Christmas and a 
happy New Year I was very very good and I want lots 
of toys and I'd like a Gret dane or a german sheherd or 
a kitten I'd like to have a bird and I'd like to have a 
Eagle. My name is troy kodemy and I live at  348S 
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i qreet/.,,s + ....... 4 :!::.:,+..'~x . . . .  ! ,+~ 
Warm wishes for a fine old- ~ i l~,a  I ~ .~ 
fashioned Christmas/ ' " ~ ~  
B & G GROCERY 
2701 Kalula 635-6180 
- -  + .  Dear Santa please can My dad and I have an electriet la +~+~d:<+++++++_....+o,~,.r ::+~+,+i:;+: _ 
 ai, set chm .as My name ts S phe, .i r,I 
flours of liY,~i},~ '~g24Y0irby'st'in'I~b~lamiT' :'.:.','M ~:/" "i,~,,-, ~l'-LtJ~: : i~#.~:~:~i~[~!q~' .~:  
, . . ;  . ,  Stephen ~ .'fft~.I~'C'~, ~ :+ . . . . . .  i :: "t%.-+= ++ .--~ ":+::': . • . . . . . .  + . . , ~ • . . . . .  + ~.  
Ellwood Dear Santa Claus " ~ . "~ m~:~.~ :=a l~ i! 
. . . . . . . . .  ' m ~: +i+f t+ ::: m ;@~+:+::+. 
• • All that I would like for eristmas is that everybody ~ : . ~ ~  ~ • J 
s, paper, would be race to everybody else• and love them all 11 " :~k"+' ; :  '. .... : : ~ ~ J l ~ , .  { 
Cathy year long. love James Taylor. ~ ~Ir'i: ~ :  JN~l l '~  ..... "q~{ff + 
, Dickson James Taylor ~ ~ml~t~mt~, . L~; i: ~; ' ! ; ;~ '~ ~ ] 
DearSanta. ill J JrJY~/~ ' '+~~, , . ,+ ,~v + 
' -  HOW are you? How are ; .~L .  ~ ~ ] 
-A f t  your reindeer? are you un • ,~ . . ,~ ,  +P~.~U~=~, J~+:~ + .... J 
4F '~pt ,~ J~ checking your fist? I am [ . ~1~1,  ,~+I, I , ! I+"  ': t 
.... , l~ ing  fun. I hope you. E~. , ,~ ,M[~.  ~ g  
.... +" dent get sick .on Christ- ~ ':'.:::.i:::!~::~:!~ii:":~ ~ -  j 
mas night ....... . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~#~'~" . .  ~ ~ • ~ • • ~ May ~he s.nple country t 
' d /  " ~ l f l ~  LoveDa~dO~ ~ joys of Christmas be yo,rs/ i 
-~r" o 
I Dear santa, , ,+ . /4 ,w- -  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  , Hales Cabinet & J 
Jay Holmber# Parmenter in Terrace BC I am 7 years old. 
RR  no. Bulkley Drive . . . . .  Dear santa I have been Very good in this year and I ~ ~ _ ~., . . . .L  2 -- ~ ~ [[ 
DearSantaCla.us. lhavebeenveryg.ooa, an.azwoum hope that you have been very good in this year l hope ~ ~ i -v-i"d[.=Id[-)IH-. lr] #~.~'.q~ ~{ 
like a Xwing tighter How have you ~een. t nope you that you have a happy Christmas but you donot have to [ i~!, 'q~ JL. a~,#, %,,~ IJ-LJl.J-~=ql I,,,~ 
have a nice Christmas. . ,  Worry about me I want a bike for Christmas My Name ~ ~!  . . . v 
My name is Robert Thorsen I am, 7 years old t dye in is Kathy Lavoie My  new address is Box 13 RR 3 ~[ ~::i~.[~,j~ 
Terrace BC . Coppers~de m terrace B.C. ~ ~ : :~ ~. ,  _ . ~- 
, . , :: : : ,~ .~. : . : :~ : :~  : . . . .  
Dear: Santa clam " r ' ]~ ~ ~  j ~ "  '¢~ i~,~'~  ` %:..:.:~:::+i~!:~:: .... ~1t~ •  a nta lease n I l d d ve  leetrzet ............... :+ . 1  ....... : . " l have been good m School How have you been I . . , , . ~, , ~ • i;+:~ :.: , • :. 
o , , ,  + ,o +e ,+ t+ + +.  o+, ,  + c+,  . . . . .  - . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : _ . _ _  • • ' • " • . _TTam  for ristina, e  tephe~al~p I .. ~ +.: ........ .. .~ • a¥~t],~,~z~oy.st ,  mdt am z . . . . . . . .  :, ,~,,, .... " ": ~!..~i.~::~++:. =+~....:,...: + i  . • . . . .  +t  an~+tP£P~tb~i that you put on the different colours of .. • . • , ¢+-.~,-- [ [ -  ~g~'~..t,~@~;~#, ",::~:!:,~+~[J.=" ~,~,-.; ::. 
hair.IwantyoutohaveaMerrychristmast . . . . .  ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,+,iv,,+,, [ ~ J~,~+:~~!~ ~+!:+'  "¢=+~"+~t~!i!:;?;!+. 
. . . .  ... . .' Sylvia J( ~ ~ I I  __  ~ ::*?+ir:~: I~ 
Dear Santa . . . . . .  ' l  at uld ike I fist•as s at verybody  +:~ ~ 
uld  se   er lse d ve em l • . ' t Love you ~ want a farm, paputs, per. ~  • tl ' .:.:~+~:~"+'~; . . . .  . .~~, m,  [[ 
• ~ " " ' thy ar ng. ve es ,lor. "  AP '+~:  ' , i [ / ~ ~  ..... ~ J~ ~{ 
. '  . Catherine ickson es ylor  -R t i  , : i .~ ; : : i ; - i~! i &  ._  
• • ' l l ,  • • " kl, ' , . le.~+i/~:q i ~ ._ 
. . . .   Santa ~i J- lC]fd~@'/~ " l i i~ im~ 
Dear Santa,.. ' ' ~ t. ~.'~.~.~'~ ' • . " _ -- ow re u  re ~ ,dik I N~p~WIR + ~  ~_ I love.you Santa now +~ n - ~" "~-  - -  +P:~l~l ~ ~ ""~ ..... 
fe l in-"  d ~ I , ~ , _1  y ur r inneer re y u ~ • ~ l~, ,~,  "+ '~] [ J~t~_= :~, '~   + are you e g to ay . • . . . . .  '. . . . . . .  wan 'a  \l/ J[ ~  i +#@#J j7  " eking  l +  ." ~aD~l~ " 'q t l l t ! l t tU  ' . t 
am leenng line t [ ' --;It-- / \  m ~  ra~#+c+,~, " in fun I' h 'e - 
doll ptea~d santa +thank "z l \  / \ r ~ ~ v. .... ,n+ff. g. . .  - Ope you [ ~ ~ ~  " ~c :==l==:~: : :=:=~ 
. . . .  • • ' : i i . ~ ~ ~ ~ , D t zcx unrist- .. ++.%Qi+++.:,:+::  -
" "  ' .  • 'Love -~" ~ , .  ,~  ,  as night.  " ........" :: A/lay I/re impl  [  
• ' RE "~ Love David O. ' I NE  / 
I reneBretherick 6 ' X~+. '~ /  . 5 ~ ' ~  ~ ' " , ,, Age7 ]oys of hrist as be yo,rs " • -+1~.  , 
' 'I ~ -  ~ ar nta, I~ Dear Santa, ~ ~ .  ~ /  ,   i t  hwo are you today~ I have been good over • • 
Thank you for the erazy" Moy. Chdstrnos llg!,en ~e..year.h.owisRudolph. ~ . MlJlwnrk/td 
oarnetlastvear I want a ~ ~ ' ~  ~i~," yourneortsondbriohten Teu t~uampn we were ~ .wwv=n =- t~= ~I 
r-ace-set-th'is Christmas: ~ ~ ~,our s'-idts' . - singing abuot H~n. .  [[ 3209 Munroe  ' 635-5455 ; 
nlease can I have a ~ ~  ~ • ~' , name orlan~oseoash 3d~xt~m~. ,~~. ,~. ,~~.~q# 
r~obot. "I am 6 . . . .  • .~,,~,~ w~ ~ i Age 7 
• . LoveRay, :~p ~V ....... ~.... • 
Raymond Praught ~ ~ ,  Dear Santa 
" "  " - - ' - -9  We are learning . l l  ~•  | . . . .  f~- -  . IA . .  
' Gl l l l l~  Rudolvh the red nose " 1 " 1 " ~  LTtW~/~/ /A  Dear Santa Rudolt t 4 ~ [ ~  ~O- J~ l~ ' J~ '~a~ 
Howare you?.Andhow . a i  kss .pa~R ~P.~Ua~P reindeer in sign lang. -- . . . . .  ~,~ • ~ , , ~ ,  v~,  
. there are twelve people m are  your reindeer l ,am JANI IU f l  ~l~flVllal~ 
doing fine And. how is 
your wife? I am sure shes 
doing fine 
Name Karl Holmes 
Age 7 and a half 
3604 Floyd 
i~m,~mmm ~m~ammm.,m. ,m. ,~mmm mm~ 
! 
1 
I 
II, 
t, Distributors J 
ted =;. ,,. -.,.,, j , j  
Ltd. 
my family. You will find 
a chistman tree on my 
635-6588 light bright. Katieclark 
Age 7 
I 
JOYOUS HOLIDAY GREETINGS 
' 
There's no place like home for the holidaysl 
May you and your family enjoy a bright 
and merry yuletide! 
CONSTRUCTION LTD. 
Commercial and Industrial 
Building Contractors 
"SINCE 1958" 
6 3 5 - 5 2 1 3  
...... 3705 Eb-,,.Terrace 
++~__ .+,." .+ .. .  
• r":' \ ' k  ~4<f. " 
Serving up a cupful l  of hol iday cheer 
mixed with a l) latter of best wishes Io till 
of our  loyal fricntls for a holiday menu. 
~o~ 
the  management  
and  s ta f f  at  
"~ • 
Bavarian Inn 
4332 Lakelse 635-9161 
i 
, 
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Thanks o much for your support 
and patronage. We hope to continue 
seruing you in the future. The best 
wishes of the season to all of our 
friends. 
638-1166 
Our Christm¢ rs CVishes 
May you enjoy the Best Wishes for a 
healthy and Happy Holiday. Season in the 
comfort of family and friends. 
HIGH COUNTRY 
Crafts & Gifts 
638-1645 
One of the joys of 
the Christmas season is the 
opportunity to extend to all of 
you our best wishes. 
WAYSIDE GROCERIES 
635-4575 
Lots of good wishes coming your 
way[ Have a bright, happy Christmas 
with friends and family. We've en- 
joyed serving you! 
JIM'S TACKLE SHOP 
635-9471 
i 
) 
  ]A gPIP Y 
Presenting Christmas: that 
merry, madcap, mistletoe 
"and mirth-filled time, sent 
your way with love 
from Santa! 
HAiR 
GALLERY 
635-3729 
ALL WEST CENTRE 
CORNER OF KEITH AND TETRAULT 
